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PUBLIC PERFORMANCE VIDEOS AND AUDIOS BASED ON OUTSTANDING CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Where Books Come Alive!
All of your favorite stories, **now streaming** directly to your school or library.

- **Build Your Own Bundle**
  Customize your 10-Title Collection* with our all new a-la-carte options
  (*Minimum quantity order)

- **Simultaneous Streaming Access**
  Alleviate the wait and need to replace damaged titles with unlimited, simultaneous streaming access from anywhere

- **Closed Captioning**
  Support every learner with word highlighting or closed captioning to build word recognition and fluency

- **Multi-Language Media**
  Videos and Audiobooks in Spanish and Mandarin engage English learners and their families

- **Public Performance Rights**
  Encourages family literacy nights and virtual read alouds

- **Weston Woods Sole Source**
  Get them while they’re hot! New releases are only available by purchasing directly through Weston Woods!

For more information contact your sales representative.
Where Books Come Alive!

Since 1953, Weston Woods has helped children fall in love with books and reading. We scour the marketplace to find the best in children’s literature to find stories that are:

• Meaningful  • Timeless  • Inspiring  • Engaging

Over the years, research has shown that our audio and video products, that are word-for-word adaptations of the books they are based on, help all readers improve:

• Fluency  • Vocabulary Acquisition  • Comprehension

Additionally, these special features help make our materials accessible to the broadest range of children possible:

• Read-Along Option - for beginning, reluctant, and struggling readers
• Closed Captioning - for hearing impaired readers
• Descriptive Video audio tracks - for the blind and visually impaired readers
• Bilingual Versions - for ESL (English as a second language) and FLL (foreign language learning) students

Sincerely,

The Staff at Weston Woods

Choose the Right Titles for Every Reader!

To help you find just the right materials for every reader, the following information is given for each title as available:

• Correlations to Common Core and State Standards - visit our website to access our searchable link or call customer service for a custom report on the titles you are interested in.
• Lexile® Levels*
• Guided Reading Levels (GRL) **
• Correlations to Accelerated Reader® (AR) and Reading Counts® (RC)

* Lexile Framework for Reading development by Metametrics, is a scientific approach to reading measurement that matches reader ability to text difficult on the same scale. For more information on the Lexile Framework for Reading visit their website at www.lexile.com.

** Guided Reading Levels are established by guided reading specialists, working closely with literacy programs nationwide. All levels are approximate and are subject to revisions.

Format Key:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Title Collection DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardcover Book/CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paperback Book/CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming Audio***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming Video***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA DVD Read-Along Feature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Captioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptive Video:
Our new releases now include a descriptive video audio track that contains additional descriptive narration to make our titles more accessible to the blind and visually impaired.

Read-Along:
Many of our titles include this feature which allows children to follow each word as it is simultaneously narrated and highlighted on the screen, strengthening vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency.

Our Customer Friendly Policies:

Free Lifetime Replacement Policy: We offer free lifetime replacement for any worn or damaged DVD or CD produced by and purchased directly from Weston Woods. Proof-of-purchase or return of damaged or worn product may be required to qualify.

Satisfaction Guarantee: If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with an item, just return it to us within 30 days. We’ll replace it, credit your account, or issue a full refund. No questions asked!

Disclaimer: All products listed in this catalog are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change without notification.
**Fall 2021 New Releases**

Includes Read-Along and Descriptive Video Features!

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Author/ Illustrator</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Let Liberty Rise!</strong> How America’s Schoolchildren Helped Save the Statue of Liberty**</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>Chana Stiefel, Chuck Groenink</td>
<td>Scholastic Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sun is Kind of a Big Deal</strong></td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>Nick Seluk</td>
<td>(Orchard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Someone Builds the Dream</strong></td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>Lisa Wheeler, Loren Long</td>
<td>(Dial Books)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wishes</strong></td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>Mượn Thị Văn, Victo Ngai</td>
<td>(Orchard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Spring 2021 New Releases

Includes Read-Along and Descriptive Video Features!

**Be You!**  
Ages 3-5  
Written and Illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds  
(Orchard Books)

Discover a joyful reminder of the ways that every child is unique and special, from the beloved creator of *The Dot*, *Happy Dreamer*, and New York Times bestseller, *The Word Collector*. Here, Reynolds reminds readers to “be your own work of art.” To be patient, persistent, and true. Because there is one, and only one, YOU. In the tradition of books like *Oh, the Places You’ll Go!* and *I Wish You More* comes a wholly original, inspirational celebration of individuality as only Peter H. Reynolds can create! Narrated by the author Peter H. Reynolds. Music by Sarah Hart. Animated by FableVision, Inc. Co-production with FableVision, Inc.

**Tomorrow Most Likely**  
Ages 3-5  
Written by Dave Eggers  
Illustrated by Lane Smith  
(Chronicle Books)

Rather than focusing on going to bed — and what kid wants to think about going to bed? — this book explores all of the dreamy, wonderful, strange things the next day might bring. Whimsical, witty, and hopeful, *Tomorrow Most Likely* is a revolutionary rewriting of a classic goodnight book from bestselling author Dave Eggers and award-winning illustrator Lane Smith. Narrated by Channie Waites. Music by Sarah Hart. Animated by Pete List.

**If You Come To Earth**  
Ages 5-8  
Written and Illustrated by Sophie Blackall  
(Chronicle)

*If You Come to Earth* is a glorious guide to our home planet and a call for us to take care of both Earth and each other. This stunning book is inspired by the thousands of children Sophie Blackall has met during her travels around the world in support of UNICEF and Save the Children. This masterful and moving picture book is a visually comprehensive guide to the earth, imbued with warmth and humor. Narrated by Dani Martinek. Music by Ernest Troost. Animated by duple.

**We Are Water Protectors**  
Ages 3-6  
Written by Carole Lindstrom  
Illustrated by Michaela Goade  
(Roaring Brook Press)

Inspired by the many Indigenous-led movements across North America, *We Are Water Protectors* issues an urgent rallying cry to safeguard the Earth’s water from harm and corruption - a bold and lyrical picture book written by Carole Lindstrom and vibrantly illustrated by Michaela Goade. When a black snake threatens to destroy the Earth and poison her people’s water, one young water protector takes a stand to defend Earth’s most sacred resource. Narrated by the author Carole Lindstrom. Music by Ernest Troost. Animated by Galen Fott.

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
All Because You Matter
Ages 4-8
Written by Tami Charles
Illustrated by Bryan Collier
(Scholastic)

Tami Charles pens a poetic, lyrical text that is part love letter, part anthem, assuring readers that they always have, and always will, matter. This powerful, rhythmic lullaby reassures readers that their matter and their worth is never diminished, no matter the circumstance: through the joy and wonder of their first steps and first laughter, through the hardship of adolescent struggles and the pain and heartbreak of current events, they always have, and always will, matter. Narrated by the author Tami Charles. Music by David Mansfield.

The Oldest Student
How Mary Walker Learned to Read
Ages 4-8
Written by Rita Lorraine Hubbard
Illustrated by Oge Mora
(Schwartz)

In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20, she was married and had her first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114, she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, she learned to read. From Rita Lorraine Hubbard and rising star Oge More comes the inspirational story of Mary Walker, a woman whose long life spanned from the Civil War to the Civil Rights Movement, and who—with perseverance and dedication—proved that you’re never too old to learn. Narrated by Nikki M. James. Music by Michael Bacon.

Chicken Little
The Real and Totally True Tale
Ages 4-8
Written and Illustrated by Sam Wedelich
(Scholastic)

Chicken Little is NOT afraid of anything. Well, okay, maybe a mysterious BONK to the head can produce panic. But only momentarily. It’s not as though she meant to send the barnyard into a tailspin, thinking that the sky was falling. How ridiculous! But can she calm her feathered friends with facts and reason? A timeless favorite becomes a clever cautionary tale in this FUNNY, fresh, and timely picture book debut by cartoonist, Sam Wedelich!

Tiny T. Rex
and the Impossible Hug
Ages 3-5
Written by Jonathan Stutzman
Illustrated by Jay Fleck
(Chronicle Books)

His friend needs cheering up and only a hug will do. But with his short stature and teeny T. Rex arms is a hug impossible? Narrated by Ron Butler with Sophie Amoss, Johnny Heller and others. Music by Ernest Troost. Animated by Galen Fott.

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Spring 2020 New Releases

Includes Read-Along and Descriptive Video Features!

Be Kind
Ages 5-6
Written by Pat Zietlow Miller
Illustrated by Jen Hill
(Roaring Brook Press)

When Tanisha spills grape juice all over her new dress, her classmate wants to make her feel better, wondering: What does it mean to be kind? From asking the new girl to play to standing up for someone being bullied, this moving story explores what kindness is, and how any act, big or small, can make a difference or at least help a friend. Narrated by Thérèse Plummer. Music By Ernest Troost.

Say Something!
Ages 4-8
Written and Illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds
(Orchard Books)

Each of us, each and every day, have the chance to say something: with our actions, our words, and our voices. There are so many ways to tell the world who you are... what you are thinking... and what you believe. And how you’ll make it better. Narrated by the author, Peter H. Reynolds. Music By Sarah Hart. A co-production of Weston Woods Studios and FableVision, Inc.

Friendship, Tolerance and Respect

Be Kind
CC3091
SUBTITLED DVD
Iconographic, 9 minutes
$59.95

CD3091RA
SINGLE CD, 8 min.
$12.95

HCD3091
HARDCOVER BOOK/CD
8 minutes
$29.95

STRM3091AUDDR
STREAM AUDIO
GRL: K

Be Kind
HCD3091
HARDCOVER BOOK/CD
8 minutes
$9.95

Dog Breath
Ages 4-8
Written and Illustrated by Dav Pilkey
(Blue Sky Press)

Hally Tosis is a great family dog, but there is one rotten thing about her: her breath! It is so smelly, Hally’s pet parents want to find a new home for her. The children, desperate to keep their beloved pet, try everything to rid Hally of her stinky stench. Narrated by Oliver Wyman. Music By Scotty Huff. Directed by Galen Fott.

The Very Impatient Caterpillar
Ages 4-8
Written and Illustrated by Ross Burach
(Scholastic Press)

When a group of caterpillars scamper up a tree to meta-morphosize, one of them is still learning about this whole transformation thing. But the two-week wait inside his chrysalis feels interminable. Narrated by Matt Braver and Sisi Aisha Johnson. Music By Bruce Zimmerman. Directed by Galen Fott.

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
The Story Hour Collection

Free Curriculum Guide Accompanies Each Weston Woods' DVD

It truly becomes a shared learning experience as children connect with these captivating DVD and audio adaptations of these outstanding, classic books. The free curriculum guide provides hands-on activities to enhance early language and literacy skills.

Book/CD Sets Are Not Collated and Are Sent Without Bags Unless Requested.

---

**Abe's Honest Words:**
*The Life of Abraham Lincoln*
by Doreen Rappaport, ill. by Kadri Nelson
(Hyperion Books For Children)

- ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

From the time he was a young boy roaming the forests of the unsettled Midwest, Abraham Lincoln knew in his heart that slavery was deeply wrong. The passion for humanity that defined Lincoln's life shines through in this portrait of a truly great American president. Narrated by Nicol Zanzarella and Trevor Murphcy with music by Michael Bacon.

Bonus Material - “Important Dates” and “The Gettysburg Address”

| PKG2736CD | 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
| STRM2736AUDDR | STREAM AUDIO $18.95
| HCD2736 | HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
| CD2736 | SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
| HCDAUD2736 | HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
| PCDAUD2736 | PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
| STRM2736BIDR | STREAM VIDEO
| Lexile® AD920L | GRL K 1997 Release

*Sing-Along Stories

---

**All the Colors of the Earth**
by Sheila Hamanaka (Morrow)

Evocative text and beautiful art, along with a captivating musical score by Crystal Taliefero, celebrate the glorious diversity of children.

- CDV664 LIMITED-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD366RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- HCD360 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCDAUD360 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG360CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM360AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM360BIDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD965L GRL K

---

**All the World**
by Liz Garton Scanlon, ill. by Marla Frazee (Beach Lane)

- ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
- ALA NOTABLE BOOK
- CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
- NY TIMES BESTSELLER
- BOOKLIST EDITORS' CHOICE
- SILVER REMI, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
- BANK STREET BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR

This story follows a circle of family and friends over the course of a day – from morning till night. The importance of all things great and small in our world, from the tiniest shell on the beach...to warm family connections...to the widest sunset sky...is affirmed. Narrated by Joanne Woodward with music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Directed by Galen Fott. Includes an interview with illustrator Marla Frazee.

- DVD3025 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD893RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- HCD893 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- STRM893AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM893BIDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD380L GRL J 2011 Release

*Caldecott Collection Vol. V

- "beautiful, fully animated...carefully preserves award-winning illustrator, Marla Frazee’s style. Highly recommended." — Video Librarian
- "This film is a wonderful way to enjoy the book and, perhaps, see connections that might not otherwise be obvious." — Starred Review, School Library Journal

---

**All Because You Matter**
by Tami Charles, ill. by Bryan Collier (Scholastic)

This powerful, rhythmic lullaby reassures readers that their matter and their worth is never diminished, no matter the circumstance: through the joy and wonder of their first steps and first laughter, through the hardship of adolescent struggles and the pain and heartbeat of current events, they always have, and always will, matter. Narrated by the author Tami Charles. Music by David Mansfield.

- DVD3099 LIMITED-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD3099RA SINGLE CD, 9 minutes $12.95
- HCD3099 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- STRM3099AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM3099BIDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD810L GRL N 2020 Release

---

**The Amazing Bone**
by William Steig (Farrar, Straus)

- CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
- ALA NOTABLE FILM

A lonely pig named Pearl dawdles long enough in a field of dandelions to meet a bone who speaks to her. Narrated by John Lithgow.

- DVD499 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD301RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- HCD301 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCDAUD301 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG301CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM301AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM301BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin

Lexile® 60L GRL N 1985 Release

*The William Steig Library

---

**Anansi the Spider**
by Gerald McDermott ( Holt)

- CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

Anansi, one of the great folk heroes of the world, is saved from a terrible fate by his six sons in this traditional tale from West Africa.

- CD151RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
- HCD151 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCDAUD151 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG151CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

Lexile® AD280L GRL 1 1974 Release

*The Maurice Sendak Library

---

**Amazing Grace**
by Mary Hoffman, ill. by Caroline Binch (Dial)

Even though her classmates discourage Grace from trying out for Peter Pan in the school play because she is black and a girl. Grace wins the part and proves that she can be anything she wants to be. Narrated by Alfre Woodard.

- DVD604 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD354BIL BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- CD354RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- HCD354 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCDAUD354 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY

Lexile® 680L GRL M 1994 Release

*Be Proud! Be Brave! Be Kind!

---

**Anselmi's Island**
by William Steig (Farrar, Straus)

- EMMY NOMINATION - BEST ANIMATED PROGRAM
- ACTION FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION, OUTSTANDING PROGRAM
- NEWBERRY HONOR BOOK

The saga of Abaelard, an elegant and romantic mouse, whose determination and resourcefulness enable him to escape from a deserted island and return to his beloved wife. Narrated by Tim Curry. Directed by Michael Sporn for Italtoons Corporation.

- DVD1303 LIMITED-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- STRM1303AUDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 920L GRL K 1998 Release

*Highly recommended.*

---

**Alligators All Around**
by Maurice Sendak (HarperCollins)

Recommended.

- CD820L GRL K 1997 Release

---

**The Story Hour Collection**

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
And Then It's Spring
Ages 4-7
by Julie Fogliano, ill. by Erin E. Stead (Roaring Brook)

★ BOSTON GLOBE – HORN BOOK AWARD
★ EYRA JACK KEATS NEW WRITER AWARD WINNER
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
★ KIRKUS REVIEWS, STARRED REVIEW
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW
★ PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, STARRED REVIEW
★ BOOKLIST, STARRED REVIEW

A young boy and his dog decide they have had enough of winter, so they resolve to plant a garden. Join them as they savory the anticipation of new growth. Narrated by Ron McLarty with music by Ernest Troost. Animation by Chappa!

Iconographic, 24 minutes

PKG039CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD       $38.75
CD478RA  SINGLE CD, 19 mins. $12.95
HCD649  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
PKG649CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
STRM649AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
STRM649AUDR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® AD80L GRL N 2005 Release

*Audible
**Recommended. — School Library Journal
★Recommended. — AudioFile

Ages 4-8

Angus Lost
Ages 3-9
by Marjorie Flack (Doubleday)

★ BLUE RIBBON AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL
★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’CHOICE

After a run-in with the family cat that leads to his exile from the house, this clever, curious Scottish terrier escapes from the yard and is off on a real adventure around town. Adapted and directed by Gary Templeton. An Evergreen/Firehouse production. Non-verbal.

DVD4640  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95
        Live Action, 11 of 21 minutes
STRM131DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® n/a GRL n/a 2002 Release

★Stories About Angus

Ages 3-7

The Ant and the Grasshopper
by Rebecca Emberley and Ed Emberley (Roaring Brook)

★ PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, STARRED REVIEW
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ AUDIOFILE BEST OF THE YEAR (2013)
★ KIRKUS REVIEWS, STARRED REVIEW

While hard at work, an ant hears the musical sounds of chirp,鹊, chirrup in the distance. Come along as she explores this joyful noise. Narration and music by Chris Thomas King. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

DVD2582  CC/SUBTITLE DVD $59.95
        Animated, 7 minutes
CD2582RA  SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
HCD2582  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
STRM2582AUDR STREAM AUDIO
STRM2582DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® 100L GRL M 2013 Release

★Offering a funny twist on a well-known tale… Highly Recommended. — AudioFile

Ages 4-8

Antarctic Antics
by Judy Sierra, ill. by Jose Aruego & Ariane Dewey (Harcourt Brace)

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO
★ GOLD RENI AWARD, WORLDFOST HUNTON
★ BOOKLIST TOP 10 POETRY BOOKS

Imagine growing up in a colony of emperor penguins on the iciest continent on earth. Wildly entertaining music and sung by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds with additional voices by Diana Canova and Raul Malo. Animated by FableVision Studios, directed by Gary Goldberger and Peter Reynolds.

DVD3027  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95
        Animated, 19 of 58 minutes
CD391RA  SINGLE CD, 19 mins. $12.95
HCD391  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
PKG391CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
STRM391AUDR STREAM AUDIO
STRM391DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® 100L GRL M 2005 Release

★Recommended. — AudioFile
★Recommended. — AudioFile

Ages 4-9

Apt. 3
by Ezra Jack Keats (Macmillan)

The sounds of a harmonica lead to an understanding between a blind man and two boys who live in the same building in the city.

DVD496  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95
        Iconographic, 9 of 52 minutes
STRM183DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® AD301L GRL K 1997 Release

*The Ezra Jack Keats Library

Arnie the Doughnut
Ages 5-9
by Laurie Keller (Henry Holt)

★ AUDIE AWARD WINNER
★ AUDIOFILE EARPHONE AWARD
★ PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY BEST CHILDREN’S BOOK
★ CLIFFE CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE

When Mr. Bing buys Arnie in a doughnut shop, Arnie realizes he must persuade Mr. Bing that a doughnut can be more than just a sweet snack. Hilariously narrated by Michael McKean, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Co-produced by animator Daniel Ivanick and Weston Woods.

DVD2581  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95
        Animated, 19 of 58 minutes
CD2581RA  SINGLE CD, 5 minutes $12.95
HCD2581  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
PKG2581CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
STRM2581AUDR STREAM AUDIO
STRM2581DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® AD80L GRL N 2005 Release

*60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition DVD
**Laurie Keller Vol. II

*Recommended. — School Library Journal
★Recommended. — AudioFile
★Recommended. — AudioFile

Ages 3-7

Andy and the Lion
by James Henry Daugherty (Penguin)

The story of Paul Revere and what he did before, during and after his patriotic adventures.

In this retelling of Androcles and the Lion, Andy meets a lion on the way to school and wins his friendship for life by removing a thorn from his paw. Narrated by Bruce Johnson. Music by Ernest Troost.

STRM090DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® 510 GRL J 1986 Release

Ages 3-9

Antarctic Antics
by Judy Sierra, ill. by Jose Aruego & Ariane Dewey (Harcourt Brace)

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ GOLD RENI AWARD, WORLDFOST HUNTON
★ BOOKLIST TOP 10 POETRY BOOKS

Imagine growing up in a colony of emperor penguins on the iciest continent on earth. Wildly entertaining music and sung by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds with additional voices by Diana Canova and Raul Malo. Animated by FableVision Studios, directed by Gary Goldberger and Peter Reynolds.

DVD3027  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95
        Animated, 19 of 58 minutes
CD391RA  SINGLE CD, 19 mins. $12.95
HCD391  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
PKG391CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
STRM391AUDR STREAM AUDIO
STRM391DR STREAM VIDEO
Lexile® 100L GRL M 2013 Release

★Recommended. — AudioFile
★Recommended. — AudioFile

Ages 4-8

Arrow to the Sun: A Pueblo Indian Tale
by Gerald McDermott (Viking)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

This Pueblo Indian myth explains how the spirit of the Lord of the Sun was brought to the world of men.

CD184RA  SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
HCD184  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
PKG184CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
Lexile® 460L GRL M 1975 Release
Art
by Patrick McDonnell (Little, Brown)
➤ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
➤ AUDIOFILE EARPHONES AWARD
➤ SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Children are introduced to the imaginative world of art and how a picture really can be worth a thousand words. Music and narration by Bobby McFerrin. A co-production of Weston Woods Studios, Studio Mir and Rembrandt Films. Includes a bonus interview with author Patrick McDonnell.

**DVD830**
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- Animated, 6 minutes
- CD830RA SINGLE CD, 4 mins. $12.95
- HCD830 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- STRM830AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM830DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL: K 2008 Release

“...the book swings to life in this musical be-bop film.” — ALA Notable Video Committee

“...the story takes flight with the innovations of Bobby McFerrin’s narration...the story just soars.” — AudioFile

“A lively and engaging, this film is a perfect choice to encourage young viewers to create their own masterpieces.” — Booklist

**The Bear and the Fly**
by Paula Winter (Crown)
A bear tries to catch a fly with disastrous results. Narrated by Oliver Wyman. Music by Ernest Troost.

**DVD843**
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Lexile® NP GRL: n/a 1985 Release

*Favorite Animal Stories Vol. II

**Bear Has a Story to Tell**
by Philipp C. Stead, ill. by Erin E. Stead (Roaring Brook)
➤ NEW YORK TIMES, CHILDREN’S BESTSELLER
➤ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING AND VIDEO
➤ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW
➤ PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, STARRED REVIEW

In this endearing tale of friendship, animals are helped by Bear to get ready for winter. But will they be awake long enough for him to tell his story? Narrated by Mike Birbiglia with music by Ernest Troost. Animation by Cha-Pow!. Includes a bonus feature in which Erin E. Stead demonstrates her art technique.

**CD2590RA** SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD2590 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD2590 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $16.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG2590CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM2590AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2590DR STREAM VIDEO Limited Animation, 9 minutes

Lexile® AD500L GRL: K 2013 Release

*Narrator Mike Birbiglia oozes ‘bearness’” — AudioFile

“...expertly produced, and their tone matches and honors this tender story of woodland friendship.” — School Library Journal

**Bear Snores On**
by Karma Wilson, ill. by Jane Chapman (McElroy Books)
➤ NAPPA GOLD AWARD WINNER
➤ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
➤ CHARLOTTE ZOLOTOW HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BOOK
➤ IRA NOTABLE CHILDREN’S BOOK

As Bear sleeps in his cozy lair, surprise guests stop by to visit him until they finally wake him up. Narrated by Karma Wilson, with music by John Jennings.

**DVD2887**
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Lexile® IC, 9 of 34 minutes

- DVD666BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- CD666RA SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
- HCD666 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC666 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG666CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM666AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
- STRM666AUSDPSR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish
- STRM666BBDIR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile® AD430L GRL: K 2005 Release

*Condorery and More Stories about Bears

“I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE the Bear Snores On video! Music, animation and everything is just perfect.” — Author, Karma Wilson

“Primary grades studying hibernation will welcome this charming production and will find many discussion points in the story.” — School Library Journal

“The author/narrator allows young listeners to appreciate the rhyme and beat of the story, to soak in the humor, and to admire the illustrations. She gives sparkle to supporting characters...Music and sound effects complete the recording.” — AudioFile

**The Beast of Monsieur Racine**
by Tomi Ungerer (Farrar, Straus)
A suspenseful pear-theiving beast becomes fast friends with a lonely man who proudly presents him to the prestigious Academy of Sciences.

**DVD8893**
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Lexile® IC, 9 of 54 minutes

- CD689RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD689 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC689 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG689CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM689AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM689DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD350L GRL: K 2006 Release

*Condorery and More Stories about Bears

“The author’s unhurried, expressive narration emphasizes the rhyme. Share when kids want more’ on hibernation, spring, friendship, or animal diets.” — School Library Journal

**Be Kind**
by Pat Zierlew Miller, ill. by Jen Hill
(Orchard Books)
When Tanisha spills grape juice all over her new dress, her classmate wants to make her feel better, wondering: What does it mean to be kind?

“...the story takes flight with the innovations of Bobby McFerrin’s narration...the story just soars.” — AudioFile

“Ages 3-5

**Bear Wants More**
by Karma Wilson, ill. by Jane Chapman (McElroy Books)
➤ NAPPA HONOR BOOK

When springtime comes, Bear wakes up very hungry! His friends help him find good things to eat, but will his hunger EVER be satisfied? Narrated with warmth and humor by author Karma Wilson, with music by John Jennings.

**DVD2887**
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Lexile® IC, 9 of 54 minutes

- CD689RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD689 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC689 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG689CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM689AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM689DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD350L GRL: K 2006 Release

*Condorery and More Stories about Bears

“The author’s unhurried, expressive narration emphasizes the rhyme. Share when kids want more’ on hibernation, spring, friendship, or animal diets.” — School Library Journal

**Beatrix Potter: Artist, Storyteller and Countrywoman**
Based on the biography by Judy Taylor
➤ BOOKLIST EDITOR’S CHOICE
➤ NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, GOLD APPLE

This documentary film about the life of the remarkable author and illustrator of The Tale Of Peter Rabbit, is based on the successful biography, Beatrix Potter: Artist, Storyteller And Countrywoman by Judy Taylor. Narrated by Lynn Redgrave.

**DVD445**
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $39.95
- Lexile® IC, 58 mins.

- STRM445DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a 1993 Release

*More Stories From Near and Far

**The Biggest Bear**
by Lynd Ward (Houghton Mifflin)
➤ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

Johnny hunts for the biggest bear in the forest, but comes home with a little bear – that grows and grows.

**C010RA** SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD010 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC010 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG010CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

Lexile® 690L GRL: M 1993 Release
Blueberries for Sal

by William McShary (Viking)

CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

A little girl and a little bear on a blueberry-picking trip get all mixed up with each other's mothers on a lovely hillside in the woods. Narration by Kate DiCamillo and Alison McGhee. Animation by Chuck Gammage Animation with music by David Mansfield. Includes an interview with illustrator Tony Fucile.

- The Midwest Book Review

DVD 2040

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

Limited Animation, 9 of 49 minutes

- CD 2040RA

SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95

- HCD 2040

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

- PCD 2040

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

- PKG 2040C

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1 CD $38.75

- STRM 2040AUDR STREAM AUDIO

- STRM 2040DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD 160L GRL M 1967 Release

*The Robert McChesney Library

**The Snowy Day and Other Caldecott Classics

A Boy, a Dog and a Frog

by Leonard Maltin (Chronicle)

ALA NOTABLE BOOK

A retelling of a timeless tale that is sure to leave readers grinning sheepishly Narrated by Peter Scolari, with music by John Jennings. Directed by Konstantin Bronzit. A co-production of Weston Woods Studios, Studio Mir and Rembrandt Films. Includes a bonus interview with illustrator Boris Kulikov.

- School Library Journal

DVD 2228

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

Animated, 9 of 37 minutes

- CD 2228RA

SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95

- HCD 2228

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

- STRM 2228AUDR STREAM AUDIO

- STRM 2228DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL M 2008 Release

*Favorite Folktale

**B. G. Hennessy's humorous retelling of the well-known fable...takes on added energy in this animated adaptation.  "-- The Midwest Book Review

The Boy Who Cried Wolf

by B. G. Hennessy, ill. by Boris Kulikov (Simon & Schuster)

ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

A retelling of a timeless tale that is sure to leave readers grinning sheepishly Narrated by Peter Scolari, with music by John Jennings. Directed by Konstantin Bronzit. A co-production of Weston Woods Studios, Studio Mir and Rembrandt Films. Includes a bonus interview with illustrator Boris Kulikov.

- School Library Journal

DVD 2228

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

Animated, 9 of 37 minutes

- CD 2228RA

SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95

- HCD 2228

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

- STRM 2228AUDR STREAM AUDIO

- STRM 2228DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL M 2008 Release

*Favorite Folktale

**B. G. Hennessy's humorous retelling of the well-known fable...takes on added energy in this animated adaptation.  "-- The Midwest Book Review

Bread Comes to Life:

A Garden of Wheat and a Loaf to Eat

by George Levenson (Triycle Press)

ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

From the sowing of the seeds to the shaping and baking of the bread dough, Lily Tomlin beautifully narrates each step of bringing bread to life. Produced by George Levenson. Hardcover book available - HB2035 - $17.95.

- School Library Journal

DVD 2035

DVD Animated and Live Action, 22 minutes

- Lexile® 400L GRL F 2003 Release

Bugs! Bugs! Bugs!

by Bob Barner (Chronicle)

ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

With whimsical verse and brightly colored collage images, everyone's favorite bugs come to life. Backyard entomologists will buzz with excitement! Music and vocals by Crystal Talifero. Directed by Gary McGivney. DVD includes a bonus interview with author/illustrator Bob Barner.

- School Library Journal

DVD 2968

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

Animated, 8 of 71 minutes

- CD 2968RA

SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95

- HCD 2968

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

- PCD 2968

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

- STRM 2968DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® NP GRL F 2008 Release

*The Bob Barner Library

**The infectious music is enough to recommend the program, but the DVD also extends the book, adding a 'Meet the Bugs' section that provides interesting facts...A terrific extension for teachers doing bug units.  "-- School Library Journal

**...vocals capture the energy of the book's vibrant, multtextured collage illustrations...  "-- AudioFile

**With lively music and vocals by Crystal Talifero, Bob Barner's simple verse and vibrant textural collages...have all kinds of child appeal.  "-- ALA Notable Video Committee

**...held the attention of the youngest child...the older ones learned new things in a fun way?  "-- Virginia Film Festival
**Bugs in My Hair!**  
by David Shannon  
(Blue Sky Press)  
Ages 4-8

**Cannonball**  
Based on the book CANNONBALL SIMP  
by John Burningham  
(Candlewick Press)  
Ages 4-12

**Caps for Sale**  
by Ephry Sobolohina (HarpertCollins)  
Ages 3-8

**The Case for Loving**  
by Selina Alko, Illustrated by Sean Qualls & Selina Alko  (Arthur A. Levine Books)  
Ages 4-8

**Cat & Canary**  
by Michael Foreman  (Dia)  
Ages 4-8

**The Caterpillar and The Polliwog**  
by Jack Kent  (Simon & Schuster)  
Ages 3-8

**Changes, Changes**  
by Pat Hutchins  (Macmillan)  
Two enterprising wooden dolls solve a series of problems by arranging and rearranging a set of wooden blocks to make an object

**“Charlie Needs a Cloak”**  
by Tomie dePaola  (Simon & Schuster)  
Ages 3-8

**Chato and the Party Animals**  
by Gary Soto, ill. by Susan Guevara  (Putnam)  
Ages 5-8

**Chato’s Kitchen**  
by Gary Soto, ill. by Susan Guevara  (Putnam)  
Ages 5-9

**Can’t You Make Them Behave, King George?**  
by Jean Fritz, ill. by Tomie dePaola  (Coward-McCann)  
The story of King George, who wanted to be a good king. He raised money by taxing the colonists ending his popularity in America.  
Ages 7-12

**Changes, Changes**  
by Tomie dePaola  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**PURA BELPRE MEDAL BOOK**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**CINE GOLDEN EAGLE**  
**AUDIE AWARD WINNER**  
Chato decides to throw a birthday party - a ‘pachanga’ - for his best friend, Novie boy and everyone is invited, including you! Narrated by Luis Guzman, with music by Omara Ruiz.

**The Light of the Halloween Moon**  
by Caroline Stanton, ill. by Kevin Hawkes  (Candlefish)  
Join the fun as a brave young girl, who would rather play a trick than be gobbled up as a treat, is the star of this spirited romp around an old wooden bridge by the light of the spooky Halloween moon. Narrated by Sherry Stringfield Music by John Jennnings.

**Cannonball**  
Shot under the big top and on tour with the Clyde Beatty-Cole Brothers Circus, CANNONBALL gives viewers an opportunity to experience a toup; of circus. Written and directed by Gary Templeton / An Evergreen/Firehouse production.

**Caps for Sale**  
A brutal of mismatching monkeys steals a napping peddler’s colorful caps, but he must get them back.

**Chato’s Kitchen**  
Chato invites a family of mice to his house to share a tasty meal but to his surprise ends up eating tortillas and not them

**Changes, Changes**  
Two enterprising wooden dolls solve a series of problems by arranging and rearranging a set of wooden blocks to make an object

**“Charlie Needs a Cloak”**  
by Tomie dePaola  (Simon & Schuster)  
**ALA NOTABLE FILM AND BOOK**  
When Charlie’s old cloak becomes torn and tattered, he spins a new one showing how cloth is made from wool.

**Chato and the Party Animals**  
by Gary Soto, ill. by Susan Guevara  (Putnam)  
**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**  
Chato invites a family of mice to his house to share a tasty meal but to his surprise ends up eating tortillas and not them

**Changes, Changes**  
by Pat Hutchins  (Macmillan)  
Two enterprising wooden dolls solve a series of problems by arranging and rearranging a set of wooden blocks to make an object

**“Charlie Needs a Cloak”**  
by Tomie dePaola  (Simon & Schuster)  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**PURA BELPRE MEDAL BOOK**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**CINE GOLDEN EAGLE**  
**AUDIE AWARD WINNER**  
Chato decides to throw a birthday party - a ‘pachanga’ - for his best friend, Novie boy and everyone is invited, including you! Narrated by Luis Guzman, with music by Omara Ruiz.

**Chato and the Party Animals**  
by Gary Soto, ill. by Susan Guevara  (Putnam)  
**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**  
Chato invites a family of mice to his house to share a tasty meal but to his surprise ends up eating tortillas and not them

**Changes, Changes**  
by Pat Hutchins  (Macmillan)  
Two enterprising wooden dolls solve a series of problems by arranging and rearranging a set of wooden blocks to make an object

**“Charlie Needs a Cloak”**  
by Tomie dePaola  (Simon & Schuster)  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**PURA BELPRE MEDAL BOOK**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**CINE GOLDEN EAGLE**  
**AUDIE AWARD WINNER**  
Chato decides to throw a birthday party - a ‘pachanga’ - for his best friend, Novie boy and everyone is invited, including you! Narrated by Luis Guzman, with music by Omara Ruiz.
Chicka Chicka 1, 2, 3
by Bill Martin Jr. and Michael Sampson, ill. by Lois Ehlert (Simon & Schuster)
★ BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR, PARENTING MAGAZINE
One hundred and one numbers race each other up the apple tree. As the numerals pile up, suddenly bad bumblebees come buzzing. Numbersumble out every which way. What number will save the day? Music and vocals by Crystal Taliefero. Animated by Virginia Wilkos.
**DVD2998** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - Animated, 9 of 34 minutes
**CD880RA** SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
**HD880** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCD880** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY**
**PKG880CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
**STRM880AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO
**STRM880VDDR** STREAM VIDEO
Lexile: AD590L. GRADE L 2010 Release
*Available in 3 languages

**Favorite Folk Tales, Vol II**

What makes this already educational and beloved children’s book such a delightful music is a song, a toast, tapping, finger-snapping, danceable melody.

— School Library Journal

Chicken Little
by Steven Kellogg (Morrow)
★ USA FILM FESTIVAL FAMILY AWARD
The classic story of Chicken Little and her bird-brained friends who think the sky is falling. Narrated by Helen Hunt and Hank Azaria. Music by Ernest V. Troost.
**DVD605** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - Animated, 11 of 26 minutes
**CD373RA** SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
**PCD373** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG373PCD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD $38.75
**STRM373AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO
**STRM373VDDR** STREAM VIDEO
Lexile: AD960L. GRADE L 1998 Release
*Favorite Fairy Tales

Chicken Soup with Rice
by Maurice Sendak (HarperCollins)
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
Learning the names of the months of the year is fun with the rhyme and repetition of Sendak’s classic verse. Music by David Mansfield. Animated by Virginia Wilkos.
**DVD3094** CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
  - Animated, 5 minutes
**CD3094RA** SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
**HCD3094** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCD3094** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG3094CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
**STRM3094AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO
**STRM3094VDDR** STREAM VIDEO
Lexile: AD960L. GRADE M 2021 Release
*The Maurice Sendak Library

Children Make Terrible Pets
by Peter Brown (Little, Brown)
★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO
★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFOEST HUSTON
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST ILLUSTRATED BOOK
★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE
Lucy, a young bear, meets a charming little boy in the forest. When she brings him home, her mother cautions her “children make terrible pets.” Can Lucy prove her mother wrong? Animated by Soup2Nuts. Narrated by Emily Eiden with music by Jack Sundrul and Rusty Young. Includes an interview with Peter Brown.
**DVD3027** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - Animated, 8 of 38 minutes
**CD2447RA** SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
**HCD2447** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCD2447** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG2447CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
**STRM2447AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO
**STRM2447VDDR** STREAM VIDEO
Lexile: AD340L. GRADE K 2011 Release
*The Carnegie Collection, Vol 1

“Highly recommended…” — ★★★ 1/2, Video Librarian

Chrysanthemum
by Kevin Henkes (Greenwillow)
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
★ MEDIA AND METHODS AWARD PORTFOLIO
★ GOLD MEDAL, WORLDFOEST FLAGSTAFF
A little mouse thinks her name is absolutely perfect until she starts school and all the kids make fun of her. Narrated by Meryl Streep with music by Ernest Troost. Directed by Virginia Wilkos.
**DVD592** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - Animated, 15 of 27 minutes
**DVD369BI** BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
**DVD369MANI** BILINGUAL DVD, Mandarin $59.95
**CD369RA** SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95
**HCD369** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCD369** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG369CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
**CD369RASP** SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
**STRM369AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO, English
**STRM369AUDSP** STREAM AUDIO, Spanish
**STRM369AUDSPD** STREAM AUDIO, English/Mandarin
Lexile: 460L. GRADE M 1998 Release
*Back-to-School Stories

Cinderella (James Marshall’s)
by James Marshall (Putnam)
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ PLATINUM REMI AWARD, WORLDFOEST HUSTON
The classic children’s story of triumph over adversity is entertainingly re-told with sparkling narration provided by Stephanie J. Block, music by Ernest Troost and animation by Virginia Wilkos.
**DVD2880** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - Animated, 13 of 29 minutes
**CD671RA** SINGLE CD, 11 mins. $12.95
**PCD671** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG671CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
**STRM671AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO
**STRM671VDDR** STREAM VIDEO
Lexile: AD680L. GRADE L 2006 Release
*James Marshall’s Favorite Fairy Tales Vol II

“Block’s voice is pleasing to the ear, and her pacing and excellent expression guide listeners’ reactions as the story unfolds.” — AudioFile

“...an exceptional video that every library will want to own.” — School Library Journal

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
Come On, Rain!

by Karen Hesse, ill. by Jon J. Muth (Scholastic)

Â ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
Â BEST OF THE BEST, HEART OF TEXAS LITERATURE CENTER

Tess knows that the only thing that can fix the endless summer heat is a good, soaking rainstorm. When it finally comes, there is shouting and dancing as everyone and everything springs back to life. Narrated by Leila Ali, with music by Jerry Dale McFadden.

Â DVD683 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Â CD639RA SINGLE CD, 13 mins. $12.95
Â HCD638 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
Â PCD638 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
Â DVD683BUDDR STREAM AUDIO
Â STRM683BDR STREAM VIDEO
Â Lexile* AD70L GRL. P 2003 Release

*44 (a) beautifully rendered adaptation.
Highly Recommended – Video Librarian

Â “This sly whisper of “come on, rain” soon turns into a joyful dance as the rain does come, accompanied by Jerry Dale McFadden’s swing music.” – ALA Notable Video Committee

The Cow Who Fell in the Canal

by Phyllis Krasslovsky, ill. by Peter Spier ( Doubleday)

Hendrika, a cow who longs to see the city, gets her wish – and more – when she rides an old raft down one of Holland’s most picturesque canals – to adventure.

Â DVD842 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Â STRM842DR STREAM VIDEO
Â Lexile® 1996 Release GRL. L

Crazy Hair Day

by Barney Saltzberg (Candlewick Press)

Â ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Stanley arrives at school, all set to celebrate Crazy Hair Day, only to find out he has mixed up the date with School Picture Day. In this uplifting story of friendship and kindness, what starts out as a funny moment experience takes a surprising turn.

Narrated by Zach Braff, with music by Barney Saltzberg and Eric D. Fagan. Directed by Virginia Wilkoss. Includes an fun interview with Barney Saltzberg and a music video of the Crazy Hair Day Song.

Â DVD2888 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Â CD605RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins. $12.95
Â PCD605 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
Â FGK605CD5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
Â DVD683BUDDR STREAM AUDIO
Â STRM683BDR STREAM VIDEO
Â Lexile* AD560L GRL. M 2009 Release

Creepy Carrots!

by Tomie dePaola (HarperCollins)

Â AiguFIE EarPHONES Award
Â ODYSSEY Honor Audio

In this hilarious picture book, The Twilight Zone comes to the carrot patch as a rabbit fears his favorite treats are out to get him. Narrated by James Naughton & music by David Mansfield. Animation Soup2Nuts. Includes bonus material “The Carrot Zone” where illustrator Peter Brown talks about creating the illustrations.

Â DVD2605 CC/SUBTITLED DVD @ $59.95
Â CD2605RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
Â HCD2605 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
Â DVD2605BUDDR STREAM AUDIO
Â STRM2605DR STREAM VIDEO
Â Lexile® AD460L GRL. L 2013 Release

Crictor

by Tomi Ungerer (HarperCollins)

An affectionate and quick-thinking boa constrictor saves the day during a burglary and receives a medal.

Â CD263RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
Â PCD263 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
Â FGK263CD5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
Â Lexile® AD420L GRL. L 1989 Release
Crow Boy

Ages 3-9
by Taro Yashima (Viking)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

A small boy who is different from the others, gains acceptance when he imitates the voices of crows in the school talent show.

- DVD846 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD846Irc MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
    - CD0027RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95
    - FCD002 RAR HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
    - PCD002 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
    - PKG002CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
    - STRM0032RIR STREAM VIDEO

- Leslie* 1976L GRL L 1971 Release
  - *Teaching Tolerance, Vol. II

Crow Call

Ages 9-12
by Lois Lowry, ill. by Bagram Ibatoulline (Scholastic Press)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO  ★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  ★ PW BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR FOR 2009

The story of young Liz and her father who has been away at WWII for longer than she can remember. They begin their journey of reconnection through a hunting stint, cherry pie, tender conversation, and the crow call. Narrated by Julia Fein with music by Ernest Troost. Includes a bonus interview with author Lois Lowry.

- DVD879 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
  - CC879RA SINGLE CD, 17 mins. $12.95
  - HCD879 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  - PCD879 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  - PKG879CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  - STRM879AUIDR STREAM AUDIO
  - STRM879DR STREAM VIDEO

- Leslie* AD976L GRL N 2010 Release
  - *Julia Fein convincingly narrates (this) poignant tale... Music by Ernest Troost gently augments the story's tone... this timeless, powerful story will resonate with a broad audience.
  - – School Library Journal

- Audrey's voice is gentle and pure—perfect for a girl on a special expedition. 
  - – AudiFile

- This is a heartwarming story of a young girl who gets reacquainted with her father, during a hunting trip after he returns from the war. 
  - – ALA Notable Video Committee

- **sensitively read by teenager (Julia) Fein, who is adept at picking up Lizzie's feelings... Ambient background sounds... add richness to this quiet but powerful story.**
  - – Booklist

- **... this timeless, powerful story will resonate with a broad audience.**
  - – School Library Journal

The Curious Garden

Ages 4-8
by Peter Brown (Little, Brown)

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN'S VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO  ★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

One boy's quest for a greener world... one garden at a time. A little boy named Liam discovers a struggling garden and decides to take care of it. An enchanting tale with environmental themes. Narrated by Katherine Kellgren with music by David MSNBC. Animated by Soup2Nuts. Includes a bonus interview with Peter Brown.

- DVD3027 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD3027Irc MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
    - CD0067RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
    - HCD006 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
    - PCD006 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
    - PKG006CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
    - STRM007AUIDR STREAM AUDIO
    - STRM007BIDR STREAM VIDEO

- Leslie* AD980L GRL N 2010 Release
  - *The Carnegie Collection, Vol. 1

- **A curious boy's discovery of a tiny garden in an otherwise gray and dismal city leads to amazing changes... Brown's acrylic and gouache scenes are cleverly animated and accompanied by a lively musical track.**
  - – Starred Review, School Library Journal

- **Ambient background sounds (falling rain, snipping pruning shears) and David Mansfield's jaunty music... have their own dreams–this is recommended.**
  - – Starred Review, School Library Journal

- **Highly recommended. Editor's Choice.**
  - – ****, Video Librarian

Curious George Rides a Bike

Ages 4-8
by H. A. Rey (Houghton Millfin)

Fans of the ingenious little monkey will not be disappointed as they embark on a wild series of adventures in a traveling circus.

- DVD815 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD815Irc MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - CD0017RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins. $12.95
  - HCD001 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  - PCD001 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  - PKG001CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  - STRM017AUIDR STREAM AUDIO
  - STRM017BIDR STREAM VIDEO

- Leslie* AD980L GRL N 2009 Release
  - *Picture Book Classics

The Day of the Dead / El Día de los Muertos: A Bilingual Celebration

by Bob Barner, translated by Teresa Mlawer (Holiday House)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Follow two youngsters in a celebration of their ancestors on this vibrant Latin American holiday. Luscious collage illustrations and poetic text create a colorful tribute. English and Spanish versions are recounted side by side. An author's note provides additional information. Directed by Gary McGivney. Narrated by Rita Moreno. Includes an interview with Bob Barner and author's commentary.

- DVD896 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD896AUIDR STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish
  - DVD896BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

- Leslie* AD980L GRL N 2011 Release
  - *Stories for National Hispanic Heritage Month

- **Viewers are introduced to food, music, dance, customs, and other aspects of the holiday... an excellent addition to school library collections.**
  - – Starred Review, School Library Journal

Dem Bones

Ages 5-8
by Bob Barner (Chronicle)

★ PARENTS' CHOICE HONOR BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ SILVER REEMI AWARD, WORLDFAIR FESTOON
★ BEST OF THE BEST LIST, HEART OF TEXAS LITERATURE CENTER

Based on the much loved African-American spiritual, children will enjoy learning about the human body and having their funny bones tickled at the same time. Narrated by Chris Thomas King. Music and vocals by Raul Malo. Directed by Gary McGivney.

- DVD2581 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD2581Irc MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - CD02581 SINGLE CD, Eng/Span, 9 mins. $12.95
  - PCD02581 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  - CD02581KBCO 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD (Eng/Span) $38.75

- Leslie* AD980L GRL N 2007 Release
  - *20th Anniversary DVD

The Day the Dead's

Ages 4-8
by Trinh H. Ha (Houghton Millfin)

Seven Kellogg captures all the fun and excitement when Jimmy brings along his pet boa constrictor on a class trip to the farm.

- DVD592 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - DVD592Irc MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  - CD0530RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
  - HCD053 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  - PCD053 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  - PKG053CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  - STRM053AUIDR STREAM AUDIO
  - STRM053BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

- Leslie* AD980L GRL K 1992 Release
  - *Back-To-School Stories

David McPhail - The Film

All Ages

A look into the mind and onto the pages of this well-loved children's book illustrator.

- DVD1923 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $39.95
  - DVD1923Irc CC/SUBTITLED DVD $39.95
  - PCD017 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  - PKG017CD5 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  - STRM017BIDR STREAM VIDEO

- Leslie* AD980L GRL N 2009 Release
  - *60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition DVD

- **"The Bob Barner Library**

- **... a solid science unit wrapped in an attractive and entertaining package.**
  - – Video Librarian

- **While (a) great sing-along and authentic spiritual, (this video) also introduces musical instruments... (and) a musical science lesson especially timed toward Halloween or Day of the Dead.**
  - – School Library Journal

- **... a listening treasure.**
  - – AudiFile

- **... my daughter starts to sing and dance with the skeletons. She has so much fun... reading the book just doesn't have the same appeal**
  - – Teacher and Mom, Jillian Switek
**Diary of a Fly**

*by Doreen Cronin, ill. by Harry Bliss (HaperCollins)*

**AL A NOTABLE VIDEO**

**AUDIOFILE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR**

The day-to-day existence of a little fly that wants to be a superhero and is not afraid to dream big, really big! Narrated by Abigail Breslin. Directed by Gene Deitch. Music by Zdenek Zdenek. DVD includes a bonus interview with illustrator Harry Bliss.

- **DVD2865 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- **CD668RA** SINGL CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- **HCD68** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD68** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY**
  - **PKG668CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  - **STRM668AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
  - **STRM668DR STREAM VIDEO**

Lexile®: AD360L  GRL: L  2004 Release

**AL A NOTABLE VIDEO**

**NEWBERY HONOR NOMINEE**

A hungry fox with a toothache begs a mouse dentist to relieve his pain in this modern-day fable. Narrated by Ian Thompson.

- **DVD499 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- **DVD284B1 BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish** $59.95
- **DVD284B2B1 BILINGUAL DVD, Mandarin** $59.95
- **CD284RA** SINGL CD, 11 mins. $12.95
- **HCD284** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD284** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **PKG284CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- **STERM284AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
- **STERM284AUDDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish**
- **STERM284MABDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin**

Lexile®: AD560L  GRL: L  1994 Release

*See page 67 - The William Steig Library*
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! 

by Mo Willems (Hyperion) 

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE 
★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK 
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING 
★ AUDIOFILE EARPHONE AWARD 
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK 
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR 
★ CHILD MAGAZINE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR 

When a bus driver takes a break from his route, a very unlikely volunteer sprung up to take his place—a pigeon! But you've never met one like this before. Narrated by Mo Willems and Jon Scieszka with animation by Pete List. Includes a "Karoke" version.

**DVD803**  
SUBTITLED DVD ☑  
* Animated, 7 minutes  
* $59.95

**DVD803B**  
BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish  
* $59.95

**DVD805MAMI**  
BILINGUAL DVD, Mandarin  
* $59.95

**CD803RA**  
SINGLE CD, 5 mins.  
* $12.95

**HCD853**  
HARDCOVER BOOK/C.D.  
* $29.95

**PCD805**  
PAPERBACK BOOK/C.D.  
* $18.95

**PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY**

**PKG803C**  
5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD  
* $38.75

**CD803AS**  
SINGLE CD, Spanish  
* $12.95

**PCD805SP**  
PAPERBACK BOOK/C.D., Spanish  
* $18.95

**STRM803AUDDR**  
STREAM AUDIO, English  
* $9.95

**STRM803AUDDRP**  
STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish  
* $12.95

**STRM803MANNI**  
STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin  
* $29.95

**Lexile®**  
120L  
* GRL: G  
* 2009 Release

★ This first-rate adaptation of Mo Willems’ hilarious, beloved picture book delights on every level. ★  
- Starred Review, Booklist

★ … a tremendously captivating film. ★  
- School Library Journal

★ Dixieland jazz, and sound effects add even more energy to (the) animation. Highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. ★  
- School Library Journal

★ Mo Willems, with help from Jon Scieszka, narrator this delightfully boisterous and interactive animated story about a pigeon who is very determined to drive a bus.  
- ALA Notable Video Committee

The Don 

by Peter H. Reynolds (Candlewick Press) 

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENT IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO 
★ CHRISTOPHER MEDAL BOOK 
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING 
★ 2017 CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK 
★ AUDIOFILE EARPHONE AWARD 

When a bus driver takes a break from his route, a very unlikely volunteer sprung up to take his place—a pigeon! But you've never met one like this before. Narrated by Mo Willems and Jon Scieszka with animation by Pete List. Includes a "Karoke" version.

**DVD2941**  
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  
* Animated, 5 of 25 minutes  
* $59.95

**CD2941RA**  
SINGLE CD, 5 mins.  
* $12.95

**HCD294**  
HARDCOVER BOOK/C.D.  
* $29.95

**PCD294**  
PAPERBACK BOOK/C.D.  
* $18.95

**STRM2941AUDDR**  
STREAM AUDIO, English  
* $9.95

**STRM2941AUDDRP**  
STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish  
* $12.95

**STRM2941MANNI**  
STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin  
* $29.95

**Lexile®**  
120L  
* GRL: J  
* 2015 Release

★ This delightful audiobook companion to the charming picture book will have little listeners giggling and learning a made-up bug language. ★  
- AudioFile

Duck for President 

by Doreen Cronin, ill. by Betsy Lewin (Simon & Schuster) 

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING 
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK 

Follow Duck’s entry into politics, sticky ballots and all. Narrated by Randy Travis, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Directed by Pete List. Includes bonus material "Stevie's Up Late with Mo Willems".

**DVD244**  
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  
* Animated, 16 of 38 minutes  
* $59.95

**CD244RA**  
SINGLE CD, 5 mins.  
* $12.95

**HCD244**  
HARDCOVER BOOK/C.D.  
* $29.95

**PCD244**  
PAPERBACK BOOK/C.D.  
* $18.95

**STRM244AUDDR**  
STREAM AUDIO, English  
* $9.95

**STRM244AUDDRP**  
STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish  
* $12.95

**STRM244MANNI**  
STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish  
* $29.95

**Lexile®**  
AD270L  
* GRL: J  
* 2004 Release

★ … highly recommended. … ★  
- Video Librarian

The Dot 

by Peter H. Reynolds (Houghton Mifflin) 

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING 
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK 

This first-rate adaptation of Mo Willems’ hilarious, beloved picture book delights on every level. Narrated by Mo Willems and Jon Scieszka with animation by Pete List. Includes a "Karoke" version.

**DVD941**  
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  
* Animated, 5 of 25 minutes  
* $59.95

**CD941RA**  
SINGLE CD, 5 mins.  
* $12.95

**HCD941**  
HARDCOVER BOOK/C.D.  
* $29.95

**PCD941**  
PAPERBACK BOOK/C.D.  
* $18.95

**STRM941AUDDR**  
STREAM AUDIO, English  
* $9.95

**STRM941AUDDRP**  
STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish  
* $12.95

**STRM941MANNI**  
STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish  
* $29.95

**Lexile®**  
120L  
* GRL: J  
* 2013 Release

★ This delightful audiobook companion to the charming picture book will have little listeners giggling and learning a made-up bug language. ★  
- AudioFile
Duck on a Bike

by David Shannon (Blue Sky Press)

Ages 3-8

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ PLATINUM REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

A duck on a bike? From Sheep to Horse to Chicken to Goat... everyone in the barnyard has something to say about Duck’s zany idea. But what are they really thinking? And what will happen next? Narrated by Walter Mayes, with music by Jack Sundrund and Rusty Young. Animated by Soup2Nuts.

- DVD864BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
  Animated, 8 minutes
  $CD864RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
  $HCD864 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD864 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG864CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $CD864RASP SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
  $PCD864SP PAPERBACK BOOK/SPANISH $16.95
  $PKG864DOSP 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD, (Sp) $38.75
  $STRM864AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
  $STRM864AUDSPDOR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish
  $STRM864BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile® AD240L GRL: J 2009 Release

“Lively banjo music and special attention to animated details contribute to this delightful program.”
- Booklist

“Mayes’s energetic narration of Duck’s adventure captures his freewheeling exuberance, along with the other barnyard animals’ reactions to Duck’s ride.”
- AudioFile

“This is a well-done presentation of a madcap story that will leave children and adults giggling.”
- School Library Journal Review

Duck on a Tractor

by David Shannon (Blue Sky Press)

Ages 4-8

★ 2016 NAPPA AWARD

Shannon’s wildly popular, award winning “Duck on a Bike” left children begging him to tell them another story about Duck. In this new story find out what happens when Duck drives the big red tractor through town and past the popular diner where all the local are having lunch. Narrated by Walter Mayes. Spanish version narrated by Jorge Reyes. Music by Jack Sundrund and Rusty Young. Animated by Soup2Nuts.

- DVD2926BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
  Animated, 11 minutes
  $CD2926RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95
  $HCD2926 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD2926 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG2926DOSP 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD, (Sp) $38.75
  $STRM2926AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
  $STRM2926AUDSPDOR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish
  $STRM2926BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile® AD480L GRL: M 2017 Release

“Walter Mayes narrates the English version, effectively bringing to life each animal. Jorge Reyes is a sheer delight as he narrates the Spanish version with great enthusiasm and barely contained glee.”
- School Library Journal

The Duckling Gets a Cookie?

by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

Ages 2-6

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

In the fifth picture book in the New York Times best-selling Pigeon series by Mo Willems, Duckling asks for a cookie --and gets one! Do you think Pigeon is happy about that? Narrated by Mo and Trix Willems with music by Scotty Huff. Directed by Pete List. Includes bonus features: All Alone in a Movie Theater with Mo Willems, and Mo vs. The Cookie.

- DVD2587 DVD CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
  Animated, 7 minutes
  $CD2587RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
  $PCD2587 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG2587CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- $PKG2587RA PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $38.75
  $STRM2587DR STREAM VIDEO
  $STRM2587DR Spanish

Lexile® AD210L GRL: J 2014 Release

Duke Ellington: The Piano Prince & His Orchestra

by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Hyperion)

Ages 6-10

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★ CINE GOLDEN EAGLE
★ CORETTA SCOTT KING ILLUSTRATOR AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

This is a most fitting tribute to a great man who proudly celebrated the history of African-Americans, from slavery to civil rights struggles. Narrated with flair by Forest Whitaker. Adapted and directed by Ray Mesecer. A co-production of Top Dog Media and Weston Woods.

- DVD681 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 15 of 35 minutes
  $CD393RA SINGLE CD, 18 mins. $12.95
  $PCD393 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG393CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $STRM393AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
  $STRM393DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD190L GRL: O 2000 Release

“...a rich lesson in music, black history, the American experience...and a biography...one of the most important videos of the year.”
- School Library Journal

Each Kindness

by Jacqueline Woodson, illustrated by E.B. Lewis (Penguin Putnam)

Ages 5-8

★ CORETTA SCOTT KING AUTHOR AWARD
★ CHARLOTTE ZOLOTOW AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Chloe and her friends shun the new girl, Maya, who eventually stops coming to school. When Chloe’s teacher gives a lesson about how even small acts of kindness can change the world, Chloe realizes how much better it could have been if she’d shown a little kindness toward Maya. With its powerful anti-bullying message and striking art, this book will resonate with readers long after they’ve put it down. Narrated by Nikki M. James with music by Ernest Troost.

- DVD2617 CURSUBLTITED DVD $59.95
  Iconographic, 10 mins.
  $CD2617RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
  $HCD2617 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD2617 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG2617CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $STRM2617AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
  $STRM2617DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD640L GRL: M 2014 Release

“Narrator Nikki James’s haunting voice, combined with music and illustrations, makes for a rewarding production.”
- AudioFile Magazine

Each Peach Pear Plum

by Janet and Allan Ahlberg (Viking)

Ages 3-7

Young children can spy familiar nursery characters hiding in colorful pictures. There’s Tom Thumb, Jack and Jill, and the Three Bears as well as Baby Bunting and a host of others!

- DVD280 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 5 of 12 minutes
  $CD280RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
  $HCD280 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD280 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG280CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $STRM280AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
  $STRM280DR STREAM VIDEO
  $Lexile® AD400L GRL: J 1992 Release

Edwina: The Dinosaur Who Didn’t Know She Was Extinct

by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

Ages 4-7

★ ALA NOTABLE AUDIO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Everyone loves Edwina, except the class know-it-all, who tries to convince the others that dinosaurs are extinct. Edwina is shocked! Children will have fun searching the art for hidden pictures of Pigeon and Knuffle Bunny. Narrated by Cher Willems and featuring Mo Willems as Regional Von Hoodie-Doobie. Directed by Pete List with music by Scotty Huff. Includes bonus features, “Mo Willems on Edwina”, and Edwina’s Chocolate Chip Cookie Recipe.

- DVD3026 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Animated, 7 of 60 minutes
  $CD3026RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
  $HCD937 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD3026 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG3026CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $STRM3026AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
  $STRM3026DR STREAM VIDEO
  $Lexile® AD900L GRL: K 2012 Release

*NaLked Mole Rat Gets Dressed and Other Funny Stories from Mo Willems

“...highly recommended.”
- Video Librarian

Elisabetti’s Doll

by Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen

ill. by Christy Hale (Lee & Low)

Ages 4-6

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

When her new baby brother arrives, Elisabett, a young Tanzanian girl, longs for a baby of her own to care for. One day she finds the perfect baby – a rock she names Eva – just the right size. Music by Crystal Talierefo and narration by Lynn Whitfield.

- DVD485 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 8 of 19 minutes
  $CD389RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
  $HCD389 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  $PCD389 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  $PKG389CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  $STRM389AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
  $STRM389DR STREAM VIDEO
  $Lexile® AD360L GRL: L 2000 Release

*Stories from Africa

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Ella Fitzgerald: The Tale of a Vocal Virtuosa

by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Hyperion)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ CINE GOLDEN EAGLE
★ AUDIE AWARDS FINALIST
★ STORYTELLING WORLD AWARD
★ AURAL/PHONIC EARRINGS AWARD

The dramatic story of how Ella got her sound, on the way to the most remarkable and inspiring career. Narrated by Billy Dee Williams. Music by Joel Goodman & Dan Rosengard with original recordings by Ella Fitzgerald. Directed by Gary McGivney.

★ DVD681 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: $12.95
  – Limited Animation, 19 of 35 minutes
★ C0615RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
★ FC0615 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
★ PK615GCD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
★ STRM615AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM615SDR STREAM VIDEO

*Inspiring Figures: Duke Ellington & Ella Fitzgerald

44Carefully selected vintage recordings, sound tracks and Billy Dee William’s “sensuous voice are layered artistically to produce a time-slip to the 1930s.”

44Billy Dee Williams’ silky narration (and) audio snippets of Ella Fitzgerald’s voice... infuse this outstanding adaptation of Andrea Davis Pinkney’s biography.

44A must-have for school and public libraries...for curriculum units including music appreciation, American history, famous people, Women’s History Month, and Black History Month.

– School Library Journal

Ellington Was Not a Street

Ages 5-12

by Niecyse Shange, ill. by Kadir Nelson (Simon & Schuster)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND BOOK
★ PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
★ CORETTA SCOTT KING ILLUSTRATOR AWARD
★ COLUMBUS INT’L FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL, CORETTA SCOTT KING ILLUSTRATOR AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
★ KIRKUS BEST CHILDREN’S BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★ BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

In this poetic tribute, the author reminisces about growing up amidst many of the great figures in African-American history. Narrated by Phylicia Rashad, with music by Duke Ellington.

★ DVD2930 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: $12.95
  – Icons of 73 minutes
★ C0672RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
★ HC0672 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
★ STRM672AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM672SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lelexile® NP GRL Q 2005 Release

*Stories for African American History Month

44Rashad’s voice is gentle, yet firm. Her drawn-out pauses heighten the mysteriousness and import of each guest. ”

– AudioFile

The Elves and the Shoemaker

Ages 3-8

retold and ill. by Jim LaMarche (Chronicle)

The classic fairy tale of elfin magic that generates children have loved, new made by Jim LaMarche’s stunning paintings. Narrated by Patrick Stewart, with music by John Jennings.

★ DVD2581 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: $19.95
  – Iconography, 10 of 68 minutes
★ DVD653 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $12.95
★ CD653RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
★ HC653 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
★ STRM653AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM653SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD860L GRL N 2004 Release

*60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition DVD

44British actor Patrick Stewart provides the narration, his gravitas a perfect match for the slightly old-fashioned wording of the text. The background music adds to the experience without overwhelming the story.”

– Curriculum Connections, School Library Journal

Emily’s First 100 Days of School

by Rosemary Wells (Hyperion)

★ NY TIMES BEST SELLER
★ SILVER REMI, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★ SIlent FoM, new ideas, expand their world, and Black History Month.

School begins, and one day at a time, Emily and her new classmates learn new ideas, expand their world, and grow closer together. For easy access, the DVD is chaptered. Brilliantly narrated by Diana Canova. Directed by Gene Deitch. Co-produced by JZ Media and Weston Woods.

★ DVD654 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
  – Animated, 16 minutes
★ CD654RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins. $12.95
★ FC0654 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
★ PK654GCD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
★ STRM654AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM654SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD70L GRL N 2006 Release

44 very highly recommended.”

– Children’s Bookwatch

44This story depicts with humor and delightful pictures the role of numbers in elementary school.”

– AudioFile

44charming, lively, and most engaging…”

– Booklist

The Emperor’s New Clothes

Ages 3-5

by Maxine Fisher, based on the story by Hans Christian Andersen

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

This is the classic story of the vain emperor who is so swayed by the importance of clothes that he does not realize he is being fooled. Directed by Michael Sporn.

★ DVD2305 DVD $19.95
★ STRM2305DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® nila GRL nila 2009 Release

The Emperor’s New Clothes

Ages 4-9

by Hans Christian Andersen, retold and ill. by Nadine Westcott (Little, Brown)

A vain emperor who loves new clothes wears a royal robe created especially for him by two swindlers.

★ DVD605 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: $19.95
  – Animated, 8 of 26 minutes
★ DVD314MANB MULTITITLED COLLECTION DVD* $19.95
★ STRM314MANBDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin

Lexile® nila, with exclamation mark – the question is how to find it! Narrated by Priscilla Holdbrook, Emily Eiden and MacLeod Andrews with music by David Mansfield. Directed by Virginia Wilks.

★ DVD605 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
  – Animated, 26 minutes
★ STRM605AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM605SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 90L GRL J 2014 Release

44Voices perfectly complement the text... a title to be excited about and worthy of several exclamation marks!!!

Recommended for all library collections.”

– School Library Journal

Extra Yarn

Ages 4-8

by Mac Barnett, ill. by Jon Klassen (Balzer + Bray)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

This is the story of how a young girl and her box of magical yarn transform a community. With spare, gently humorous illustrations and a palette that moves from black-and-white to a range of color, this modern fairy tale has the feel of a new classic. Narrated by Nicole Barber with music by Ernest Tiesto. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

★ DVD2637 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Animation, 6 minutes
★ CD2637RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
★ HC2637 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
★ PC2637D HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $18.95
★ PK2637GCD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
★ STRM2637AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM2637SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD620L GRL M 2014 Release

44Dainty background music complements Nicola Barber’s gentle narration... a heartwarming selection for chilly winter days.”

– School Library Journal

44A most delightful video adaptation... this little gem can be treasured by allages and is a must-have for children’s video collections.”

– Booklist

44Readers young and old will delight in this lovely story.”

– School Library Journal

44Highly recommended.”

– 4991/2, Video Librarian

44Listeners should curl up somewhere cozy to enjoy... filled with creativity, generosity, imagination, and magic.”

– AudioFile

Eric Carle Picture Writer: The Art of the Picture Book

All Ages

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Eric Carle fans, readers and artists of all ages will thrill to watch this new film about the artist’s life and creative process. Produced by Kate Geis and Motoko Inoue. Directed by Kate Geis. Music by Wes Talbot.

★ DVD2642 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Live Action, 30 mins. $39.95
★ STRM2642DR STREAM VIDEO

The Erie Canal

by Peter Spicer (Doubldey & Company, Inc.)

The Erie Canal comes to life in this classic children’s book, using the words of the familiar folk song, “Low Bridge, Everybody down!” to tell stories about what is happening in the paintings of canal town life.

★ DVD682 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
★ STRM157DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL n/a 1976 Release

Exclamation Mark

by Any Kruse Rosenthal, ill. by Tom Lichtenheld (Scholastic)

★ KIRKUS BEST CHILDREN’S BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

An exciting tale of self-discovery, this is the story about an exclamation mark. It’s about fitting in and standing out, and with the help of others, finding your way. We all have an inner exclamation mark – the question is how to find it! Narrated by Priscilla Holdbrook, Emily Eiden and MacLeod Andrews with music by David Mansfield. Directed by Virginia Wilks.

★ DVD2620 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Animation, 6 minutes
★ CD2620RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95
★ HCD2620 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
★ PC2620D HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $18.95
★ PK2620GCD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
★ STRM2620AUDR STREAM AUDIO
★ STRM2620SDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 90L GRL J 2014 Release

44Voices perfectly complement the text... a title to be excited about and worthy of several exclamation marks!!!

Recommended for all library collections.”

– School Library Journal

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
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## First the Egg

**Ages 2-6**

By Laura Vaccaro Seeger (Roaring Brook)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK</strong></th>
<th><strong>ALA NOTABLE BOOK</strong></th>
<th><strong>THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL HONOR BOOK</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Which came first? The chicken or the egg? A book about transformations...from egg to chicken, seed to flower, and caterpillar to butterfly. An entirely fresh and memorable presentation on the concepts of growth and creativity. Narrated by Elle Fanning, with music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Animation by Cha-Pow! Includes a bonus interview with Laura Vaccaro Seeger.

**DVD2934 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- Animated, 5 of 30 minutes

**CD857RA SINGLE CD, 4 mins.** $12.95
**HC857 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PKG865AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**

Lexile: NP  GRL: E  2009 Release

*Seasons and Changes, Vol. II*

---

### Five Creatures

**Ages 4-7**

By Emily Jenkins, ill. by Tomek Boguči (Farrar, Straus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK</strong></th>
<th><strong>CALLOTTE ZORÓTOWN HONOR BOOK</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This is the charming story of a small girl and the family members she lives with, as she playfully charts them just the way a child learning to count might do. Music by Jerry Dale McFadden. Narrated by Kristen Hahn

**DVD2638 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- Iconographics, 6 of 35 minutes

**DVD619 CC/SUBTITLED DVD** $59.95
**CD619RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins.** $12.95
**PCD619 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95
**PKG619CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD** $38.75
**STRM619AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**

Lexile: AD130 ©  GRL: J  2002 Release

*Pet's a Pizza & Other Family Stories*

---

### Five Lionni Classics

based on the books by Leo Lionni

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CALDECOTT AWARD WINNER</strong></th>
<th><strong>ALA NOTABLE RECORDING</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SWIMMY, FREDERICK, CORNELIUS, FISH IS FISH and IT'S MINE! are magically brought to life through the animation of Giulio Gianini. Can be programmed as a half-hour special or individually as five 5-minute films.

**DVD13302 CC/SUBTITLED DVD** $59.95
- Animated, 27 minutes

Lexile: n/a  GRL: n/a  2003 Release

---

## Fitcher and the Falling Leaves

**Ages 3-7**

By Julia Rawlinson, ill. by Tiphaine Beeche (Greenwillow)

It is autumn and Fletcher is worried because his favorite tree is losing its leaves. He wants to help but when the last leaf falls, he feels he has let down a friend...until winter arrives and his tree is transformed. Narrated by Katherine Kellgren with music by John Jennnings. Directed by Cha-Pow! Includes a bonus interview with author Julia Rawlinson

**DVD2997 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- Limited Animation, 11 of 30 minutes

**CD899RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins.** $12.95
**HC899 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PC899 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95
**PKG899AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**

Lexile: AD650L  GRL: I  2009 Release

*Fletcher’s Seasons*

---

### Fitcher and the Snowflake Christmas

**Ages 3-7**

By Julia Rawlinson, ill. by Tiphaine Beeche (Greenwillow)

It’s Christmas Eve and Fletcher lays sticks directing Santa to the rabbits’ new burrow. But when it snows, he wonders how will Santa find them? Directed by Cha-Pow! Narrated by Katherine Kellgren with music by John Jennnings. Includes a behind-the-scenes look at reating the animation.

**DVD2997 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- Limited Animation, 9 of 36 minutes

**CD899RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins.** $12.95
**HC899 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PKG899AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**

Lexile: AD650L  GRL: N  2011 Release

*Fletcher’s Seasons*

---

### Fitcher and the Springtime Blossoms

**Ages 3-7**

By Julia Rawlinson, ill. by Tiphaine Beeche (Greenwillow)

Fletcher loves everything about spring, but then Fletcher sees something he never expected to see in spring: snow! And it turns out that spring has another surprise in store for Fletcher – a warm and wondrous one. Narrated by Katherine Kellgren with music by John Jennnings. Includes an interview with illustrator Tiphaine Beeche.

**DVD2997 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
- Limited Animation, 8 of 36 minutes

**CD899RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins.** $12.95
**HC899 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PKG899AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**

Lexile: AD810L  GRL: N  2011 Release

*Fletcher’s Seasons*

---

## Flossie & the Fox

**Ages 5-9**

By Patricia McKissack, ill. by Rachel Isadora (Dial)

Plucky Flossie Finley asks a clever fox to prove that he is a fox before she will be frightened of him on her way to deliver a basket of eggs. Narrated by author Patricia McKissack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD327 CC/SUBTITLED DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>HCD327 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</strong></th>
<th><strong>PCD327 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CD327RA SINGLE CD, 14 mins.** $12.95
**HC327 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PC327 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95

*PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY*

**PKG327CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD** $38.75
**STRM327AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
**STRM327DR STREAM VIDEO**

Lexile: 610L  GRL: O  1991 Release

---

### The Foolish Frog

**Ages 3-8**

By Pete & Charles Seeger, ill. by Miloslav Jagi (Macmillan)

Pete Seeger’s favorite American lullaby song about a vain bullfrog will have you singing along.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD644 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>HCD644 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CD644RA SINGLE CD, 13 mins.** $12.95
**HC644 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PKG644AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**

Lexile: n/a  GRL: K  1982 Release

*Reaching Tolerance, Vol. II*

---

### Fourteen Rats and a Rat-Catcher

**Ages 3-7**

By James Cressy, ill. by Tamasin Cole (Prentice-Hall)

Find out what happens when a nice – or nasty – old woman calls on a rat-catcher to catch a nasty – or nice – family of rats living below her floor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD846 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>HCD846 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CD846RA SINGLE CD, 5 of 20 minutes** $12.95
**HC846 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**STRM846AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
**STRM846DR STREAM VIDEO**

Lexile: NP  GRL: I  2007 Release

*Favorite Folk Songs*

---

### Fox Went Out on a Chilly Night

**Ages 3-7**

Written and illustrated by Peter Spier (Doubleday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Set in New England, this traditional tune tells how Mr. Fox raids the farm to feed his family, and of the exciting chase that ensues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD822 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>HCD822 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CD822RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins.** $12.95
**HC822 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PKG822AUDDR AUDIO BOOK/CD/STREAMING**
**STRM822AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
**STRM822DR STREAM VIDEO**

Lexile: n/a  GRL: K  1982 Release

---

### Friendshape

**Ages 3-5**

Written by Amy Krouse Rosenthal illustrated by Tom Lichtenfeld (Scholastic)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AUDIOFILE 2017 best Audiobooks</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The bestselling creators of CREATIONISTS MEET EVOLUTIONISTS introduce a triangle, circle, square, and rectangle who celebrate the gift of friendship. This joyous book repays in the simple pleasures of friendship, and reminds readers of all ages that it’s good to have a group of pals. Animation by Virginia Wilkos. Narrated by author Amy Krouse Rosenthal, with Kate & Lily Weyant, Quinn A. Seaman and Ryan K. Coal. Music by Michael Bacon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD2951 CC/SUBTITLED DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>HCD2951 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</strong></th>
<th><strong>PCD2951 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CD2951 SINGLE CD, 14 mins.** $12.95
**HC2951 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
**PC2951 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95

*PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY*

**PKG2951CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD** $38.75
**STRM2951AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
**STRM2951DR STREAM VIDEO**

Lexile: AD390L  GRL: J  2017 Release

*Recommended* – ..., Video Librarian

---

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Frog Goes to Dinner
Ages 4-9
Based on the book by Mercer Mayer (Dial)

★ RED RIBBON AWARD, AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL
★ CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

A frog escapes from a boy’s pocket in a fancy restaurant and creates havoc for all involved. Adapted and directed by Gary Templeton. An Evergreen/Firehouse production. Non-verbal.

- DVD867 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $95.95 Live action, 12 of 36 minutes
- STRM3100DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 1985 Release

*Lost and Found

“This masterpiece of picture-book adaptation is a winning selection for public libraries, schools and day care facilities.‖ – Starred Review, Booklist

Frog on His Own
Ages 4-9
Based on the book by Mercer Mayer (Dial)

★ ALA NOTABLE FILM

With boy and dog in hot pursuit, a frog discovers the joys of motorboating, plays a trick on a magician and shows up as an uninvited picnic guest, alarming adults and amusing children along the way. Adapted by Susan Osborn and Gary Templeton. Directed by Gary Templeton. An Evergreen/Firehouse production. Non-verbal.

- DVD661 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $95.95 Live action, 14 of 43 minutes
- STRM3173DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 1989 Release

*Mercer Mayer Frog Stories

“Masterful camera work and direction create a special viewing experience.‖ – Starred Review, Booklist

“Editor’s Choice‖ – American Library Association

Frog Went A-Courtin’
Ages 4-8
by John Langstaff, ill. by Feodor Rojankovsky

★ CALDECOTT MEDAL AWARD

The story of a wedding celebration that you will not want to miss! Featuring a new recording of the classic song by Jack Sundrul and Rusty Young.

- DVD822 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $95.95 Live action, 8 of 20 minutes
- C0028RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- PC0028 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $16.95
- PKG0028CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD $38.75
- STRM3028A3DR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM3028R3DR STREAM VIDEO

*Favorite Folk Songs

Frog, Where Are You?
Based on the book by Mercer Mayer (Dial)

★ GOLD APPLE, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MEDIA NETWORK
★ SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Sentenced to life in a jar, a frog sneaks away from a boy and his dog late one night and goes in search of a new home. Adapted by Susan Osborn and Gary Templeton. An Evergreen/J.J.S. Inc. production. Non-verbal.

- DVD661 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $95.95 Live action, 20 of 43 minutes
- STRM3161DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 1994 Release

*Mercer Mayer Frog Stories

“Both children and adults will savor this great adventure and its imaginative visualization.‖ – Starred Review, Booklist

The Funny Little Woman
Ages 4-8
retold by Arlene Mosel, ill. by Blair Lent (Dutton)

★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

A woman in old Japan who loves to cook rice dumplings and to laugh is captured by the wicked Oni.

- CD162RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- PC162 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG162CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- Lexile® 370L GRL: N 1991 Release

George Washington’s Mother
Ages 5-10
by Jean Fritz, ill. by DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan (Grosset & Dunlap)

★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Jean Fritz paints a witty picture of one of President’s mother. Narrated by B.J. Ward with music by Bruce Zimmerman. Directed by Ray Messecar. A co-production of Top Dog Media, Inc. and Weston Woods.

- DVD2931 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $55.95 Live action, 24 of 46 minutes
- CD433RA SINGLE CD, 24 mins. $12.95
- PC433 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG433CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM433A3DR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM433AD3DR STREAM VIDEO

*Stories for Presidents’ Day

Georgie
Ages 4-8
by Robert Bright (Doubleday)

★ FIRST PRIZE, AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

A friendly ghost looks for a new house to haunt when he feels unwanted by the Whittaker family. Narrated by David de Vries.

- DVD823 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $55.95 Live action, 6 of 22 minutes
- STRM0011DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 2007 Release

*Slightly Scary Stories, Vol. II

Getting to Know Jon Scieszka
All Ages

A light hearted romp with beloved, award-winning author/illustrator and the first National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature as he discusses his life and inspirations!

- DVD2589 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Live Action, 26 mins. $39.95
- STRM2589DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 2013 Release

*Highly recommended.‖ – 4/4 Video Librarian

Getting to Know Mo Willems
All Ages

This beloved, award-winning author, who has captured the essence of childhood and family life, discusses his art and inspiration.

- DVD834 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Live Action, 24 mins. $39.95
- STRM834DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: n/a 2009 Release

4. a fun and informative visit with Mo Willems…‖ – Booklist

Getting to Know Simms Taback
All Ages

The Caldecott-winning children’s book creator shares stories about his work.

- DVD864 CC/SUBTITLED DVD Live Action, 15 mins. $39.95
- STRM864DR STREAM VIDEO GRL: N 2005 Release

Getting to Know William Steig
All Ages

In this visit with the beloved author and illustrator of Sylvester & The Magic Pebble and Doctor DeSoto, Steig candidly talks about life, art and creating books for children.

- STRM473DR STREAM VIDEO Live Action, 19 mins. $38.95

Giggle, Giggle, Quack
Ages 5-8
by Doreen Cronin, ill. by Betsy Lewin (Simon & Schuster)

★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Duck has the last quack in this hilarious romp from the team that brought us CLICK, CLACK, MOO: COWS THAT TYPE. Narrated by Randy Travis, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animated by MagiK Studio.

- DVD8244 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 10 of 38 minutes
- DVD8253 DVD BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- CD635RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
- HCD635 DVD/HARD Cover/CD $29.95
- PC635 PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY $18.95
- PKG635CD3 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM635A3DR STREAM AUDIO, English $12.95
- STRM635A3SPR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish $18.95
- STRM635B1DR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish $38.75
- Lexile® AD330L GRL: K 2003 Release

*Click Clack Moo: Cows That Type and More Stories from the Farm “Both an ALA Notable Children’s Video selection and the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Children’s Video winner, this promises to quack viewers up!‖ – Starred Review, Booklist

“Twisty accommodations, bucolic sound effects, and Randy Travis’ delightful reading enhance this story.‖ – ALA Notable Audio Committee

The Girl Who Cried Flowers
Ages 6-12
by Jane Yolen and Umesh Shukla (Knopf)

This story is about a mysterious girl who cries beautiful flowers instead of tears. She thinks only of sad things so she can provide blossoms to the villagers. Trouble starts when she falls in love and thinks only happy thoughts.

- DVD2306 DVD Animated, 25 minutes $59.95
- STRM2306DR STREAMVIDEO GRL: n/a 2009 Release
Giving Thanks: A Native American Good Morning Message

by Chief Jake Swamp, ill. by Erwin Printup, Jr. (Lee & Low)

★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Known as the Thanksgiving Address, this Native American good morning message is based on the belief that the natural world is a precious and rare gift — from the moon and the stars to the tiniest blade of grass. Narrated by Chief Jake Swamp in English and in the Mohawk language. Music by Ernest Toonts.

- DVD595  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 8 of 14 minutes
- CD367RA  SINGLE CD, 8 mins.  $12.95
- PCD367  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG367CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM367AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM367DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: AD608L  GRL: N  1997 Release

*Stories for Thanksgiving

Goggles!

by Ezra Jack Keats (Macmillan)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

Peter and his friend Archie call upon faithful dog Willie to outsmart a gang of tough bullies who want Peter's motorcycle goggles. Narrated by Geoffrey Holder.

- DVD868  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Iconographic, 6 of 29 minutes
- CD152RA  SINGLE CD, 6 mins.  $12.95
- PCD152  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG152CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM152AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM152DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: AD340L  GRL: F  1  1994 Release

★Picture Book Classics, Vol. III

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

by James Marshall (Dial)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

Three bears come home from a bicycling trip through the woods to find a little girl “all nice and cozy and fast asleep” in Baby’s bed.

- DVD590  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 8 of 43 minutes
- DVD494  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**  $59.95  Animated, 8 of 31 minutes
- CD342RA  SINGLE CD, 9 mins.  $12.95
- HCD342  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD342  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG342CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM342AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM342DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: LS520L  GRL: K  1993 Release

*James Marshall’s Favorite Fairy Tales

**The Snowy Day and Other Caldecott Classics

Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs

As Related by Mo Willems (Balzer + Bray)

★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL TOP 10 DVDS OF 2013
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs is a new take on the fairy-tale classic Goldilocks and the Three Bears, so funny and so original — it could only come from the brilliant mind of Mo Willems. Narrated by Pete Lott. Music by Scotty Huff. DVD includes bonus material “A Conversation with Mo Willems.”

- DVD2588  CC/SUBTITLED DVD  $59.95
- CD2588RA  SINGLE CD, 8 mins.  $12.95
- HCD2588  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD2588  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG2588CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM2588AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2588DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: AD610L  GRL: M  2015 Release

★ Reviewed

★ will be a great asset to fairy tale units, and it also provides inspiration for students to create their own unique Goldilocks spinoffs.

— Booklist

Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site

by Sherri Duskey Rinker and Tom Lichtenheld (Chronicle)

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL STARRED REVIEW
★ NY TIMES BESTSELLER

Down in the big construction site, tough trucks work with all their might. But now it’s time to say goodnight! Little truck drivers will drift off to sleep to this soothing good-bye to the drivers who made their might. But now it’s time to say goodnight! Little truck drivers will drift off to sleep to this soothing good-bye to the drivers who made

- DVD616  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 11 of 23 minutes
- CD374RA  SINGLE CD, 4 mins.  $12.95
- HCD374  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD374  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG374CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM374AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM374DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: AD251L  GRL: J  1998 Release

★Picture Book Classics, Vol. III

Goodnight Moon

by Margaret Wise Brown, ill. by Clement Hurd (HarperCollins)

A gentle bedtime story about a little bunny tucked away in her softly lit room and outside it, too.

- DVD2935  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 7 of 16 minutes
- CD2935RA  SINGLE CD, 12 mins.  $12.95
- HCD2935  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD2935  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG2935CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM2935AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2935DR  STREAM VIDEO


★ Spring Science

Goose

by Molly Bang (Scholastic)

A baby goose, adopted at birth by a family of woodchucks, feels like an outcast in everything she does until she discovers — all by herself — that she can fly. Narrated by Laura Dern with music by John Jennings. Co-produced by Sarah Kerruish for Spellbound Productions and Weston Woods.

- DVD665  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 7 of 10 minutes
- STRM574AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM574DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: ND 750L  GRL: J  2001 Release

★ Reviewed

“…an all-around winner appropriate for all school and public library collections.”

— Starred review, School Library Journal

Grandfather’s Journey

by Allen Say (Houghton Mifflin)

★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Through compelling reminiscences of his grandfather’s life in the United States and Japan, Allen Say poignantly recounts the United States and Japan, Allen Say poignantly recounts the subtle mix of Eastern and Western influences.

- DVD2935  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*  $59.95  Animated, 11 minutes
- CD2935RA  SINGLE CD, 10 mins.  $12.95
- HCD2935  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD2935  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG2935CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM2935AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2935DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: AD650L  GRL: N  2008 Release

★Library Collections

“…This skillfully edited program captures the beauty of Say’s lovely, tranquil watercolors…Wong reads with sensitivity and grace, conveying both the wondrous of the man’s exciting journey and his intense love of two countries…exquisite music score, (is) a subtle mix of Eastern and Western influences.”

— Booklist

“Allen Say’s beautifully written Caldecott Award-winning memoir of his grandfather’s life is treated with care in this expression...original music begins with a Japanese flavor, but adopts a slightly more Western tone as the story progresses, beautifully complementing the text.”

— School Library Journal

Grace for President

by Kelly DiPucchio, ill. by LeUyen Pham (Harper Books)

★ NY TIMES BEST SELLER

When Grace’s teacher reveals that the United States has never had a female president, Grace decides to be the first. She starts off her political career as a candidate in the school’s mock election. Her popular opponent claims to be the best man for the job. So Grace decides the only thing to do is concentrate on being the best person. Narrated by Anika Noni Rose with music by Scotty Huff.

- DVD6750  CC/SUBTITLED DVD  $59.95
- CD6750RA  SINGLE CD, 10 mins.  $12.95
- HCD6750  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95
- PCD6750  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95
- PKG6750CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75
- STRM6750AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO
- STRM6750DR  STREAM VIDEO

Leslie®: ND 750L  GRL: N  2016 Release

★...Recommended

“…a ** Video Librarian

“…an all-around winner appropriate for all school and public library collections.”

— Starred review, School Library Journal

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Groovy Joe:

**Ice Cream & Dinosaurs**
by Eric Litwin, ill. by Tom Lichtenheld (Scholastic)

- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**
- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**

Groovy Joe was living the dream. He had a spoon and tub of doggy ice cream. And he started to sing: “Love my doggy ice cream! Love my doggy ice cream!” Readers are invited to move, groove, and sing along in this far-out story full of ice cream, dinosaurs, one groovy dog and sharing! Narration and music by Eric Litwin. Animation by Virginia Wilkos.

- **DVD2760BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish** $59.95
- **CD2760RA SINGLE CD, 8 minutes** $12.95
- **HC2760 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
- **PCD2760 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95

**PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY**

**AudioFile**: “...absolutely delightful! It’s a remarkable audiobook that’s both charming and filled with a light-hearted rhythm that children will love.”

**Booklist**: “...a pitch-perfect rhythm...”

**AudioFile**: “Recommended.”

**Booklist**: “Absolutely delightful! It was funny and exciting and just wonderful... thanks for the great work.”

- **AudioFile**: with music by Mike Thaler
- **Booklist**: by author Eric Litwin

---

The Great White Man-Eating Shark

by Margaret Mahy, ill. by Jonathan Allen (Dial)

- **CINE GOLDEN EAGLE**

Norvin, a boy who closely resembles a shark, uses his talents to scare away all the swimmers at Caramel Cove – except for one female shark in love.

- **DVD963 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** *$59.95
- **STRM963DR STREAM VIDEO**
- **LexiLect-960L GRL N** 1992 Release

*More Stories From Near and Far*

---

Groovy Joe: Dance Party Countdown

by Eric Litwin, illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld (Orchard)

In his second book, Groovy Joe has a dance party. But Oh no! More and more doggies are knocking on his door, asking to come in. Will there be enough room for everyone? Joe knows just what to do and, soon enough, he has everyone moving and grooving -- the party has only just begun! Signature rhyme, repetition, and musical writing style, combined with wild and witty illustrations infused and gentle math concepts come together to create an unforgettable new Groovy Joe story all about positivity, creativity, math, and kindness. Groovy Joe is back, ready to get groovy! Directed by Virginia Wilkos.

- **DVD3004BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish** $59.95
- **CD3004RA SINGLE CD, 7 minutes** $12.95
- **HCD3004 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD** $29.95
- **PCD3004 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95
- **PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY**

**AudioFile**: “...The background music and sound effects...heighten the story’s pleasure...”

**Booklist**: “...the stories about Harold...”

---

Happy Birthday, Moon

by Louise Fatio, ill. by Roger Duvoisin (McGraw-Hill)
A lion in a Paris zoo tries to return his friends’ visits by venturing into town to see them.

- **DVD868 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD** *$59.95
- **CD868RA SINGLE CD, 7 minutes** $12.95
- **PCD868 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD** $18.95
- **HCD868 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD, Spanish** $29.95
- **PKG868CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD** $38.75
- **STRM868AUDDR STREAM AUDIO**
- **STRM868BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin**

*Favorite Animal Stories, Vol. II*
Harold’s Fairy Tale
by Crockett Johnson (HarperCollins)

Harold dreams himself a castle in an enchanted garden and fills it with a king, a giant, a fairy — and himself!

- DVD839 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD0158A SINGLE CD, 10 mins $12.95
- PCD9158 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG9158C5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM158BDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD510L GRL K 1974 Release

*Stories About Harold

Harry the Dirty Dog
by Gene Zion, pictures by Margaret Bloy Graham (HarperCollins)

In this charming classic story, Harry, the little white dog with black spots, runs away before bath time and plays outside until he changes into a black dog with white spots. Music by Ernest Troost. Narrated by Bruce Bayley Johnson.

- DVD1320 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 9 of 33 minutes
- DVD3559B1 BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- DVD3559MNB1 BILINGUAL DVD, Mandarin $59.95
- CD0359RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins $12.95
- HCD359 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD359 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG359CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- CD0359RASP SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
- HCD359P SPANISH PAPERBACK BOOK/CD, Spanish $18.95
- PKG359CDSP 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD, (Sp) $38.75
- STRM359MAEIDR STREAM AUDIO, English/Mandarin
- STRM359MAEDRSP STREAM AUDIO, Spanish/Mandarin
- STRM359BDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish
- STRM359MAEIDRSP STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin

Lexile® AD170L GRL K 1997 Release

*50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition DVD

“…wonderful narration of Jorge Pupo… transmits readers to another time.” – School Library Journal

The Hat
by Tomi Ungerer (Parents/Four Winds)

A lively and imaginative romp, a top hat with a mind of its own changes a peniless man’s life.

- DVD651D MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 11 of 92 minutes
- STRM261DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL n/a 1982 Release

* Magical Stories

He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands
by Kadrat Nelson (Dial)

Audiophile headphones award

Through sublime landscapes and warm images of a boy and his family, this adaptation of the beloved folk song creates a dazzling, intuitive interpretation that rejoices in the connectedness of people and nature. Music and vocals by Crystal Taliefero.

- DVD2933 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD0008A SINGLE CD, 6 mins $12.95
- HCD800 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD900 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG900CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM900AIDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM900DIDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD220L GRL n/a 2006 Release

*Sing Along Stories, Vol. II

“Use this to introduce the familiar song and to foster discussion about families.” – Booklist

“Crystal Taliefero’s expressive voice brings the spiritual to life.” – School Library Journal

Helen’s Big World: The Life of Helen Keller
by Doreen Rappaport, ill. by Matt Tavares (Hyperion Books For Children)

This picture book biography is an excellent and accessible introduction for young students to learn about one of the world’s most influential luminaries. Helen Keller’s poignant narrative is beautifully captured in this unforgettable portrait of a woman whose vision for innovation and progress changed America — and the world forever. Narrated by Ellen Stevens with music by Ernest Troost. DVD includes bonus material “American Sign Language Alphabet” and “Important Dates”

- DVD2735 CC/SUBTITLEDVD $59.95
- CD2735RA SINGLE CD, 18 mins $12.95
- HCD2735 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD2735 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG2735CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM2735AIDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2735DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD710L GRL O 2010 Release

*Recommended. – Video Librarian

Henry Builds a Cabin
by D. B. Johnson (Houghton Mifflin)

Inspired by the life of Henry David Thoreau, a frugal bear named Henry sets about building a small cabin in the woods and ends up with a much bigger home than he and his friends ever imagined. Narrated by James Naughton. Music by Jon Carroll. Includes documentary segment, “About Henry’s Cabin.”

- DVD841 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD636RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins $12.95
- HCD636 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $26.95
- STRM636DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD950L GRL L 2003 Release

*Stories About Henry

“…James Naughton beautifully narrates the text… a fine production. Provides children with additional ways to enjoy the book.” – School Library Journal

Henry Hikes to Fitchburg
by D. B. Johnson (Houghton Mifflin)

Horn Book Picture Book Award

Here it isn’t how far you get someplace, but what you do along the way: that’s the philosophy behind this story, inspired by Thoreau’s WALDEN, about two friends who agree to meet thirty miles away in Fitchburg. Henry elects to take a very long nature walk while his friend chooses to work to earn his train fare. Narrated by James Naughton with music by Jon Carroll.

- DVD841 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD636RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins $12.95
- HCD636 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $26.95
- STRM636DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD950L GRL L 2003 Release

*Stories About Henry

“Daniel Naughton beautifully narrates the text… a fine production. Provides children with additional ways to enjoy the book.” – School Library Journal

Henry’s Freedom Box: A True Story From the Underground Railroad
by Ellen Levine, ill. by Kadir Nelson (Scholastic)

Caldecott Honor Book

Henry dreams of a world where his life belongs to him. But when his family is sold, he risks everything for what he knows is right. With the strength and conviction of the best kind of hero, Henry makes a harrowing journey in a wooden crate – and mails himself to freedom! Narrated by Jerry Dixon with music by David Mansfield. Includes a bonus interview with author Ellen Levine.

- DVD2930 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD0845RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins $12.95
- HCD854 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD854 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG854CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM854AIDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM854DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD380L GRL O 2009 Release

*Stories for African American History Month

“A captivating production combines Nelson’s textual drawings, Jerry Dixon’s poignant narration, and composer David Mansfield’s atmospheric mood music.” – Booklist

Here Comes the Cat!
by Vladimir Vagin and Frank Asch (Scholastic)

A peaceful settlement of mice is threatened by the ominous shadow of a big cat.

- DVD607 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- STRM341BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile® n/a 1992 Release

*Teaching Tolerance

Hi! Fly Guy
by Tedd Arnold (Cartwheel)

Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor Book

Join Buzz as he searches for a smart animal to take to The Amazing Pet Show. His father says frogs can’t be pets, but Fly Guy is not your ordinary fly! Narrated by MacLeod Andrews, with music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Animation by Soup2Nuts. Includes an interview with Tedd Arnold.

- DVD5050 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- DVD4482BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- CD4482RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins $12.95
- HCD4482 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD4482 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG4482CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

“…a first-rate animated treatment... a tale that inspires. Recommended.” – Booklist

“…a brilliant marriage of text, art and music.” – School Library Journal
How Do Dinosaurs Learn to Read?  
by Jane Yolen, ill. by Mark Teague (Blue Sky Press)  
Get ready to laugh at this lighthearted, heartwarming, and funny approach to books! Both practical and engaging, this book shows America's favorite dinosaurs getting into all sorts of reading-related troubles! But of course, in the end, the dinosaurs learn how to carefully handle their books, read out loud, and read a lot! Narrated by author Jane Yolen. Music by Jon Carroll. Animation by duple.

How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night?  
by Jane Yolen, ill. by Mark Teague (Blue Sky Press)  
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING  
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
Few words pack a punch in this delightful story about bedtime rituals. Animated by MaGiK Studio. Narrated by Jane Yolen, with music by Jerry Dale McFadden.

How Much Is a Million?  
by David M. Schwartz, ill. by Steven Kellogg (Lothrop)  
With the help of Marvelosissimo the Mathematical Magician, the concepts of a million, a billion and a trillion are not quite so intimidating. Narrated by Bruce Bayley Johnson with music by David M. Schwartz. Directed by Ray Messecar.

How to Fold a Paper Crane  
by George Levenson, the producer of Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes  
A companion to the award-winning video, a whimsical pair of hands, guided by a lively narrator, demonstrates how to transform a square piece of paper into a graceful crane. Each fold is numbered on the screen for easy reference, and the program is divided into segments to assist classroom instruction and allow for different levels of skill and speed.

I Could Do That!  
by Linda Arms White, ill. by Nancy Carpenter (Farrar, Straus)  
★ BOOKLIST EDiTORS CHOiCE  
★ BOOKLINKS LASTING CONNECTION BOOK  
★ OPPENHEIM TOY PORTFOLIO GOLD AWARD  
This is the true story of Esther Morris, who started out life believing she couldn't do anything, and then proved it! Narrated by Joan Allen, with music by David Mansfield.

I Like Me!  
by Nancy Carlson (Viking)  
Children will enjoy this celebration of self-esteem.

I Lost My Bear  
by Jules Feiffer (Morrow)  
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING  
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
What do you do when your best toy disappears and no one will help you find it? Jules Feiffer's little detective learns that if you keep on searching, you might just discover more than you expected! DVD narrated by Halley Feiffer. Read-along audio narrated by Kristen Hahn. Music by Michael Wolff. Directed by Gene Deitch.

I Stink!  
by Kate and Jim McMullan (Joanna Cober)  
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING  
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
★ AUDiE AWARDS FiNaLiST  
★ AUDiFiLE ePHEMERAWS AWARD  
Live through a raucous and stinky night in the life of a New York City garbage truck. What fun it is to keep the city clean, by eating a special recipe of alphabet soup! Narrated by Andy Richter, with music by Joel Goodman. Animation by MaGiK Studio.

I, Crocodile  
by Fred Marcellino (HarperCollins)  
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO  
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING  
★ AUDiFiLE ePHEMERAWS AWARD  
An Egyptian crocodile who lives to eat, catches the fancy of the esteemed Emperor Napoleon, and becomes an instant celebrity in a fairy tale in Paris. Narrated by Tim Curry, with music by Raul Malo. Animated by Michael Sporn.

I Want My Hat Back  
by Jon Klassen (Candlewick)  
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING & VIDEO  
★ AUDiFiLE best aUdIo BOOK 2013  
★ AUDiFiLE ePHEMERAWS AWARD  
★ E.B. WHITE REaD ALOUD aWARD  
★ THE H oRn BOOK FaNFaRE AWARD  
★ THEODOR S. SeUSS GiUSeL BiGFiNnG a READERS FaVorITE  
★ REaDER HoNOR  
★ STARRED REviEWs  
★ PuBLiC LiBRaRY WEEkLY  
Bear's hat is gone. None of the animals have seen it. He is starting to become despondent, until his memory is sparked by a deer who asks just the right question. Narration by Daniel Ambrose and others with music by Scotty Huff. Animation by Galen Fott. Includes an interview with author/illustrator Jon Klassen. A co-production of BigFigg Studios and Weston Woods Studios.

PKG395CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD   $38.75  
PCD395  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD   $18.95  
PKG645CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD   $38.75  
STRM645AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO  
STRM645DR  STREAM VIDEO  
Lexile® 460L  GRL J   2004 Release  

PKG645CDSP  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
PCD571  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
PKG571CD  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
STRM571AUDDR  STREAM AUDIO  
STRM571DR  STREAM VIDEO  
Lexile® AD300L GRL I  2001 Release  

“An absolute gem!” – AudioFile

“Tim Cury’s wry, witty narration and Raul Malo’s whimsical score enfuse this sophisticated, amusing story.” – ALA Notable Committee

“Warmly recommended.” – Video Librarian

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
In the Small, Small Pond

Spring is here in this cheerful introduction to the seasons. Young kids won't want to miss a single splash. Narrated by Laura Dern, with music by Jerry Dale McFadden

- **MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**: $59.95
- **CD577RA**: SINGLE CD, 4 mins. $12.95
- **HCD577**: HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD577**: PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **PKG577CD**: 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- **STM577DADOR**: STREAM AUDIO $18.95
- **STM577DOR**: STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: NF

Spring Science

"Narrated superbly by ... Laura Dern. Both video and audio quality are excellent. Useful for units on habitats, seasons and poetry...an excellent choice..." – School Library Journal

"Highly recommended." – Library Talk

"Animal life in a small, small pond comes beautifully alive in this exquisite adaptation." – Booklist

"Highly recommended." – Video Librarian

Inch by Inch

by Leo Lionni (HarperCollins)

- **CALDECCOT HONOR BOOK**
- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**
- **THE NY TIMES BEST ILLUSTRATED BOOK**

To keep from being eaten, a resourceful inchworm measures a robin's tail, a lamppost's neck, a toucan's beak, a heron's legs, and a magnolia's song. Directed by Gary McGivney, with music by Joel Goodman. Narrated by Ron McLarty

- **MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**: $59.95
- **CD699RA**: SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
- **HCD699**: HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD699**: PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **PKG699CD**: 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- **STM699DADOR**: STREAM AUDIO $18.95
- **STM699DOR**: STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: 210L

Caldecott Collection, Vol. IV

"...teaches measurement in a fun way. Ron McLarty narrates with just the right touch of whimsy. A good choice for the preschool crowd." – School Library Journal

"Ron McLarty sets a deliberate pace that enables enjoyment of each encounter and time to savor the cheery background sounds." – AudioFile

Is Your Mama a Llama?

by Amy Krouse Rosenthal (HarperCollins)

- **CALDECCOT HONOR BOOK**
- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**
- **EASY MATH**

"Small, small pond comes beautifully alive in this exquisite adaptation." – Booklist

"Highly recommended." – Video Librarian

I'm Brave!

by Kate and Jim McMullan (Balzer + Bray)

- **AUDIOPHILE EARRING AWARD**
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**

Come visit the firehouse and discover all the tools that H'me Brave!

with music

by Kate and Jim McMullan (Balzer + Bray)

...a fanciful introduction to the world of money.

by Amy Krouse Rosenthal (HarperCollins)

A wealthy, arrogant merchant learns the true meaning of Hanukkah when he takes the family of a poor peddler to court to savor the smell of his wife's pancakes from outside their window. Narrated by Theodore Bikel.

- **MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**: $59.95
- **CD2506RA**: SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
- **HCD2506**: HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD2506**: PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **STM2506AUDDR**: STREAM AUDIO
- **STM2506DOR**: STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD290L

I'm Fast!

by Kate and Jim McMullan (Balzer + Bray)

- **AUDIOPHILE EARRING AWARD**
- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**

Join the fun as a train pulling a long, heavy load races a speedy, little car across the country – through the mountains, through the desert, through a blizzard. Narrated by Theodore Bikel.

- **MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**: $59.95
- **CD2506RA**: SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
- **HCD2506**: HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD2506**: PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **STM2506AUDDR**: STREAM AUDIO
- **STM2506DOR**: STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD290L

I'm Dirty!

by Kate and Jim McMullan (Joanna Coeler)

- **ODYSSEY HONOR RECORDING**
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING**
- **BOOKLIST EDITORS' CHOICE**
- **ODYSSEY HONOR RECORDING**

Clam! Rattle! Bang! Find out just how dirty a backhoe can get while doing its job. Narrated by Steve Buscemi with music by David Mansfield. Directed by Galen Fott. Includes a bonus interview with author and illustrator Kate and Jim McMullan.

- **MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**: $59.95
- **CD827RA**: SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
- **HCD827**: HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- **PCD827**: PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- **PKG827CD**: 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- **STM827AUDDR**: STREAM AUDIO
- **STM827DOR**: STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD320L

I'm Dirty!

by Kate and Jim McMullan (Joanna Coeler)

- **ODYSSEY HONOR RECORDING**
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING**
- **BOOKLIST EDITORS' CHOICE**
- **ODYSSEY HONOR RECORDING**

"Learning about Fire Fighting Tools."

Come visit the firehouse and discover all the tools that...
Ish
by Peter H. Reynolds (Candlewick)

- ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
- CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S FILM FESTIVAL, 2ND PRIZE, ANIMATED SHORT

With a little encouragement from his sister, Ramon discovers that creativity is about a lot more than getting things just “right.” Narrated by Chester Gregory, with music by Joel Goodman Co-produced by FableVision, Inc. and Weston Woods

- DVD20941 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 8 of 29 minutes
- DVD6765P SPANISH DVD $39.95
- CD6766P SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
- HC6767P HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $22.95
- STRM6768AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
- STRM6769AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish

*Limited Animation 405L $2005 Release
*Peter H. Reynolds’ Creatrilogy

---

The Island of the Skog
by Steven Kellogg (Dial)

- BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE

In pursuit of freedom, a band of Rowdies and their leader set sail to an island inhabited by a seemingly hostile Skog

- DVD607 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 17 of 34 minutes
- CD174RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins. $12.95
- HC174 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $22.95
- PCD174 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG174C 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM174AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM174DR STREAM VIDEO

*Teaching Tolerance

---

Ivan: The Remarkable True Story of the Shopping Mall Gorilla
by Katherine Applegate; ill. by G. Brian Karas (Clarion Books)

- ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

From the Congo to America, and from a local business attraction to a national symbol of animal welfare, Ivan the Shopping Mall Gorilla traveled an astonishing distance in miles and in impact. This is the true story and includes the textures and 18th Century-style inklines that I created for the book. It’s the book literally coming to life. And the Beatles-esque music is a hit! 99 – Lane Smith, author/illustrator

- DVD7275BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95 Limited Animated, 8 minutes
- CD7275RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
- HC7275 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $22.95
- HC7275RASP SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
- HC7275SSP HARDCOVER BOOK/CD, Spanish $22.95
- STRM7275AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
- STRM7275AUDSDR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish
- STRM7275BISDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish
- Leslie: AD680L GRL. L September 2015 Release

*“An effective rendering of a gentle tale; ideal for introducing children to the concepts of activism and animal rights.” 10 – School Library Journal

---

Jean Fritz: Six Revolutionary War Figures
by Jean Fritz

Jean Fritz explores the roles Ben Franklin, Patrick Henry; Sam Adams, Paul Rever, John Hancock and King George played in the formation of the United States.

- DVD2886 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Iconographic, 17 of 50 minutes
- STRM470DR Leslie: n/a 1987 Release

*Famous American Revolutionaries

---

Joey Runs Away
by Jack Kent (Simon & Schuster)

- CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Joey looks for another home when he doesn’t feel like cleaning up his messy room

- DVD2841 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Animated, 8 of 29 minutes
- STRM2841DR Leslie: n/a

*Stories About Growing Up

---

John Brown, Rose and the Midnight Cat
by Jenny Wagner, ill. by Ron Brooks (Puffin)

Rose’s dog feels he can look after her without any help from a cat but Rose has different ideas.

- DVD2846 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Iconographic, 8 of 33 minutes
- STRM2846DR Leslie: n/a

*Teaching Tolerance, Vol. II

---

John Henry
by Julius Lester, ill. by Jerry Pinkney (Dial)

- ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
- STORYTELLING WORLD AWARDS HONOR TITLE

Based on the famous African American folk ballad “John Henry,” this story tells of the legendary contest to the death between a spitied man with a hammer and a steam drill to build a tunnel through the Allegheny Mountains of West Virginia. Narrated by Samuel L. Jackson with music by Reeve Lindbergh, the book’s mixed-media and collage illustrations.

- DVD694 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95 Iconographic, 19 of 33 minutes
- CD694RA SINGLE CD, 19 mins. $12.95
- PCD694 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $22.95
- PKG694CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM399AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM399DR STREAM VIDEO

*Stories About the Earth

*"This adaptation of the popular picture book belongs in all elementary media center collections. This video adaptation really works, and all who see it will be rewarded.” 10 – School Library Journal

---

Jonah and the Great Fish
by Warwick Hutton (McElroy)

Jonah disobeys the Lord, and a great fish is sent to swallow him in this well-known story from the Bible.

- STRM304DR STREAM VIDEO Iconographic, 5 minutes

*Simms Taback Stories

---

Joseph Had a Little Overcoat
by Simms Taback (Viking)

- ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
- CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
- ALA NOTABLE BOOK
- CINE GOLDEN EAGLE
- SILVER SCREEN AWARDS


- DVD680 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

*Simms Taback Stories

---

Jazztime

- BLUE RIBBON, AMERICAN FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL
- GOLD APPLE, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL

Set in Harlem in 1919, two girls - one white, one black - form a lifelong friendship through a chance encounter and the jazztime music of young “Fats” Waller. Narrated by Ruby Dee. Directed by Michael Sporn for Italcom Corporation

- DVD1300 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95 Animated, 26 minutes
- STRM1300DR STREAM VIDEO

*R假如您有需要快速服务，请发送您的订单至：eProcurement@Scholastic.com
The Journey of the Cats and Only Declaration of Independence

by Judith St. George, ill. by Will Hillenbrand (Philemon)
A true symbol and inspiration for all that is best about America, the actual Declaration of Independence has been rolled up, moved, hidden, copied, and transported. In this witty, gritty and fact-filled history, audiences will learn all about the document that has defined American freedom for over two centuries. Narrated by Jeff Brooks, with music by Ernest Troost

King of the Cats

by Paul Galdone (Houghton Mifflin)
As the gravedigger tells his wife how a band of cats marched into the cemetery to mourn their dead king, their cat, Old Tom, listens with a strange intensity.

A Kiss for Little Bear

by Elizabeth Himmelman
ill. by Maurice Sendak
(HarperCollins)
Little Bear's drawing for Grandmother inspires a kiss from her to her to cat to stomp to little kitten and back again until it finally reaches Little Bear.

Kitten's First Full Moon

by Kevin Henkes (HarperCollins)

Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale

by Mo Willems (Hyperion)
Lemonade in Winter: A Book About Two Kids Counting Money
by Emily Jenkins, ill. by G. Brian Karas (Random House)

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BEST OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2012
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRING REVIEW
ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

A lemonade stand in winter? Yes, that’s exactly what Pauline and John-John intend to have. With a catchy refrain, plus simple math concepts throughout, here is a read-aloud that’s great for both storytime and classroom use. Narrated by Rebecca Soler with music by Jon Carroll. Animation by Soup2Nuts. Includes an additional animated DVD bonus in which Pauline explains how to John-John.

**DVD2064**

**CC/SUBTITLED DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CC/SUBTITLED DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>$9.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD2064RA</strong></td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 11 mins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD2064</strong></td>
<td>HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCD2064</strong></td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pillow Book Classics, Vol III.*

“An enjoyable production with a multitude of potential uses.” – School Library Journal

“Highly recommended.” – 3.5/5.0, Video Librarian

---

Leo the Late Bloomer
by Robert Kraus, ill. by Jose Aruego (HarperCollins)

**GOLD MEDAL, WORLDFEST FLAGSTAFF**

Leo can’t read, can’t eat neatly or speak, and his parents are beginning to worry. But one day in his own good time, he finally blooms. Narrated by Mary Beth Hurt. Music by Ernest Troost. Directed and animated by Michael Sporn Produced by Pat Sajak’s P.A.T. Productions in association with Weston Woods.

**DVD603**

**MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>$59.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D2067R</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD2078RA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD2087</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCD2087</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PKD2087CD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD2078RASP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD2078SP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCD2078</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PKD2078CDSP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM287AUDDR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM287AUDSPDR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM287BD</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lexus® 120L** | GRL. L | **$1999 Release**

*Stories About Growing Up*

“Highly recommended.” – Library Talk

“...excellent choice...” – School Library Journal

---

Let’s Give Kitty a Bath!
by Sally Lloyd Jones (Avon Books for Young Readers)

Based on the book by Stephen Lindblom and True Kelley (Addison-Wesley)

Bored with nothing to do, two children decide to give the family a bath. Viewers will laugh from start to finish as the two children try to accomplish their task. Adapted and directed by Gary Templeton. An Evergreen/Firehouse Production. Non-verbal.

**DVD866**

**MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>$59.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM3140DR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lexus® 170L** | Video Librarian | $1970 Release

*“Cats and Dogs”*...

*Booklist*

---

A Letter to Amy
by Ezra Jack Keats (HarperCollins)

The wind spoils Peter’s attempt to mail a special birthday invitation to Amy.

**DVD496**

**MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>$59.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM1140DR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“The Ezra Jack Keats Library”*

---

The Librarian From the Black Lagoon
by Mike Thaler, ill. by Jared Lee (Scholastic)

**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING**

**KIDS’ FIRST, BEST SHORT**

**SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON**

When the class plans to visit the library for the first time, the students prepare themselves for the worst. Imagine their surprise when they are welcomed to a warm and friendly place, where a smiling librarian invites them to explore some of the fun and funny books they have to offer. Brilliantly narrated by Alexander Gould, with music by Scotty Hull and Robert Reynolds, and animation by Galen Fott.

**DVD2940**

**MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>$59.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM860AUDDR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM860AUD</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lexus® 580L** | GRL. M | **2007 Release**

*Stories from the Black Lagoon*

“A tailor-made hit for kids and librarians alike” – Video Librarian

...a great way to start the school year...”

“...**5.0**, School Library Journal

*An utterly delightful animated adaption of Mike Thaler’s hilarious book...” – Starrred Review, Booklist

---

Lincoln and Douglas: An American Friendship
by Nikki Giovanni, ill. by Bryan Collier (Holt Holt)

**SILVERSEN NOTABLE BOOK FOR CHILDREN**

**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**

This is the story of the unusual friendship between two great American leaders. At a time when racial tensions were high and racial equality was not yet established, Lincoln and Douglas formed a strong bond over shared ideals. Narrated by Danny Glover with music by Ernest Troost. Includes a bonus interview with author Nikki Giovanni.

**DVD2930**

**MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>$59.95</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD6006RA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD600</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCD600</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PKG600CD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM860AUD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRM860DR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lexus® 190T** | GRL. O | **2009 Release**

*Stories for African American History Month*

“...Glover richly portrays the friendship between Lincoln and Douglas... complemented with a characteristically fine soundtrack...” – 3.5/5.0, Video Librarian

“Bryan Collier’s exquisite multimedia illustrations are iconographically scanned, (his) often haunting work merits close examination. Original music...that touches both heart and mind. (It) offers...a variety of classroom uses and curriculum applications.” – School Library Journal

“Danny Glover’s narration is deep and friendly, backed up by subtle sound effects...The music is particularly stunning...and the combination of the beautiful nighttime scene (and) swelling music feels cinematic and stirring.” – Audioteka
The Lion and the Mouse

by Jerry Pinkney (Little, Brown)

* ALA NOTABLE BOOK AND VIDEO

In this wordless adaptation of one of Aesop's most beloved fables, an unlikely pair learns that no act of kindness is ever wasted. Pinkney makes this a truly special retelling with vivid depictions of the landscape of the African Serengeti and expressively-drawn characters. Combined with a rich soundtrack featuring traditional African vocal music and natural sound effects, Pinkney's stunning pictures speak volumes. Music by Sazi Dlamini. Non-Verbal. Includes a bonus interview with Jerry Pinkney.

- **CD083RA**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Iconographic, 12 of 53 minutes  
- **CD884RA**  SINGLE CD, 12 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD884**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PKC884CD**  PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $18.95  
- **PKG884CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **Lexile® AD884L**  GRL N  1992 Release

**Little Bear's Visit**

by Else Holmelund Minarik, ill. by Maurice Sendak (HarperCollins)

A visit to Grandmother and Grandfather's house means a perfect day of fun for Little Bear.

- **CD083RA**  SINGLE CD, 14 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD083**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD083**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG083CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **Lexile® 290L**  GRL J  1967 Release

**The Little Drummer Boy**

Words and music by Katherine Davis, Henry Onorati & Harry Simeone, ill. by EzraJackKeats (Penguin)

* ALA NOTABLE BOOK AND VIDEO

Joyful music and Ezra Jack Keats' glowing illustrations combine to celebrate the nativity in this new iconographic adaptation of the classic Christmas song. Music and vocals by John Jennings.

- **DVD084**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Iconographic, 6 of 23 minutes  
- **CD124RA**  SINGLE CD, 6 mins.  $12.95  
- **STRM124AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **Lexile® NP**  GRL M  2006 Release

*Winter Holiday Stories, Vol. II

---

**The Little House**

by Virginia Lee Burton (Houghton Mifflin)

* CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

A little country house finds out what it's like to live in the city.

- **CD142RA**  SINGLE CD, 12 mins.  $12.95  
- **PCD142CD**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG142CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **Lexile® AD142L**  GRL N  1992 Release

---

**The Little Match Girl**

by Hans Christian Andersen

* SILVER APPLE, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL  
* SILVER MEDAL, PARENTS' CHOICE

The Hans Christian Andersen classic is given present-day relevance and an upbeat ending in this story of Angela, a homeless child who sells match sticks to survive. Starring the voice of Academy Award winner F. Murray Abraham Directed by Michael Sporn for Italioons

- **DVD10**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Animated, 26 of 75 minutes
- **STRM105DRO**  STREAM VIDEO  
- **Lexile® AD10L**  GRL N  1990 Release

**The Little Old Lady Who Was Not Afraid of Anything**

by Linda Williams, ill. by Megan Lloyd (HarperCollins)

Once upon a time, there was a little old lady who was not afraid of anything! But one autumn night, while walking in the woods, the little old lady heard ... CLOMP! CLOMP! SHAKE, SHAKE, CLAP, CLAP And the little old lady who was not afraid of anything had the scarf of her life! Directed by Virginia Wilkos. Narrated by Barbara Rosenblat. 

- **DVD2306**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Animated, 11 of 64 minutes  
- **CD2306RA**  SINGLE CD, 9 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD2306**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD2306**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG2306CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **STRM2306AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **Lexile® AD2306L**  GRL N  2011 Release

**The Little Red Hen**

by Hildegard H. Swift & Lynd Ward (Harcourt)

* ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
* BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON  
* STARRED REVIEW, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

An entertaining rhythmic tale about confronting fears…recommended.

- **CD690RA**  SINGLE CD, 14 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD690**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD690**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG690CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **STRM690AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **Lexile® AD690L**  GRL K  2006 Release

**The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge**

by Hildegard H. Swift & Lynd Ward (Harcourt)

* ALA NOTABLE BOOK  
* CHRIS AWARD, COLUMBIA FILM FESTIVAL

The importance of small things in a world dominated by great size is illustrated in this real-life story of a lighthouse on the shores of the Hudson River. Narrated by David de Vries.

- **DVD837**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Iconographic, 9 of 29 minutes  
- **CD837RA**  SINGLE CD, 12 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD837**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD837**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG837CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **STRM837AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **STRM837DR**  STREAM VIDEO  
- **Lexile® 400L**  GRL M  2007 Release

**LMNO Peas**

by Keith Baker (Beach Lane)

* ALA NOTABLE BOOK

Get ready to roll through the ABCs with a cast of busy little peas, as they work their way from A to Z. Music and vocal performance by Crystal Taliefero. Animation by Soup2Nuts. Includes an interview with author/illustrator Keith Baker.

- **DVD3048**  MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD®  $59.95  Animated, 7 of 55 minutes
- **CD3048RA**  SINGLE CD, 5 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD3048**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD3048**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG3048CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **STRM3048AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **STRM3048DR**  STREAM VIDEO  
- **Lexile® AD3048L**  GRL N  2013 Release

**Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China**

by Ed Young (Philomel)

* ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING  
* CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

Combining ancient Chinese panel art techniques with a contemporary palette of colors, this Asian version of the classic fairy tale brings lessons about strangers, trust and courage to a new generation. Directed by Cha-Pow! Narrated by B. D. Wong, with music by Ernest Troost.

- **CD690RA**  SINGLE CD, 14 mins.  $12.95  
- **HCD690**  HARDCOVER BOOK/CD  $29.95  
- **PCD690**  PAPERBACK BOOK/CD  $18.95  
- **PKG690CD**  5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD  $38.75  
- **STRM690AUDR**  STREAM AUDIO  
- **STRM690DR**  STREAM VIDEO  
- **Lexile® 670L**  GRL N  2006 Release

**...an artistically pleasing rendition of a classic cautionary tale. Recommended.**  
* Video Librarian

* “B. D. Wong’s...slow steady pace heightens the listener's anticipation, and the musical background lends an authentic flavor to the recording.”  – AudioFile

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437 31
Los Gatos Black on Halloween

by Marisa Montes, ill. by Yuyi Morales (Henry Holt)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO & BOOK
★ PURA BELLERO AWARD FOR ILLUSTRATOR
★ PURA BELLERO AWARD FOR NARRATIVE
★ SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

The monsters crowd the Haunted Hall. Los monstruos throw a monstruos ball. This lively poem introduces a spooky array of creatures and Spanish words to little ninos everywhere. Narrated by Maria Conchita Alonso, with music by Osmar Ruiz. Directed by Cha-Pow!. Includes a bonus interview with author Marisa Montes.

**Make Way for Ducklings**

by Robert McCloskey (Viking)

★★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

In this timeless tale of family life, Mr. and Mrs. Mallard find the perfect spot to raise their young in Boston's Public Garden.

**DVD490**

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95

Iconographic, 11 of 49 minutes

**DVD630B1**

MULTI-TITLE BILINGUAL DVD® $59.95

English/Spanish, Iconographic, 11 of 69 minutes

**CD003RA**

SINGLE CD, 40 mins. $12.95

**HCD003**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD003**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG003SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM003AUDDR**

STREAM AUDIO

**STRM003B3DR**

STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile® 420L GRL N 2015 Release

*The Robert McCloskey Library

**Classics Caldecott/Caldecott Classics

**DVD2946**

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95

Partial Animation, 9 of 44 minutes

**CD856RA**

SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95

**HCD856B**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD856**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG856SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM856B2D**

STREAM AUDIO

**STRM856B3DR**

STREAM Video

Lexile® 420L GRL K 2009 Release

*Slightly Scary Stories for Halloween, Vol. III

**The Man Who Walked Between the Towers**

by Moridica Gersten (Roaring Brook)

★★★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN'S VIDEO
★★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
★★★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO & BOOK
★★★ BOSTON GLOBE HORN BOOK AWARD
★★★ GOLD REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★★★ SILVER REMI AWARD, ICONOGRAPHIC, 11 of 38 minutes
★★★ BEST SHORT ANIMATION CLASSIC
★★★ STORYTELLING WORLD AWARD
★★★ OTTAWA INT'L ANIMATION FESTIVAL
★★★ BEST SHORT ANIMATION FOR CHILDREN


**DVD670**

CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95

Animated, 10 mins.

**CD670RA**

SINGLE CD, 15 mins. $12.95

**HCD670**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD670**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG670SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM670DR**

STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 420L GRL N 2005 Release

**DVD2621**

SUBTITLED DVD $59.95

Iconographic, 9 mins.

**CD2621RA**

SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95

**HCD2621**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD2621**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG2621SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM2621DR**

STREAM AUDIO

**STRM2621B3DR**

STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 420L 2014 Release

**The Man Who Walked Between the Towers**

A true story about a mama duck and her five ducklings that had to be rescued from the town storm drain during an early morning walk. How three firemen and a pickup truck rush to their rescue makes for a vivid and exciting drama that children will return to over and over again. This delightful new classic has an inspiring environmental message. Narrated by Tasia Gilbert with music by Jon Carroll.

**DVD670**

CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95

Animated, 10 mins.

**CD670RA**

SINGLE CD, 15 mins. $12.95

**HCD670**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD670**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG670SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM670DR**

STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 420L GRL N 2005 Release

**The Man Who Walked Between the Towers**

*Ages 5-9

Madam President

by Lane Smith (Hyperion)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO & BOOK

A little girl imagines what her day would be like if she were Madam President. Narrated by Anna Chiodo with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animation by Pete List. Includes a bonus interview with Lane Smith.

**DVD855**

CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95

Animated, 9 minutes

**CD855RA**

SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95

**HCD855B**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD855B**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG855BSCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM855B2D**

STREAM AUDIO

Lexile® 420L 2008 Release

**even more comical in this animated film.**

★ ALA Notable Video Committee

“This production presents a child-friendly explanation of the presidential office. Anna Chiodo takes Smith’s humor to heart to emphasize the story’s light-hearted view of the topic.”

★ AudioFile

“…cleverly animated, with bouncy patriotic music. This high-quality production will be particularly useful … in November.”

★ School Library Journal

“This spunky animated adaptation of Lane Smith’s book will educate and tickle the imaginations of young viewers. Chiodo’s personality-packed narration matches Madam President’s clever dialogue…backed with rollicking music, including a lively version of ‘Hail to the Chief’.”

★ Starred Review, Booklist

**March On! The Day My Brother Martin Changed the World**

by Dr. Christine King Farris, ill. by London Ladd (Scholastic)

★★★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO
★★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★★★ AUDIOFILE EARRIOPHONES AWARD

Martin Luther King, Jr’s sister presents a personal, stirring account of the remarkable day Dr. King delivered his ‘I Have A Dream’ speech and of the man who went on to inspire a nation. Narrated by Lynn Whitfield with music by Michael Bacon. Includes a bonus interview with Dr. Christine King Farris.

**DVD2881**

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95

Iconographic, 20 of 38 minutes

**CD852RA**

SINGLE CD, 18 mins. $12.95

**PCD852**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG852SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM852AUDDR**

STREAM AUDIO

**STRM852B3DR**

STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 420L 2008 Release

*Stories for Martin Luther King, Jr Day

“Lynn Whitfield’s sensitive and stirring narration is enriched with audio clips of Mahalia Jackson’s powerful song, crowd noises, and clips from MLK’s speech. Music by Michael Bacon sets the tone for the film and seamlessly accommodates songs of the era.”

★ ALA Notable Video Committee

“Whitfield’s heartfelt narration makes that remarkable day fresh again for young listeners. Selections from King’s speech and from freedom songs add to the production.”

★ AudioFile

“Michael Bacon’s evocative musical score, lovely and triumphant, enhances the program.”

★ Booklist

“This inspiring production merits a place in all libraries.”

★ School Library Journal

“…combines artwork with archival BW stills to recreate this historic event. Recommended.”

★ ★★★, Video Librarian

**Martin’s Big Words**

by Doreen Rappaport, ill. by Bryan Collier (Hyperion)

★★★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
★★★ STORRYTELLING WORLD AWARD

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. comes to life in this powerful and important biography about beliefs and dreams. Narrated by Michael Clarke Duncan, with music by Crystal Taliefero.

**DVD2881**

MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD® $59.95

Iconographic, 10 of 38 minutes

**CD612RA**

SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95

**HCD612**

HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**PCD612**

PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**PKG612SCD**

5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

**STRM612AUDDR**

STREAM AUDIO

**STRM612B3DR**

STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 420L 2002 Release

*Stories for Martin Luther King, Jr Day

“Teachers will embrace Martin’s Big Words as an excellent vehicle for teaching about Martin Luther King, Jr’s birthday in January. Black History month in February, and the civil rights movement throughout the year.”

★ School Library Journal

“(a) memorable video that emphasizes nonviolence, peace, love and dreams.”

★ Booklist

“Elegant and accessible…an evocative introduction to the man who championed racial equality and who taught others to fight with words, not fists.”

★ School Library Journal
Mary Scarry
Ages 2-5
by R.L. Stine, ill. by Marc Brown (Orchard)
Meet Mary Scarry. Mary likes to be scary. She scares her mom, her dad, her pets, and even a balloon! But there’s just one person Mary can’t scare -- her cousin, Harry Scarry. He’s not afraid of the usual things, like spiders, snakes, and other creepy crawlies. But Mary doesn’t give up that easily, and one way or another she’ll find a way to give Harry the scare of his life. . . Beware of Mary Scarry! Narrated by Emily Eiden. Animated by duple. Includes a joint interview with author R.L. Stine and illustrator Marc Brown.

Max’s Chocolate Chicken
Ages 3-7
by Rosemary Wells (Dial)
Will Max or will Ruby find the most Easter eggs to win the chocolate chicken? Only the Easter Bunny knows for sure.

The Marzipan Pig
Ages 5-10
by Russell Hoban
★ SILVER APPLE. NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL
A lonely, lost marzipan pig reaches out with love in a strange chain of events, to an owl, a mouse and a hibiscus flower. Narrated by Tim Curry. Directed by Michael Sporn for Italoscorps Corporation.

Max’s Christmas
Ages 3-7
by Rosemary Wells (Dial)
Irresistible Max wants to stay up late on Christmas so he can see Santa Claus.

The Marzipan Pig
Ages 6-9
by Jon Scieszka, ill. by Lane Smith (Viking)
★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★ AUDIOWISE BEST
★ AUDIOWISE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE
★ GOLD REMI AWARD
★ WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION
★ AUDIOFILE EARRIHPHONES AWARD
One morning a little girl wakes up to find everything in life arranging itself into a math problem, and she must find her way out of the Math Curse! Narrated by Nancy Wu with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animation by Dan Ivanick. Includes a bonus interview with Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith.

Max’s Words
Ages 4-9
by Kate Banks, pictures by Boris Kulikov (Farrar , Straus)
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ PLATINUM REMI AWARD
★ BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
★ BOOKLIST STARRED REVIEW

Me...Jane
Ages 4-7
by Patrick McDonnell (Little, Brown)
★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEO

Merry Christmas, Space Case
by James Marshall (Dial)
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ COLUMBUS INTL FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL, BRONZE PLAQUE

Merry Christmas, Splat
by Rob Scotton (HarperCollins)
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW

May I Bring a Friend?
Ages 3-8
by Beatrice Schenk de Regniers, ill. by Bent Monteros (Atheneum)
★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

Mary Scarry. Mary likes to be scary. She scares her mom, her dad, her pets, and even a balloon! But there’s just one person Mary can’t scare -- her cousin, Harry Scarry. He’s not afraid of the usual things, like spiders, snakes, and other creepy crawlies. But Mary doesn’t give up that easily, and one way or another she’ll find a way to give Harry the scare of his life. . . Beware of Mary Scarry! Narrated by Emily Eiden. Animated by duple. Includes a joint interview with author R.L. Stine and illustratorMarc Brown.

Max’s Chocolate Chicken. Will Max or will Ruby find the most Easter eggs to win the chocolate chicken? Only the Easter Bunny knows for sure.

The Marzipan Pig. A lonely, lost marzipan pig reaches out with love in a strange chain of events, to an owl, a mouse and a hibiscus flower. Narrated by Tim Curry. Directed by Michael Sporn for Italoscorps Corporation.

Max’s Christmas. Irresistible Max wants to stay up late on Christmas so he can see Santa Claus.

The Marzipan Pig. One morning a little girl wakes up to find everything in life arranging itself into a math problem, and she must find her way out of the Math Curse! Narrated by Nancy Wu with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animation by Dan Ivanick. Includes a bonus interview with Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith.

Max’s Words. Max starts a collection made up of words and he suddenly discovers he has a story worth telling and sharing! Artfully narrated by T.R. Knight, with music by Jerry Hunt. Directed by Galen Fott and Jerry Hunt.

Me...Jane. In his characteristic heartwarming style, Patrick McDonnell tells the story of the young Jane Goodall and her special childhood toy chimpanzee named Jumble. Narrated by Katherine Kellgren with music by Shay E. Lynch. Animation by Paul Fierlinger. Includes a bonus conversation with Patrick McDonnell and Dr. Jane Goodall.

Merry Christmas, Space Case. Buddy McGee eagerly awaits a promised Christmas visit from his friend, the thing from outer space. Directed by Virginia Wilkos. Narrated by Christopher Lloyd, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Produced by Pat Sajak’s P.T. Productions and Weston Woods.

Merry Christmas, Splat. Splat is trying hard to be good before Santa’s arrival, but he just keeps messing up. Join the fun and find out if all his hard work will be enough for him to get the presents he dreams of. Narrated by John Keating, with music by Scotty Huff. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

May I Bring a Friend. An imaginative boy graciously accepts an invitation from the King and Queen and then invites them to the zoo.

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
Mighty, Mighty Construction Site
Written by Sherri Duskey Rinker
Illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld (Chronicle Books)
At last—here from the team behind the beloved international bestseller comes a companion to Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site. All of our favorite trucks are back on the construction site—this time with a focus on team-building, friendship, and working together to make a big task seem small! Down in the big construction site, the crew faces their biggest job yet, and will need the help of new construction friends to get it done. Working as a team, there’s nothing they can’t do! The millions of fans of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site are in for a mighty good time!Narrated by Dion Graham. Music by Jon Carroll. Animation by diplomacy.

Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel
by Virginia Lee Burton (Houghton Mifflin)
Big diesel machines threaten to put Mike Mulligan and his faithful old steam shovel, Mary Anne, out of business until Mike agrees to tackle a big job. Narrated by David de Vries.

Miss Nelson Has a Field Day
by Harry Allard, ill. by James Marshall (Houghton Mifflin)
Ages 6-10

Miss Nelson Is Back
by Harry Allard, ill. by James Marshall (Houghton Mifflin)
Ages 5-8

Miss Nelson Is Missing!
by Harry Allard, ill. by James Marshall (Houghton Mifflin)
Ages 5-7

Miss Rumphius
by Barbara Cooney (Viking)
Ages 5-10

Moon Man
by Tomi Ungerer (HarperCollins)
Ages 5-9

Morris’s Disappearing Bag
by Rosemary Wells (Dial)
Ages 4-8

The Most Wonderful Egg in the World
by Helme Heine (Athenaeum)
Ages 4-8

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Mother Bruce
by Ryan T. Higgins (Disney-Hyperion)

★★★★ GOLD REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★★★★ STARRED REVIEW, KIRKUS
★★★★ STARRED REVIEW, SHELF AWARENESS
★★★★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Bruce the bear likes to keep to himself. That, and eat eggs. But when his hard-boiled goose eggs turn out to be real, live goslings, he starts to lose his appetite. And even worse, the goslings are convinced it’s their mom. Bruce tries to get the gosse to go south, but he can’t seem to rid himself of his new companions. What’s a bear to do? Narrated by Robertson Dean. Animation by Ganet T.oll.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD26949</td>
<td>CD/SUBTITLE DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animation, 9 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD26949RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 8 min</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD26949</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD26949</td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG26949CD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM26949DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD500L GRL: L</td>
<td>2017 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Musical Max
by Robert Kraus, ill. by Jose Aruego & Ariane Dewey (Simon & Schuster)

★★★★ ALA NOTABLE FILM
★★★★ 1ST PLACE, ASIFA

When the neighbors start complaining about the noise, Max stops practicing his trombone, bass, xylophone, flute, harmonica, cymbals and synthesizer. A wonderful introduction to music, narrated by Mary Beth Hurt & Susan Osborn. Animation by Pete List. Narrated by Mo and Triss Willems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dvd6301</td>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 8 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2687RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 8 min</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD2687</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG2687CD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM2687DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD700L GRL: L</td>
<td>2013 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My Garden
by Kevin Henkes (HarperCollins)

★★★ THE HORN BOOK, STARRED REVIEW
★★★ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW

A girl dreams of creating a garden full of chocolate rabbits, flowers that change colors, seashells and tomatoes the size of beach balls. Narrated by Cassandra Morris with music by Ernest Troost. Directed by Gary McGivney.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dvd5251</td>
<td>CD/SUBTITLE DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2521RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 7 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD2521</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM2521AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM2521DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD10NL GRL: L 1</td>
<td>2013 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present
by Charlotte Zolotow, ill. by Maurice Sendak (HarperCollins)

★★ ALA CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

A little girl wants to give her mother a special present and asks Mr. Rabbit for help.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD2682RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 7 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD2682A</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD2682A</td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG2682ACD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CBD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: L260L</td>
<td>1967 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Shepard and Mr. Milne
by Christopher Robin reads from his father’s book and narrates this documentary about collaboration between the two men who created Winnie-The-Pooh. Audiences will visit locales of Milne’s poems and books.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRM415DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: N/A</td>
<td>1973 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters
by John Steptoe (Lothrop)

★★★★★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★★★★★ CORETTA SCOTT KING ILLUSTRATOR AWARD

Mufaro’s daughters are tested unknowingly to reveal which one is worthy enough to marry the King.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD644</td>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Iconographic, 14 of 21 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3634RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 15 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD3634</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD3634</td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG3634CD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CBD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD270L GRL: T</td>
<td>1989 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mushroom in the Rain
by Mirra Ginsburg, ill. by Jorge Aruego & Ariane Dewey (Macmillan)

An ant, a butterfly, a mouse, a sparrow and a rabbit all fit under the same mushroom, illustrating a lesson in elementary science.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD3640RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 7 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG3640CD</td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: 360L GRL: L</td>
<td>1989 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My Senator and Me: A Dog’s-Eye View of Washington D.C.
by Senator Edward M. Kennedy, ill. by David Small (Scholastic)

★★★★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★★★★ KIDS FIRST, SHORT FILM AWARD

Senator Ted Kennedy and his dog, Splish, invite children along on a typical whirlwind day on Capitol Hill. This witty and very informative behind-the-scenes look features the voice of Senator Kennedy as himself with additional narration by David de Vries. Directed by Gary McGivney.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD604</td>
<td>CD/SUBTITLE DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD804RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 15 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD804DR</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM804AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM804DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD700L GRL: N</td>
<td>2007 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Napping House
by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

★★★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK
★★★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE

Join the fun when a wakeful flea on a slumbering mouse on a snoozing cat on a dozing dog on a napping child on a snoozing grandma on a sagging bed has an itch!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD616</td>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Iconographic, 5 of 28 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD307RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 9 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD307</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD307</td>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG307CD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CBD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM307AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM307DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: NP GRL: J</td>
<td>2007 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mysterious Tadpole
by Steven Kellogg (Dial)

★★★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

A birthday gift from Uncle McCullister appears to be a tadpole, but it turns out to be much, much more!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD591</td>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 9 of 25 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM251MANAUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin</td>
<td>GRL: L</td>
<td>1986 Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naked mole rat gets dressed and other funny stories from Mo Willems
by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

★★★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★★★ BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE

Willbur is different from the other Naked Mole Rats in his colony because he wears clothes (and likes it)! A gentle story about not quite fitting in and expressing one’s own individuality. Animation by Pete List. Narrated by Mo and Triss Willems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD5026</td>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 11 of 60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8087RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 8 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD8087</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM8087AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM8087DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD470L GRL: L</td>
<td>2010 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nanette’s Baguette
by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

★★★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

We follow our plucky heroine on her first big solo trip to the bakery. But... will Nanette get the baguette from baker Juliste? Or will Nanette soon be beset with regret? Narrated by Triss Willems. Music by Scotty Huff. Directed by Pete List. Includes Nanette’s Baguette Featue Video. Mo Willems - an interview with Mo Willems about the art of Nanette’s Baguette.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD5978</td>
<td>CD/SUBTITLE DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>Animated, 9 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2697RA</td>
<td>SINGLE CD, 9 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCD2697</td>
<td>HARD COVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG2697CD</td>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/CD</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM2697AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRM2697DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®: AD10NL GRL: L</td>
<td>2018 Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
Noah’s Ark
by Jerry Pinkney (Sea Star)
CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
BEST OF THE BEST LIST, HEART OF TEXAS LITERATURE CENTER

This dramatic production of the well-known biblical story will help children learn about responsibility to care for the living things on earth. Narrated by Dennis Haysbert, with music by Joel Goodman.

DVD683 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 11 of 23 minutes

CD640RA SINGLE CD $12.95

HCD640 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $25.95

STRM640AUDDR STREAM AUDIO $25.95

STRM640DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile: 350L

*Rainy Day Stories

Dennis Haysbert narrates the story with due pomp and ceremony. His voice is deep and full of wonder. With the book in hand, the listener will enjoy a theater-like experience. – AudioFile

“A deft adaptation enhances the dimension and extends the reach of the Caldecott Honor book, bringing a biblical classic to new generations . . . Booklist

The Nutshell Kids
by Maurice Sendak
CONTAINS: All Around, Chicken Soup with Rice, One Was Johnny and Pierre. Narrated by Carole King.

DVD491 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
7 of 37 minutes

No Roses for Harry!
by Gene Zion, ill. by Margaret Bloy Graham (HarperCollins)

CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

After receiving a rose-covered sweater from Grandma, Harry is determined to lose it. He tries leaving it all over town, but it is always returned — until a bird catches sight of a loose thread and Harry’s luck finally changes. Narrated by Virginia Willis. Narrated by Bruce Bayley Johnson. Music by Ernest Troost.

DVD2581 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Animated, 11 of 62 minutes

CD639RA SINGLE CD $12.95

HCD639 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PCD639 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG639CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM639AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

Lexile: 510L

*60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition DVD

Noisy Nora
by Rosemary Wells (Dial)

ALA NOTABLE VIDEO & RECORDING

With everyone in her class too busy to listen, Nora makes her presence known at every turn. Children will cheer for Nora in this delightful production with just the right amount of drama. Narrated by Mary Beth Hurt.

DVD449 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Animated, 6 of 26 minutes

CD175BILINGUAL D. $59.95

HCD175BILINGUAL D. $25.95

PCD175 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG175CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM175AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM175BUILDER STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

STRM175BUILDERBUILDER STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin

Lexile: 320L

“The Rosemary Wells Library

No Name the Doorman
by Don Freeman (Viking)

Norman, the guard at the entrance to the Art Museum, is surprised when his sculpture captures first prize in a contest. Norman, the guard at the entrance to the Art Museum, is surprised when his sculpture captures first prize in a contest. Narrated by John Lithgow. Music by Ernest Troost.

DVD845 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Animated, 12 of 21 minutes

CD872RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95

HCD872 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $25.95

PCD872 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG872CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM872AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM872DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile: 109L

*Stories About Self Esteem

“The Nutshell Kids
by Maurice Sendak
CONTAINS: All Around, Chicken Soup with Rice, One Was Johnny and Pierre. Narrated by Carole King.

DVD491 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
7 of 37 minutes

Not So Fast Songololo
by Nicky Daly (McEllderry)

CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Malusi, a young South African boy, spends a delightful day shopping in the city with his grandmother, Gogo, in this warm and tender story about love and sharing and “new red tackies.”

DVD845 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

STRM845MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

Lexile: 330L

*Stories from Africa

The Oldest Student
by Rita Lorraine Hubbard, ill. by Oge Mora (Schwartz)

In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20 she was married and had her first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114, she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, she learned to read. Narrated by Nikki B. James. Music by Michael Bacon.

DVD4004 CC/SUBTITL EDVD $59.95
IC: 15 of 15 minutes

CD4004RA SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95

HCD4004 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $25.95

PCD4004 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG4004CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

HCD4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

Lexile: AD830L

* sublime to endure.

Not So Fast Songololo
by Nicky Daly (McEllderry)

CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Malusi, a young South African boy, spends a delightful day shopping in the city with his grandmother, Gogo, in this warm and tender story about love and sharing and “new red tackies.”

DVD845 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

STRM845MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

Lexile: 330L

*Stories from Africa

The Oldest Student
by Rita Lorraine Hubbard, ill. by Oge Mora (Schwartz)

In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20 she was married and had her first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114, she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, she learned to read. Narrated by Nikki B. James. Music by Michael Bacon.

DVD4004 CC/SUBTITL EDVD $59.95
IC: 15 of 15 minutes

CD4004RA SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95

HCD4004 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $25.95

PCD4004 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG4004CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

HCD4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

Lexile: AD830L

* sublime to endure.

Not So Fast Songololo
by Nicky Daly (McEllderry)

CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Malusi, a young South African boy, spends a delightful day shopping in the city with his grandmother, Gogo, in this warm and tender story about love and sharing and “new red tackies.”

DVD845 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

STRM845MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
IC: 13 of 19 minutes

Lexile: 330L

*Stories from Africa

The Oldest Student
by Rita Lorraine Hubbard, ill. by Oge Mora (Schwartz)

In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20 she was married and had her first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114, she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, she learned to read. Narrated by Nikki B. James. Music by Michael Bacon.

DVD4004 CC/SUBTITL EDVD $59.95
IC: 15 of 15 minutes

CD4004RA SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95

HCD4004 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $25.95

PCD4004 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG4004CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

HCD4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM4004AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

Lexile: AD830L

* sublime to endure.
Open Wide: Tooth School Inside
by Laurie Keller (Henry Holt)

- ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
- NJ.KR. BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
- CAPITOL CHOICES BEST TITLES LIST

Learn fascinating facts and tasty tidbits about teeth and dental hygiene at Dr. Flossman’s tooth school. Narrated by Michael McKean, with at least 32 others. Music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Co produced by animator Daniel Ivanick and Weston Woods. DVD includes a bonus animated music video of the song “Tooth School Anthem” by Laurie Keller, Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds.

DVD: DVD947
VIDEO TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
Animated, 19 of 58 minutes

CD: CD949A
SINGLE CD, 22 mins. $12.95

HCD949
HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PDCD949
PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

CD949A DVD, STREAM VIDEO
Leslie+: AD300L GRL: G 2006 Release

“T ostat dental care is as easy as one, two, three.” The classic tale of friendship and adventure.

The Other Side
by Jacqueline Woodson, illustrated by E.B. Lewis (Putnam)

- ALA NOTABLE BOOK
- TIME OF WONDER AWARD
- SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
- BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE

Clover always wondered why there was a fence that separated the black side of town from the white side. When a young white girl from the other side starts to sit on the fence, Clover’s curiosity, and a friendship, develops. Narrated by Toshi Widdow- Woodson with music by Toshi Reagon. Includes an interview with author Jacqueline Woodson.

DVD: DVD999
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
Iconographic, 8 minutes

CD: CD999A
SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95

HCD999
HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PDCD999
PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

CD999A DVD, STREAM VIDEO
Leslie+: AD300L GRL: M 1999 Release

“...youthful narration and evocative, guitar-driven background music (and) realistic sounds enhance the production.”
– Booklist

“A heartwarming story on the virtue of tolerance.”
– The Midwest Book Review

Toshi Widdow-Woodson is the perfect narrator! A magical bedtime story.

Otto Runs for President
by Rosemary Wells (Scholastic)

- ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

There is a big school election at the Barkadelphia School. Who will win? Tiffany, one of the popular girls, Charlie, an all-star sport; or Otto, a good friend and listener? Narrated by Diana Canova with music by Ernest Troost. Includes a bonus interview with Rosemary Wells.

DVD: DVD836
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
Animated, 13 minutes

CD: CD838A
SINGLE CD, 11 minutes $12.95

HCD836
HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PDCD836
PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

CD838A DVD, STREAM VIDEO
Leslie+: 370L GRL: M 2008 Release

“The whole production features top drawer talent. Recommended.”
– , Video Librarian

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
The Story about Robert Frost

Told from the point of view of Lesley, Robert Frost’s oldest daughter, this is the story of how a lover of language found his voice. Narrated by Ammi-Jo Paquette. Music by John Jennings.

Pet Show!

by Ezra Jack Keats (Macmillan)

Archie needs to come up with a pet in a hurry for the neighborhood pet show. A timeless story.

DVD946 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

CD946A SINGLE CD, 11 mins. $12.95

PC946D PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG946CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM946AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM946DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile*: 300L GRL: K 1992 Release

*See page 66 – The Ezra Jack Keats Library

Pete’s a Pizza

by William Steig (HarperCollins)

CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

ALa NOTABLE BOOK

ALa NOTABLE VIDEO

BEST ANIMATED SHORT, SANTA CLARITA INT’L FILM FESTIVAL

Will Pete cheer up when his father makes him into a pizza? CD narrated by George Guidall. DVD narrated by Chey Chase. A Live Oak Media Production.

DVD638 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

CD638A SINGLE CD, 12 mins. $12.95

HCD638D HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

STRM638DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile*: AD300L GRL: G 2000 Release

*Pete’s A Pizza & Other Family Stories

Pete’s Chair

by Ezra Jack Keats (HarperCollins)

Pete wants to run away when his new baby sister arrives, but he learns something important about growing up instead.

DVD946 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

CD946A SINGLE CD, 4 mins. $12.95

HCD107 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PC946D PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PKG946CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM107AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM107DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile*: 390L GRL: K 1991 Release

*The Ezra Jack Keats Library

The Pigeon Finds a Hot Dog!

by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

ALa NOTABLE VIDEO

PUBLISHERS’ WEEKLY EDITORS’ CHOICE

When Pigeon finds a delicious hot dog, he can’t wait to devour it. But then along comes a sly duckling who wants a bite. Who will be the more clever bird? Narrated by Mo and Tria Willems with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animation by Pete List. Includes “Behind the Scenes with Pete List”

DVD787B CC/SUBTITLE DVD $59.95

DVD787BI BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95

CD787RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins. $12.95

HCD787 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PCD787 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY

PKG787CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM787AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English

STRM787AUDSPDR STREAM AUDIO, Spanish

STRM787BDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Lexile*: AD300L GRL: G 2010 Release

*delightful, fast-paced. Clever sound effects fill the air. Pigeon swipes from euphoria to exasperation...and ultimately to a climactic, screen-splitting tantrum... Triumphant strains of clarinet music play when (Pigeon) finally manages to share the hot dog with his new buddy...” – Starred Review, Booklist

The Story about Robert Frost

by Forrest Whittaker. Music by Jerry Dale McFadden

Papa is a Poet:

by Natalie S. Bober, ill. by Rebecca Gibbon (Childrens Otaviano Books)

Laura is a busy first-grader. One day her teacher gives the class a special assignment – to find a poem to share with the class. Laura finds a poem by Robert Frost.

Petunia

by Roger Duvoisin (Knopf)

A silly goose learns that carrying a book under her wing doesn’t necessarily make her knowledgeable. Narrated by Diana Canova.

DVD239 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

CD239A SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95

HCD239 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PCD239 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY

PKG239CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75

STRM239AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM239DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile*: 340L GRL: K 1978 Release

*Stories from the Farm

Picnic

by Emily Arnold McCully (HarperCollins)

FOLKLIKE ART, WISTFUL FLUTE BACKGROUND MUSIC, AND NICE CAMERA DELIGHT.

DVD846 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

CD846A SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95

HCD846 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

PC846D PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

STRM846AUDDR STREAM AUDIO

STRM846DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile*: AD520L GRL: L 2015 Release

*“What Weston Woods has done...is just amazing...it’s like the characters are swimming right off the page.” – Jarrett J. Krosoczka, author

*“This is a positive story that teaches a valuable lesson about friendship. The presentation is beautiful, and the narrative is nicely paced, creating a product that children will enjoy over and over again.” – School Library Journal

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
Players in Pigtails

by Shana Corey, ill. by Rebecca Gibbon (Scholastic)

A story that celebrates a brave girl's love of the game as she works to become a player in the first-ever All-American Girls Professional Baseball league. Narrated by Zooey Deschanel, with music by Joel Goodman and vocals by Sherry Coffin Kondor.

- DVD999 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- STRM665AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM665DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile® 330L
- GRL N
- 2004 Release

*Stories for Women's History Month

The Pilgrims of Plimoth

by Marcia Sewall (Atheneum)

The arrival of the Pilgrims in the new world is chronicled those first trying years in the colony they called Plimoth. Narrated by Marcia Sewall.

- DVD589 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD557 RAINBOW PACK Stream Video
- Lexile®: n/a
- 1990 Release

*Stories for Thanksgiving

Potato Pants!

by Laurie Keller Henry Holt

A potato and his eggplant nemesis struggle to find the perfect pants in this hilarious, heartwarming tale of forgiveness by bestselling, Geisel-Award winning creator Laurie Keller. Potato is excited because today for one day only Lance Vance’s Fancy Pants Store is selling . . . POTATO PANTS! Potato rashes over early, but just as he’s about to walk in, something makes him stop. What could it be? Find out in this eurok-a-kind story about misunderstanding and forgiveness, and of course Potato Pants! Narrated by Robertson Dean, Galen Fott and others. Music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Narrated by Galen Fott.

- DVD055 SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- CD0055R SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- HC0055 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- STRM0055AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM0055DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile®: ADV50L
- GRL P
- September 2019 Release

The Pot That Juan Built

by Nancy Andrews-Gorbel, ill. by David Diaz (Lee & Low)

Juan Quezada, one of Mexico’s most famous potters, used poetic language. Narrated by Sherry Goffin Kondor.

- DVD347 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- DVD695 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD647R SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- STRM347DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile® 330L
- GRL 4
- 1997 Release

*Favorite Fairy Tales, Vol. II

Princess Furball

by George Levenson (Tricycle Press)

A story that celebrates a brave girl’s love of the game as she learns about his life and work through glowing artwork and poetic language. Narrated by Shana Corey.

- DVD673 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD673 SUBTITLED CD, Stream Video
- Lexile® 170L
- GRL 2
- 2004 Release

*Stories for National Hispanic Heritage Month

The Rainbabies

by Laura Krauss Med令, ill. by Jim LaMarche (Lothrop)

The moon presents a childless couple with twelve tiny babies, unfolding in a backyard pumpkin of the miraculous cycle of nature. Narrated by John Jennings.

- DVD568 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD568 SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- HC568 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- STRM568AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM568DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile®: ADV50L
- GRL P
- 1999 Release

*Magical Stories

The Pigs’ Wedding

by Mo Willems (Hyperion)

Nothing can spoil the guests’ good time at the wedding of Porker and Curlytail . . . not even the rain. Narrated by Mo Willems.

- DVD256 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- CD256 SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- STRM256DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile®: 450L
- GRL: T
- August 2019 Release

*Stories from the Farm

Planting a Rainbow

by Lois Ehlert (Harcourt)

A mother and child plant a rainbow of colors in their flower garden. Lois Ehlert’s vibrant, stylized artwork brings to life Ehlert’s vivid, stylized artwork brings to life the cyclical excitement of planting, planting, and picking flowers in a garden. Narrated by Cha-Pow! Music by Joel Goodman.

- DVD294 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- ABA PICK OF THE LISTS
- CD294 SUBTITLED CD, Stream Video
- Lexile®: n/a
- 2004 Release

*B. J. Ward

Pumpkin Circle

by George Levenson (Tricycle Press)

A king falls in love with a princess in a coat of thousands furs after she hides her identity in some delicious soup. Narrated by Alice Krigel.

- DVD945 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD945 SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- STRM945DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile® 920L
- GRL P
- 1993 Release

*Favorite Fairy Tales, Vol. II

The Pot That Juan Built

by Nancy Andrews-Gorbel, ill. by David Diaz (Lee & Low)

Juan Quezada, one of Mexico’s most famous potters, used poetic language. Narrated by Shana Corey.

- DVD347 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- DVD695 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD647R SUBTITLED CD $12.95
- PARENTS’ CHOICE GOLD AWARD
- STRM347DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile® 330L
- GRL 4
- 1997 Release

*Favorite Fairy Tales, Vol. II

The Pillars of Plimoth

by Marcia Sewall (Atheneum)

The arrival of the Pilgrims in the new world is chronicled in this dramatic re-enactment of their daily activities during those first trying years in the colony they called Plimoth. Narrated by Marcia Sewall.

- DVD589 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD530 RAINBOW PACK Stream Video
- Lexile®: n/a
- 1990 Release

*Stories for Thanksgiving

Plants a Rainbow

by Lois Ehlert (Harcourt)

A mother and child plant a rainbow of colors in their flower garden. Lois Ehlert’s vibrant, stylized artwork brings to life the cyclical excitement of planting, planting, and picking flowers in a garden. Narrated by Cha-Pow! Music by Joel Goodman.

- DVD294 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- ABA PICK OF THE LISTS
- CD294 SUBTITLED CD, Stream Video
- Lexile®: n/a
- 2004 Release

*B. J. Ward

Pumpkin Circle

by George Levenson (Tricycle Press)

A bug’s eye view and a birds high view of the miraculous cycle of nature unfolding in a backyard pumpkin patch – a story to inspire the scientist, sculptor, chef, naturalist and teller of tall tales. English video narrated by Danny Glover. Spanish version narrated by Luis Valdez. Hardcover Book HB2034 Available - $15.95 Paperback Book PB2034 Available - $7.95

- DVD2034BIB BILINGUAL DVD, SPANISH
- STRM2034DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexile®: AD420L
- GRL: P
- 1997 Release

*Favorite Fairy Tales, Vol. II

The Rainbabies

by Laura Krauss Medli, ill. by Jim LaMarche (Lothrop)

The moon presents a childless couple with twelve tiny babies, unfolding in a backyard pumpkin of the miraculous cycle of nature. Narrated by John Jennings.

- DVD568 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- CD568 SUBTITLED CD, Stream Video
- Lexile®: AD530L
- GRL: n/a
- September 2019 Release

*Magical Stories
Randolph Caldecott: 
The Man Who Could Not Stop Drawing

Randolph Caldecott is best known as the namesake of the award that honors picture book illustrations, and in this inventive biography, leading children's literature scholar Leonard Marcus examines the man behind the medal and shows why he was indeed the father of the modern picture book. Narrated by Gemma Dawson, DVD abridged by Leonard Marcus from original book.

**DVD2696** CC/SUBTITLED DVD* $59.95
Iconographic, 35 mins.

*STRM2696DR STREAM VIDEO

**Highly Recommended.** — Midwest Book Review

**Rapunzel**
by Paul O. Zelinsky (Dutton)  
**CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**

A unique retelling of the classic story of Rapunzel, the girl with the long, golden hair. Narrated by Maureen Anderman.

**DVD695** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Iconographic, 13 of 32 minutes

**CD379RA** SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95
**HCD379** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCG379** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
**PKG379CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1/CD $38.75

**STRM379AADDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD/10L GRL: P 1998 Release

*Favorite Fairy Tales, Vol. II

“...receives royal treatment in this lovely presentation...Zelinsky’s lush, Italian style illustrations set the world in a golden light.”  
— School Library Journal

**Reading to Your Bunny**
by Rosemary Wells

This original story by Rosemary Wells, inspired by her book, Read to Your Bunny, concludes with the song, “Gonna Read to My Bunny,” written by Rosemary Wells and composer John Jennings, performed by Mary Chapin Carpenter. Directed by Michael Sporn. DVD includes a bonus animated music video of the song.

**DVD3048** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Animated, 8 of 55 minutes

**STRM678AADDR STREAM VIDEO
**STRM678BDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 150L

*ABCs and 1,2,3s

“...an excellent and non-preschooly introduction to family literacy nights.”  
— School Library Journal

“...excellent voice work from the wonderful Diana Canova...and a fun music video about the joys of reading.” — Parenting Magazine

**The Red Shoes**
by Andrew Lloyd Webber

Based on the book by Hans Christian Andersen. Narrated by Rosemary Harris. DVD includes a bonus animated musical score, help bring to life this unforgettable story from Hans Christian Andersen’s tale. Directed by Jay Russell. DVD also includes a live-action version of the story.

**DVD610** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Animated, 27 of 75 minutes

**STRM1307DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL: n/a 1990 Release

*Hans Christian Andersen Stories

“...top notch viewing for everyone...”  
— Parenting Magazine

**The Red Riding Hood**

by James Marshall (Dial)

James Marshall’s Red Riding Hood is “kind and considerate” to a wolf with charming manners who has designs on her, and her book-toing-granny.

**DVD590** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Animated, 49 of 95 minutes

**CD345RA** SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
**HCD345** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCG345** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**STRM345AADDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 320L GRL: I 1992 Release

*James Marshall’s Favorite Fairy Tales

“Michael York’s impeccable narration and Jerry Pinkney’s stunning illustrations allow listeners to rediscover the magical world of Rikki-Tikki-Tavi...”  
— School Library Journal

**Rikki-Tikki-Tavi**
by Rudyard Kipling, ill. by Jerry Pinkney (Morrow)

*ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Jerry Pinkney’s gorgeous watercolors, along with a moving musical score, help bring life to this unforgettable story from Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book. Narrated by Michael York. Music by Ernest Troost.

**DVD930** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Iconographic, 20 of 45 minutes

**CD385RA** SINGLE CD, 30 mins. $12.95
**HCD385** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
**PCG385** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

**STRM385AADDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL: I 1999 Release

*Picture Book Classics, Vol. IV

“The remarkable Riderless Runaway Tricycle

by Robert McCloskey

Robert McCloskey, one of America’s most beloved authors/illustrators for children, is filmed in his studio on an island in Maine where he discusses the various experiences which have shaped his work. The viewer sees many of the people and places that McCloskey has drawn upon for his inspiration.

**DVD286** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95

Live action, 12 of 44 minutes

*STRM403DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® n/a GRL: n/a 1964 Release

*Famous Author Documentaries, Vol. II

**Robertos!**
by Nina Laden (Chronicle)

**SMITHSONIAN NOTABLE BOOK**

**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**

**H&B 2011 SHORT ANIMATION AWARD**

**KIDS FIRST! BEST SHORT ANIMATED FILM**

**BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOLLYWOOD**

A termite named Roberto follows his dream of becoming an architect. This funny and inspirational story will encourage viewers of any age to build their dreams. Narrated by Sean Hayes, with music by Jerry Hunt. A Jerry Hunt/Galen Fott/Weston Woods co-production.

**DVD675** CC/SUBTITLED DVD* $59.95  
Animated, 11 minutes

**CD675RA** SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95
**HCD675** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95

**STRM675AADDR STREAM VIDEO
**STRM675BDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® 60L GRL: O 2005 Release

*...innovative...delightful...an inspiring look at pursuing one’s dreams...*  
— Booklist

**Robot Zot!**
by Jon Scieszka, ill. by David Shannon (Simon & Schuster)

**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**

**GOLD REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOLLYWOOD**

**AFIODELE EARPHONES AWARD**

**BANK STREET BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR**

**THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER**

This is the tale of a quixotic robot determined to conquer the earth. But once he discovers the princess...a toy cell phone...his mission takes a new course. Robot Zot must learn how to be a hero — in the name of true love. Narrated by James Naughton with music by Michael Bacon. Animated by Soup2Nuts. Includes an interview with illustrator David Shannon.

**DVD2943** MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95  
Animated, 9 of 44 minutes

**CD885RA** SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
**HCD885** HARDCOVER BOOK/C+D $29.95

**STRM885AADDR STREAM VIDEO
**STRM885BDR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile® AD/390L GRL: L 2011 Release

*The Jon Scieszka Library

“...this animated version of the book...is a rousing rhyming adventure...”  
— Starred Review, School Library Journal

“...delightful...nicely backed by Michael Bacon’s music. Recommended.”  
— AudioFile

“...delightfully animated...”  
— ALA Notable Video Committee

“With fanfare, high melodrama, and enthusiasm, narrator James Naughton brings Scieszka’s zany robot to Earth and to an exhilarating exploration of this planet.”  
— AudioFile

---

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
The Rooster Who Would Not Be Quiet
by Carmen Agra Deedy, illustrated by Eugene Yelchin (Scholastic)

La Paz is a happy, but noisy village. A little peace and quiet would make it just right. So the villagers elect the bossy Don Pepe as their mayor. Before long, singing of any kind is outlawed.

Even the teatext is afraid to whistle! But there is one noisy rooster who doesn’t give a mangost about this mayor’s silly rules. Instead, he does what roosters were born to do. Celebrate the spirit of freedom — and the courage of those who are born to sing at any cost. Both English and Spanish narration by author Carmen Agra Deedy. Music by John McCutcheon. Animation by Clay-Pow!

Available for:
- DVD30298BI BILINGUAL DVD, English/Spanish $59.95 AnimateCD, 11 minutes
- CD30298RA BILINGUAL CD, 5 mins. $12.95
- PCD30298C BILINGUAL PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $19.95
- HCD30298 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PKG30298CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM3029BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish
- STRM3029AUDR STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish

Ages 4–8

Sadak and the Thousand Paper Cranes
by Eleanor Coerr, illustrated by Ed Young (G. P. Putnam)

The famous and true story of the young Japanese girl, who followed the legend of folding cranes to help her get well from leukaemia. Beautifully narrated by Liv Ullman with guitar music performed by George Winston. Produced and directed by George Levenson.

Available for:
- DVD2036B BILINGUAL DVD, French $79.95
- STRM2036DR STREAM VIDEO
- Lexus*® AD306L GRL L 1991 Release

Ages 8 to Adult

Sam and the Lucky Money
by Karen Chun, ill. by Cornelius Van Wight & Ying-Hwa Hu (Lee & Low)

Sam meets a stranger who helps him make the perfect decision on how to spend his lucky money. Narrated by Ming-Na Wen. Music by Bruce Zimmerman.

Available for:
- DVD2084 MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- DVD2084B BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish $59.95
- CD3084RA SINGLE CD, 11 mins. $12.95
- PC3084 BILINGUAL PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $19.95
- HCD3084 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PKG3084CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM3084AUDR STREAM AUDIO, English/Spanish
- STRM3084BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Ages 3–8

Same, Same but Different
by Jenny Sue Kostecki-Shaw (Christy Ottaviano Books)

Same, Same but Different is a heartwarming story of friendship that shows how similarities can lead to difference. Narrated by author Jenny Sue Kostecki-Shaw, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Directed by Galen Fott. Includes a bonus interview with Melanie Watt.

Available for:
- DVD3083A CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- CD3083RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95
- HCD3083B HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PKG3083C 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $18.95
- STRM3083AUDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM3083AUDR STREAM VIDEO
- STRM3083AUDR STREAM VIDEO
- STRM3083AUDR STREAM AUDIO

Ages 4–7

Scaredy Squirrel
by Melanie Watt (Kids Can Press)

A cozy, animated story of a shy squirrel who learns that his fears are the same as everyone else’s.

Available for:
- DVD2709 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- CD2709RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD2709B HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC2709B PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG2709CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $18.95
- STRM2709AUDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2709AUDR STREAM VIDEO
- STRM2709BIDR STREAM VIDEO

Ages 4–8

Scaredy Squirrel at Night
by Melanie Watt (Kids Can Press)

A cozy, animated story of a shy squirrel who learns that his fears are the same as everyone else’s.

Available for:
- DVD2709 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- CD2709RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins. $12.95
- HCD2709B HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PC2709B PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG2709CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $18.95
- STRM2709AUDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2709AUDR STREAM VIDEO
- STRM2709BIDR STREAM VIDEO

Ages 4–8

Say Something!
by Peter H. Reynolds (Orchard Books)

The world needs your voice. If you have a brilliant idea... say something! If you see an injustice... say something! Each of us, each and every day, have the chance to say something with our actions, our words, and our voices. Narrated by the author, Peter H. Reynolds. Music by Sarah Hart. A co-production of Weston Woods Studios and FableVision, Inc.

Available for:
- DVD3077BI BILINGUAL DVD $59.95
- CD3077RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins. $12.95
- HCD3077B HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- CD3077RASP SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
- PC3077B PAPERBACK BOOK/CD, Spanish $18.95
- PKG3077CDSP 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD, (Sp) $38.75
- STRM3077AUDR STREAM AUDIO, English
- STRM3077AUDR STREAM VIDEO, English
- STRM3077BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish

Ages 4–8
Scaredy Squirrel Makes a Friends
by Melanie Watt (Kids Can Press)

Scaredy Squirrel is scared to make a friend. After all, they can bite. When he decides the perfect friend would be a goldfish (no teeth), his plan takes a surprising turn. In the end, he discovers that making the effort has its rewards. Narrated by David de Vries. Directed by Galen Fott with music by Scotty Huff. Includes a behind-the-scenes look at making the film.

The Scrambled States of America
by Laurie Keller (Henry Holt)

ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
SANTA CLARITA INT’L FILM FESTIVAL, BEST SHORT – EDUCATION CATEGORY
STORYTELLING WORLD HONOR TITLE

Disenchanted with their fixed places on the map, the states decide to swap spots in hopes that each can get to see a different part of the country and do something different for a change. Narrated by Jon Carroll and Chevey Chase. Directed by Daniel Ivanick. Music by Jerry Dale Maddren.

School’s First Day of School
by Adam Rex, ill. by Christian Robinson (Roaring Brook)

2017 MARGARET WISE BROWN IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST OF 2017
PW BEST BOOKS 2016
SLJ BEST BOOKS OF 2016
ALA NOTABLE BOOK

It’s the first day of school at Frederick Douglass Elementary and everyone’s just a little bit nervous, especially the school itself. What will the children do once they come? Will they like the school? Will they be nice to him? The school has a rough start, but as the day goes on, he soon recovers when he sees that he’s not the only one going through first-day jitters. Narrated by Erin Bennett and Pierce Cravers. Animation by duplo.

Sendak
by Ed Young (Putnam)

CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Six blind mice investigate parts of a strange SOMETIMETHING. Not until the seventh mouse, do they see what it truly is. This fable is narrated B.D. Wong. With music by Ernest Troost and animation by Virginia Wilks and Cha-Powel. DVD includes a bonus interview with author/illustrator Ed Young.

Seven Candles for Kwanzaa
by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Dial)

This unique African-American holiday commemorates the strength of family ties, respect for ancestors, commitment to the growth of community, and gratitude for life’s bounties. Narrated by Alfre Woodard. Music by Crystal Taliefero.

Seven Candles for Kwanzaa
by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Dial)

2017 MARGARET WISE BROWN IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST OF 2017
PW BEST BOOKS 2016
SLJ BEST BOOKS OF 2016
ALA NOTABLE BOOK

This DVD will strike a chord with anyone facing a new experience. Teachers will enjoy using it to lead discussions on adapting to new situations and the concept of personification. Recommended.

The Scrambled States of America Talent Show
by Laurie Keller (Henry Holt)

ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
AUDIOBOOK OF THE YEAR
AUDIOFILE BEST AUDIOBOOK OF THE YEAR

Those wacky scrambled states are having a talent show. Revel in the madcap adventures and silly antics of this star-studded cast, while learning interesting facts about the states and geography. Narrated by Jon Carroll, David de Vries, Diane Canova and others with music by Jon Carroll. Animated by Galen Fott. Includes a bonus interview with Laurie Keller.

School Persisted: 13 American Women Who Changed the World
by Chelsea Clinton, illustrated by Alexandra Boiger (Philomel)

Chelsea Clinton celebrates thirteen American women who helped shape our country through their tenacity, sometimes through speaking out, sometimes by staying seated, sometimes by captivating an audience. They all certainly persisted. This book features Harriet Tubman, Helen Keller, Clara Lemlich, Nellie Bly, Virginia Apgar, Maria Tallchief, Claudette Colvin, Ruby Bridges, Margaret Chase Smith, Sally Ride, Florence Griffith Joyner, Oprah Winfrey, Sonia Sotomayor—and one special cameo. Read by Nikki M. James. Includes an interview with author Chelsea Clinton.

Sea Bones
by Bob Barner (Chronicle)

Author and illustrator Bob Barner makes waves with his signature rhyming text and colorful illustrations in this lush picture book about the sea. Filled with incredible facts about vertebrates, invertebrates, endoskeletons, and exoskeletons, plus an underwater informational chart, Sea Bones will make young readers want to dive right in! Directed by Gary McGivney. Music and vocals by Crystal Taliefero.

Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution
by Jean Fritz, ill. by Tomie dePaola (Putnam)

The story of Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, James Madison and many others who traveled to the 1787 Summer Convention in Philadelphia to draft a plan that would unify their states while preserving their sovereignty.

Sendak
by Ed Young (Putnam)

CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
SILVER REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Six blind mice investigate parts of a strange SOMETIMETHING. Not until the seventh mouse, do they see what it truly is. This fable is narrated B.D. Wong. With music by Ernest Troost and animation by Virginia Wilks and Cha-Powel. DVD includes a bonus interview with author/illustrator Ed Young.

Seven Candles for Kwanzaa
by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Dial)

This unique African-American holiday commemorates the strength of family ties, respect for ancestors, commitment to the growth of community, and gratitude for life’s bounties. Narrated by Alfre Woodard. Music by Crystal Taliefero.

Seven Candles for Kwanzaa
by Andrea Davis Pinkney, ill. by Brian Pinkney (Dial)

2017 MARGARET WISE BROWN IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST OF 2017
PW BEST BOOKS 2016
SLJ BEST BOOKS OF 2016
ALA NOTABLE BOOK

This DVD will strike a chord with anyone facing a new experience. Teachers will enjoy using it to lead discussions on adapting to new situations and the concept of personification. Recommended.

The Scrambled States of America Talent Show
by Laurie Keller (Henry Holt)

ALA NOTABLE RECORDING
AUDIOBOOK OF THE YEAR
AUDIOFILE BEST AUDIOBOOK OF THE YEAR

Those wacky scrambled states are having a talent show. Revel in the madcap adventures and silly antics of this star-studded cast, while learning interesting facts about the states and geography. Narrated by Jon Carroll, David de Vries, Diane Canova and others with music by Jon Carroll. Animated by Galen Fott. Includes a bonus interview with Laurie Keller.

School Persisted: 13 American Women Who Changed the World
by Chelsea Clinton, illustrated by Alexandra Boiger (Philomel)

Chelsea Clinton celebrates thirteen American women who helped shape our country through their tenacity, sometimes through speaking out, sometimes by staying seated, sometimes by captivating an audience. They all certainly persisted. This book features Harriet Tubman, Helen Keller, Clara Lemlich, Nellie Bly, Virginia Apgar, Maria Tallchief, Claudette Colvin, Ruby Bridges, Margaret Chase Smith, Sally Ride, Florence Griffith Joyner, Oprah Winfrey, Sonia Sotomayor—and one special cameo. Read by Nikki M. James. Includes an interview with author Chelsea Clinton.

Sea Bones
by Bob Barner (Chronicle)

Author and illustrator Bob Barner makes waves with his signature rhyming text and colorful illustrations in this lush picture book about the sea. Filled with incredible facts about vertebrates, invertebrates, endoskeletons, and exoskeletons, plus an underwater informational chart, Sea Bones will make young readers want to dive right in! Directed by Gary McGivney. Music and vocals by Crystal Taliefero.

Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution
by Jean Fritz, ill. by Tomie dePaola (Putnam)

The story of Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, James Madison and many others who traveled to the 1787 Summer Convention in Philadelphia to draft a plan that would unify their states while preserving their sovereignty.
**Sky Color**

*By Peter H. Reynolds (Candlewick Press)*

This is the third title in the series that includes *The Dot* and * Ish*. When Marisol sets out to create a sky for the class mural she discovers the blue missing from her paints. This story celebrates the creative process and what it means to be an artist. Narrated by Sissi Ann Johnson. A co-production of FableVision Studios and Weston Woods Studios. Includes an interview with Peter H. Reynolds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Narrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD2841</td>
<td>Multi-title collection DVD*</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2522RA</td>
<td>Single CD, 6 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Single CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC2522</td>
<td>Hardcover book/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>Hardcover book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM2522AUDDR</td>
<td>Stream audio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM2522DR</td>
<td>Stream video</td>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®</td>
<td>AD180L</td>
<td>GRL: J</td>
<td>2012 Release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Peter H. Reynolds’ Creativity</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"...highly recommended...

**So You Want to Be President?**

*By Judith St. George, ill. by David Small (Philomel)*

Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Children’s Video
Audiofile Earphones Award
Caldecott Medal Book
ALA Notable Book
ALA Notable Video and Recording
Chris Award, Columbus Film Festival
Gold Medal, The New York Film Festival

The publication and private lives of forty-two Presidents are celebrated with humor and flair. DVD narrated by Stockard Channing CD narrated by Christina Delaine. Music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Directed by Gary McGivney.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Narrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD2883</td>
<td>Multi-title collection DVD*</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2597RA</td>
<td>Single CD, 22 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Single CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC2597</td>
<td>Hardcover book/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>Hardcover book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD597</td>
<td>Paperback book/CD</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>Paperback book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Election Day Stories</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"There is so much to praise...the animation, editing, everything. Thank you." — Scotty Huff, illustrator

**Shrinking Violet**

*By Jacqueline Woodson, illustrated by Hudson Talbott (Putnam)*

When Marisol sets out to create a sky for the class mural she discovers the blue missing from her paints. This story celebrates the creative process and what it means to be an artist. Narrated by Sissi Ann Johnson. A co-production of FableVision Studios and Weston Woods Studios. Includes an interview with Peter H. Reynolds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Narrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD2491</td>
<td>CC/subtitled DVD</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD2491RA</td>
<td>Single CD, 13 mins</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Single CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC2491</td>
<td>Hardcover book/CD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>Hardcover book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM2491AUDDR</td>
<td>Stream audio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM2491DR</td>
<td>Stream video</td>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexile®</td>
<td>AD920L</td>
<td>GRL: M</td>
<td>2012 Release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"...a wonderful homage to the power of knowing your own history and being true to those who have shown you the way to follow your own dreams...

**A Sick Day for Amos McGee**

*By Philip C. Stead, ill. by Erin E. Stead (Roaring Brook)*

Ages 4-7

Calla Floorskat’s surprisingly empathetic creativity creates a spirited, likable Violet... — AudioFile

"Appealing to shy types, this value-laden story...sends a message to classmates all over.

www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
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Space Case

Based on the book by Edward Marshall, pictures by James Marshall (Dial)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

This zany story of a small space traveler and the young boy he befriends is vividly brought to life through lively animation and an upbeat musical score. Narrated by Christopher Lloyd. Produced by Pat Sajak's P.A.T. Productions and Weston Woods.

★ DVD634 MULTIPLE TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Animated, 15 of 39 minutes
  C0D397RA SINGLE CD, 14 mins. $12.95
  PC0D397CD PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG0397CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM397AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM397DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: 630L GRL 1 2001 Release

★ “James Marshall’s Space Case Stories…” – Booklist
  “…excellent. Children will thoroughly enjoy and want to watch it any time of the year…” – School Library Journal

★ Fun for home, public library, and classroom viewing. 39 – Video Librarian

Splat the Cat

by Rob Scotton (HarperCollins)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING
★ PLATINUM REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Splat is concerned his first day at cat school will not go well, so he takes along his mouse pal, Seymour. All is fine – until Seymour escapes and Splat learns that cats are supposed to chase mice! Narrated by John Keating. Music by Robert Reichgold and Scotty Huff. Animated by Soup2Nuts. Includes a bonus interview with author/illustrator Rob Scotton.

★ DVD876 CC/SUBTITLED DVD* $59.95
  Animated, 9 minutes
  C0D876RA SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
  HC0D876 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  PC0D876 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG076CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM876AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM876DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: AD390L GRL L 2010 Release

“British narrator John Keating has amazingly clear diction and energetic delivery. The sprightly background music is just right, setting the tone for this alliterative tom…This gem is perfect for the first day of school…” – Reviewed, School Library Journal

“Highly recommended.” – ★★★★½, Video Librarian
  “John Keating’s reading is charming, and jazzy background music perfectly complements the story, it is justplain fun.” – Reviewed, Booklist

Soup

by Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Scott Magoon (Hyperion)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

Soup has always been a happy little utensil. But lately he’s been feeling down and questions what makes each of us special. Narrated by author Amy Krouse Rosenthal.

★ DVD968 MULTIPLE TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Animated, 11 of 47 minutes
  C0D967RA SINGLE CD, 11 mins. $12.95
  HC0D967 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  PC0D967 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG967CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM967AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM967DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: AD760L GRL M 2005 Release

“The Bob Barker Library

“…a must for budding astronomers.” – Booklist
  “The sound and movement really help share the information beautifully. It’s very entertaining and very clear about the facts as well.” – Author, Bob Barner

“…this video serves up a fun introduction for budding amateur astronomers, while also featuring a lot of curriculum-related information and relevant vocabulary, making it suitable for both general audiences and classroom use. Highly recommended.” – ★★★★½, Video Librarian

The Star-Spangled Banner

by Peter Spier (Random House)

★ GOLD REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

Featuring America’s soulful, heartfelt voice, this flag’s broad stripes and bright stars shine through in this moving rendition of our national anthem. Includes a documentary about how Francis Scott Key’s inspired poem became our anthem. Music arranged by William S. Fischer. Directed by Gary McGivney.

★ DVD821 MULTIPLE TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Animated, 15 of 23 minutes
  C0D166RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
  HC166 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  PC166 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG166CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM166AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM166DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: NP GRL R 2002 Release

★ Songs for America
  “Peter Spier’s detailed watercolor-and-ink illustrations, and Francis Scott Key’s poem about a romantic battle, come vividly to life in this unique musical presentation.” – Booklist
  “A perfect way to teach kids about the flag.” – School Library Journal, Curriculum Connections

Star Stone

by Jon J. Muth (Scholastic)

★ AWARD FINALIST
★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

In this inspiring story about the strength people possess when they work together, Muth takes a simple, beloved tale and adds his own fresh twist. Narrated by B.D. Wong with music by Ernest Toshio. Includes an interview with Jon J. Muth.

★ DVD2998 MULTIPLE TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 13 of 54 minutes
  C0D886RA SINGLE CD, 11 mins. $12.95
  HC886 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  STRM886AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM886DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: 860L GRL L 2011 Release

★ “Favorite Folk Tales, Vol. II

The Stonecutter

by Gerald McDermott (Viking)

★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Tasalou is a lowly cutter of stone who longs for power. Narrated by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Narrated by Maxwell Glick.

★ DVD2748 Animated, 8 minutes
  SINGLE CD, 8 mins. $12.95
  HCD2748 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  STRM2748AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM2748DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: RR GRL H 2016 Release

★ “On one hand…Tasalou’s inner struggles are so human in this original interpretation.” – School Library Journal

★ “A beautiful, poetic story filled with Japanese culture and history.” – Booklist
  “…highly recommended.” – ALA Notable List

The Stonemason

by Marcia Brown (Atheneum)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

Three clever soldiers devise a plan to get food and lodging from the selfish inhabitants of a French village during the time of Napoleon.

★ DVD513B1 MULTIPLE TITLE BILINGUAL DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 10 of 74 minutes
  C0D007RA SINGLE CD, 10 mins. $12.95
  HC007 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
  PC007 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG007CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM007AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM007AUDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish
  Lexile®: 275L GRL N 1995 Release

★ “The Little Red Hen and Other Folktales” La gallina roja y otros cuentos populares

The Stonecutter

by Gerald McDermott (Viking)

★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Tasalou is a lowly cutter of stone who longs for power. Features authentic Japanese music on the koto.

★ DVD4847 MULTIPLE TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
  Iconographic, 6 of 22 minutes
  C0D178RA SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
  PC178 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
  PKG178CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
  STRM178AUDR STREAM AUDIO
  STRM178DR STREAM VIDEO
  Lexile®: A000L GRL N 1975 Release

★ “Tasalou is a very endearing character.” – Booklist
  “…highly recommended.” – School Library Journal

For fastest service, email your order to: eProcurement@Scholastic.com
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A Story – A Story
Ages 4-8
by Gail E. Haley (Atheneum)

CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

Ananse the Spider Man climbs up to the sky to buy stories from the Sky God in this folk tale from Africa.

• DVD626 MULTIPLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 10 of 32 minutes
• CD123RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins $12.95
• HCD123 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
• PC0123 PAPER BACK BOOK/CD $18.95
• PKG123CD 5 PAPER BACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
• STRM123AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
• STRM123DR STREAM VIDEO

LeXile®: AD590L GRL: O 1973 Release
*Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears and Other Caldecott Classics

The Sun Is Kind of a Big Deal
Ages 4-8
by Nick Seluk (Orchard)

Oh, hey, guess what? The Sun never stops working to keep things on Earth running smoothly! That's why it's been named the Moon for 4.5 billion years! So why does the Sun get to be the center of attention? Because it's our solar system's very own star! This funny and factual picture book from Azwolow Yet creator Nick Seluk explains every part of the Sun's big job: keeping our solar system together, giving Earth day and night, keeping us warm, and more. In fact, the Sun does so much for us that we shouldn't be alive without it. That's kind of a big deal. Narrated by Emily Eiden, David de Vries, Lauren Ezzo and others. Music by Jack Sundrud. Animated. Virgina Williams

• DVD4012 CC/SUB TITLED DVD** $59.95
  Animated. Approx. 13 minutes
• CD4012RA SINGLE CD. Approx. 30 mins $12.95
• HCD4012 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
• STRM4012AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
• STRM4012DR STREAM VIDEO

LeXile®: 560L GRL: Q 2021 Release

Strega Nona
Ages 4-8
by Marjorie Flack, ill. by Kurt Wiese (Viking)

The delightful adaptation follows Gertrude and George, based on the book by Quentin Blake.

• DVD1301 CC/SUB TITLED DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 28 minutes
• STRM1301DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD370L GRL:F 2016 Release

Supertruck
Ages 2-6
by Stephen Savage

(Roaring Brook Press)

• DVD2889 CC/SUB TITLED DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 5 minutes
• CD2889RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins $12.95
• HCD2889 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
• PCD2889 PAPER BACK BOOK/CD $18.95
• PKG2889CD 5 PAPER BACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
• STRM2889AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
• STRM2889DR STREAM VIDEO

LeXile®: AD370L GRL: Q 2016 Release

Swamp Angel
Ages 5-8
by Anne Isaacs, ill. by Paul O. Zelinsky (Dutton)

CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK

An original tall tale about Angelica Longstrider, better known as Swamp Angel, the greatest woodswoman in Tennessee history. Narrated by Scotty Huff, with music by Robert Reynolds and Scotty Huff.

• DVD694 MULTIPLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 14 of 33 minutes
• CD657RA SINGLE CD, 12 mins $12.95
• HCD657 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
• PCD657 PAPER BACK BOOK/CD $18.95
• PKG657CD 5 PAPER BACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
• STRM657AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
• STRM657DR STREAM VIDEO

LeXile®: AD960L GRL: O 2005 Release
*American Tall Tales

This delightful production deserves a place in all tall tale collections. -- School Library Journal

Swinglow and the Magic Pebble
Ages 4-9
by William Steig (Simon & Schuster)

• CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK • CINE GOLDEN EAGLE • ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

The Duncan family is beside itself when son Sylvester turns himself into a rock to escape the jaws of a hungry lion. DVD narrated by John Lithgow. CD narrated by Rex Robbins.

• DVD499 MULTIPLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 13 of 50 minutes
• DVD6308B1 MULTIPLE TITLED DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 11 of 64 minutes
• DVD352MANBI BILINGUAL DVD, Mandarin $59.95
• CD352RA SINGLE CD, 13 mins $12.95
• HCD352 HARD COVER BOOK/CD $29.95
• PCD352 PAPER BACK BOOK/CD $18.95
• PKG352CD 5 PAPER BACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
• CDO352RASP SINGLE CD, Spanish $12.95
• STRM352AUDDR STREAM AUDIO, English
• STRM352BIDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish
• STRM352BIÑDR STREAM VIDEO, English/Mandarin

LeXile®: AD700L GRL: O 2004 Release
*The William Steig Library
**Caldecott/Caldicott Classics

Swineherd
Ages 4-9
by Hans Christian Andersen, ill. by Bjorn Winblad (Gyldendal)

• ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

A spoiled princess scorches the love of an honorable prince who offers her precious gifts.

• DVD696 MULTIPLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 14 of 32 minutes

*Hans Christian Andersen Stories, Vol. II

T is for Terrible
Ages 3-6
by Peter McCarty (Henry Holt)

With humor and a touch of suspense, an introspective dinosaur reflects on his own identity as a "terrible lizard." Narrated by David de Vries, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds.

• DVD2942 MULTIPLE COLLECTION DVD** $59.95
  Animated, 20 of 27 minutes
• CD679RA SINGLE CD, 5 mins $12.95
• PCD679 PAPER BACK BOOK/CD $18.95
• PKG679CD 5 PAPER BACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
• STRM679AUDDR STREAM AUDIO
• STRM679DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD450L GRL: Q 2005 Release
*Dinosaur Features

A solid addition to dinosaur collections for young children. -- School Library Journal

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
Take Joy! The Magical World of Tasha Tudor

- **GOLD CAMERA AWARD, US INT’L FILM FESTIVAL**
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**
- A charming portrait of one of America’s best-loved artists. Produced and directed by Sarah Kerruish for Spellbound Productions, in association with Corgi Cottage Industries.

- **DVD466**
  - DVD: $39.95
  - **STRM466DR** STREAM VIDEO: GRL: n/a 2007 Release

Take Peace! A Corgi Cottage Christmas with Tasha Tudor

- Experience the joys of a Corgi Cottage Christmas. Produced and directed by Sarah Kerruish for Spellbound Productions, in association with Corgi Cottage Industries.

- **DVD447**
  - DVD: $39.95
  - **STRM447DR** STREAM VIDEO: GRL: n/a 2007 Release

- “Smooth narration combined with Tudor’s own explanations…provides children and adults with a glimpse into a truly old-fashioned Christmas.” – School Library Journal

The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks

- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**
- A compassionate couple risks their lives to reunite a pair of Mandarin ducks and are rewarded in the end – but by whom? Narrated by B.D. Wong.

- **DVD847**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: **$59.95**
  - Iconographic: 16 of 22 minutes
  - **CD376RA** SINGLE CD, 15 minutes: $12.95
  - **PCD376** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD: $18.95
  - **PKG376CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD: $38.75
  - **STRM376AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 447 mins
  - **STRM376DR** STREAM VIDEO: 11 mins
  - Lexile®: AD930L
  - *Asian Folktales

The Talking Eggs

- Ages 4-10
- When a young girl named Selina befriends a mystical elderly woman, magical things happen - not the least of which is the surprise of three talking eggs. When her selfish brother Wade gets involved, he's in for some surprises too, but of a different kind. Directed by Michael Sporn.

- **DVD940**
  - STREAM VIDEO: GRL: n/a
  - **STRM940DR** STREAM VIDEO, Animated, 24 minutes
  - **LEXILE**: 940
  - 1998 Release

The Teacher From the Black Lagoon

- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**
- **BEST OF THE BEST, HEART OF TEXAS LITERATURE CENTER**
- A boy imagines the worst about his first day of school and a great introduction to a discussion about rumors and exaggeration. © – School Library Journal

- **DVD682**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD: **$59.95**
  - Animated, 9 of 24 minutes

- **CD613RA** SINGLE CD, 7 mins. $12.95
- **PCD613** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD: $16.95
- **PKG613CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD: $38.75
- **STRM613AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
- **STRM613DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins
- Lexile®: 380L
- *Back-to-School Again

- **Nightmares have never been so funny.** © – ALA Notable Video Committee

- “wonderful way to dispel fears about the first day of school and a great introduction to a discussion about rumors and exaggeration.” © – School Library Journal

- **DVD2999**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: **$59.95**
  - Iconographic: 11 of 67 minutes
  - **CD682RA** SINGLE CD, 9 mins: $12.95
  - **HCD682** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD: $29.95
  - **STRM682AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
  - **STRM682DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins
  - *Stories for Women’s History Month

- “With soft mountain music tinkling in the background, a young narrator tells the story of a mountain man and his commitment helped rural children find something wonderful in the books. Narrated by Walker Harrison. Music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Includes bonus interviews with author Heather Henson and illustrator David Smith. This is a deliciously scary story about a boy who outsmarts an old witch-woman before she can have him and his brothers for dinner.” © – Booklist

That Book Woman

- by Heather Henson, ill. by David Small (Athenaeum)
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**
- **PARENTS’ CHOICE AWARD**
- **SMITHSONIAN NOTABLE BOOK FOR CHILDREN**
- **STORYTELLING WORLD AWARD**
- **AUDIFILE EARPHONE AWARD**

- Ages 4-8
- This is the story of the Pack Horse Librarians, whose bravery and commitment helped rural children find something wonderful in the books. Narrated by Walker Harrison. Music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young. Includes bonus interviews with author Heather Henson and illustrator David Smith.

- **DVD999**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: **$59.95**
  - Iconographic: 11 of 67 minutes
  - **CD682RA** SINGLE CD, 9 mins: $12.95
  - **HCD682** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD: $29.95
  - **STRM682AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
  - **STRM682DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins

- “Highly recommended.” © – AudioFile

That is NOT A Good Idea!

- by Mo Willems (Balzer + Bray)
- **GOLD REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON**
- **ANNUAL CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHILDREN’S VIDEOS**
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO AND RECORDING**

- Ages 4-8
- Here is the tale of a hungry fox who invites a plump goose to dinner… but all is not what you would expect! Directed by Pete List. Narrated by Mo and Cher Willems with music by Lucas Ebert Ebert. DVD includes “Team Mo”, a documentary by Tix Willems.

- **DVD2710**
  - CC/SUBTITLED DVD: **$59.95**
  - Animated 7 mins.

- **CD2710RA** SINGLE CD, 6 mins.: $12.95
- **HCD2710** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD: $29.95
- **STRM2710AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
- **STRM2710DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins
- Lexile®: AD930L

- “Visual and audio elements combine perfectly to enhance this deliciously silly story that has a satisfying twist, sure to entertain.” © – School Library Journal

That New Animal

- by Emily Jenkins, ill. by Pierre Prat (Farrar, Straus)
- **ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**
- **BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE**
- **BOSTON GLOBE – HORN BOOK HONOR BOOK**

- Ages 3-7
- In a humorous look at adjusting to change, the two family dogs grumble about how that “new animal,” – a baby – has altered their lives at home. Narrated by pet and baby-lover/author Emily Jenkins, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds.

- **DVD2581**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: **$59.95**
  - Iconographic: 9 of 68 minutes
  - **CD687RA** SINGLE CD, 9 mins: $12.95
  - **STRM687AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
  - **STRM687DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins

- “...very highly recommended...” © – Children’s Bookwatch

- “...perfectly narrated... a wonderful piece, perfect for children who are welcoming new siblings, as well as dog lovers of all ages. Highly recommended.” © – Video Librarian

There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly

- by Simms Taback (Viking)
- **CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK**
- **ALA NOTABLE BOOK**

- Ages 4-7
- Everyone’s favorite poem about the silly old lady with the ever-expanding stomach who swallowed everything from a fly to a cat to a cow to a horse. Narrated and sung by Cyndy Lauper, with music by Scotty Huff and Robert Reynolds. Animated by Konstantin Bronzit.

- **DVD680**
  - MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*: **$59.95**
  - Animated, 7 of 22 minutes
  - **CD579RA** SINGLE CD, 8 mins: $12.95
  - **HCD579** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD: $29.95
  - **PCD579** PAPERBACK BOOK/CD: $18.95
  - **PKG579CD** 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD: $38.75
  - **STRM579AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
  - **STRM579DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins

- “...a classic treatment of a terrific book and merits a place in all libraries.” © – School Library Journal. Video of the Week

- “...wild and witty... prompts giggles galore... Pure jubilant nonsense!” © – Booklist

They All Saw a Cat

- Written and Illustrated by Brendan Wenzel (Chronicle Books)
- **ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**
- **STARRING BOOKLIST REVIEW**
- **2017 CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK**
- **SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOKS OF 2016**
- **AMAZON BEST BOOKS 2016**

- Ages 3-6
- The cat walked through the world, with its whiskers, ears, and paws. In this glorious celebration of observation, curiosity, and imagination, Brenda Wenzel shows us the many lives of one cat, and how perspective shapes what we see. When you see a cat, what do you see? Narrated by John Lithgow. Animation by Cha-Pow! Includes an interview with Brendan Wenzel.

- **DVD2993**
  - CC/SUBTITLED DVD: **$59.95**
  - Animated, 5 mins

- **CD2993RA** SINGLE CD, 5 mins: $12.95
- **HCD2993** HARDCOVER BOOK/CD: $29.95
- **STRM2993AUDDR** STREAM AUDIO: 44 mins
- **STRM2993DR** STREAM VIDEO: 14 mins
- Lexile®: AD310L

- “In his distinctive calm voice, John Lithgow reads the rhyming text with finesse... This first-rate production is highly recommended.” © – Starr Booklist

- “Liltingly narrated... winning animated short. Highly Recommended” © – **4.1/2, Video Librarian**
This Is Not My Hat

by Jon Klassen (Candlewick)

★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK ★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

AudioFile EARPHONE AWARD

When a tiny fish shoots into view wearing a round blue topper (which happens to fit him perfectly), trouble could be following close behind! Visual humor is the focus of this story. Narrated by John Keating with music by Nick DiBenigno. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

★ Audiophile Magazine

This Is the House That Jack Built

by Simms Taback (Viking)

★ NY TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR  ★ THE NY TIMES BRONZE MEDAL  ★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO  ★ PLATINUM REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON

There is even a special guest star at this end of this humorous and unique interpretation of an age-old classic. Narrated by Mandi Patinkin with music by Scott Huffer. Animated by Konstantin Bronzit.

★ Favorite Folk Tales

★delightful. The combination of sound effects, klezmer-like music, repetition of the text, and Mandi Patinkin's interpretation is engaging.

― AudioFile

★...wild and witty...prompts giggles galore...Pure jubilant nonsense!★

― Booklist

This Is the Rope

by Jacqueline Woodson, ill. by James Ransome (Penguin)

★ AUDIOFILE EARPHONE AWARD

The story of one family's journey north during the Great Migration starts with a little girl in South Carolina who finds a rope under a tree one summer. She has no idea the rope will be following close behind! Visual humor is the focus of this story. Narrated by John Keating with music by Nick DiBenigno. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

★ Booklist

This Land Is Your Land

by Woody Guthrie, ill. by Kathy Jacobsen (Little, Brown)

★ PARENTING BOOK OF THE YEAR  ★ THE NY TIMES BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR

America's favorite folk song, sung by Arlo Guthrie, is brought to life by folk artist Kathy Jacobsen. An American classic that celebrates diversity with a biographical section about Woody Guthrie, narrated by daughter Nora.

★ Audiophile Magazine

Three Billy Goats Gruff

by P. C. Asbjornsen & J. E. Mo, ill. by Marcia Brown (Harcourt)

A wicked troll tries in vain to gobble up a family of goats when they go tripping-trapping over his bridge.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★The warm story about Sarah's feisty Russian grandmother's birthday celebration with "no presents from everyone." Narrated with style and grace by Ekaterina Gordeeva, with music by Joel Goodman and Dan Rosengard. Animated by Daniel Ivanchik.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★delightful. The combination of sound effects, klezmer-like music, repetition of the text, and Mandi Patinkin's interpretation is engaging.

― AudioFile

★...wild and witty...prompts giggles galore...Pure jubilant nonsense!★

― Booklist

The Three Little Pigs

by James Marshall (Dial)

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

The classic story, with a contemporary bent, of three little pigs threatened by a hungry wolf whose favorite food is pig. Narrated by Fritz Weaver.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

The Three Robbers

by Tomi Ungerer (Phaidon)

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

A little girl named Tiffany sets three robbers straight, turning their gold to good. Narrated and directed by Gene Deitch.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

The Three-Legged Cat

ill. by Jonathan Allen (Viking)

Mrs. Gymble's peg-leg cat, Tom, is taken for a hat, and a ride atop her recently烷ving brother's bald head, in this hilarious tale of mistaken identity.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

Three Cheers for the Big Bad Wolf

by Cari Best, ill. by Giselle Potter

Three Cheers for America the Beautiful

by Jon Klassen (Soup2Nuts)

★ Sing Along Stories, Vol II

★ Time of Wonder

★ The Robert McCloskey Library

★ Caldecott Collection, Vol IV

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

★ ALA NOTABLE VIDEO

The Three-Legged Cat

ill. by Jonathan Allen (Viking)

Mrs. Gymble's peg-leg cat, Tom, is taken for a hat, and a ride atop her recently烷ving brother's bald head, in this hilarious tale of mistaken identity.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

Tikki Tikki Tembo

by Arlene Mosel, ill. by Janet Schmutz (Henry Holt)

★ ALA NOTABLE BOOK

The popular folksong about a boy whose long name almost causes a disaster when he falls down a well while playing one day.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

Time of Wonder

by Robert McCloskey (Viking)

★ CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK

Lovely watercolor paintings capture the sights and sounds of nature on a Maine island. Narrated by Ted Hoskins.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

Timothy Goes to School

by Rosemary Wells (Dial)

Timothy learns about ‘fitting in’ and making friends during the first week of his first year of school.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review

The Tiny Seed

by Eric Carle (Simon & Schuster)

The fascinating story of the life cycle of a flower told through the adventures of a tiny seed by the beloved author/illustrator Eric Carle. Young readers will cheer at the happy outcome of this exciting tale. Narrated by Jennifer Jiles with music by Ernest Troost. Animation by Soup2Nuts.

★ Favorite Fairy Tales

★A cherished favorite.

― New York Times Book Review
**Too Many Toys**

by David Shannon (Blue Sky Press)  
**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL – STARRED REVIEW**

Spencer has too many toys! His father takes over, and the house is taken over by junk. Now it’s time to give some of the mountain of goodies away. Spencer finds it hard. In the end, he fills a box, but decides the one toy he can’t part with is the box! Animated by Soup2Nuts. Narrated by Jerry Trainor with music by Michael Bacon. Includes an interview with David Shannon.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC/SUBTITLED DVD</td>
<td>CD911RA</td>
<td>0756919116</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDCOVER BOOK/CD</td>
<td>HCD911</td>
<td>159291191X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM911DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td>122031911X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: AD460L  
GRL: TBD  
2020 Release

---

**The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs!**

by Jon Scieszka, ill. by Lane Smith (Viking)  
**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**  
**ALA NOTABLE RECORDING**  
**SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR**  
**NY TIMES BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR**

The classic story told from the wolf’s point-of-view. Was he really as bad as everyone thinks he was? Narrated by Paul Giamatti with a bluesy musical score by Chris Thomas King. Directed by Konstantin Bronit. Co-produced by Weston Woods Studios. Studio Mir and Rembrandt Films. DVD includes a bonus interview with author Jon Scieszka and illustrator Lane Smith.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*</td>
<td>DVD251</td>
<td>159290151X</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish</td>
<td>DVD151</td>
<td>1592911515</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE CD, 8 mins</td>
<td>CD151</td>
<td>1592911514</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDCOVER BOOK/C'D</td>
<td>HCD151</td>
<td>1592911516</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/C'D</td>
<td>PCD151</td>
<td>1592911517</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1'C'D</td>
<td>PKG151</td>
<td>1592911518</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM151DR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td>122031151X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: AD150L  
GRL: n/a  
1980 Release

---

**Trashy Town**

by Andrea Zimmerman and David Clemesha, ill. by Dan Yaccarino (HarperCollins)  
**ALA NOTABLE VIDEO**  
**AND BOOK**  
**COLUMBUS INTERNATIONAL FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, HONORABLE MENTION**

Hats off to Mr. Gilly, the always smiling, ever energetic trash man who dumps it in, smashes it down and drives around the Trashy Town until his truck is full of glorious garbage. Animation by Daniel Ivanick with music by Robert Reynolds and Scotty Huff. Narrated by Diana Canova and David de Vries.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*</td>
<td>DVD662</td>
<td>159290161X</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animated, 7 of 28 minutes</td>
<td>HCD662</td>
<td>1592911613</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/C'D</td>
<td>PCD662</td>
<td>1592911614</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1'C'D</td>
<td>PKG662</td>
<td>1592911615</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM662DR</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td>122031161X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: AD210L  
GRL: H  
2001 Release

---

**The Trip**

by Ezra Jack Keats (Greenwillow)  
**ALA NOTABLE BOOK**

Louie constructs a shoebox diorama and uses his imagination to visit his old neighborhood.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*</td>
<td>DVD496</td>
<td>159290171X</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animated, 6 of 49 minutes</td>
<td>HCD496</td>
<td>1592911713</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/C'D, Spanish</td>
<td>PCD496</td>
<td>1592911714</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1'C'D, (Sp)</td>
<td>PKG496</td>
<td>1592911715</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM496DR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO, SPANISH</td>
<td>122031171X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM496AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO, ENGLISH</td>
<td>1220311719</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM496SP</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO, English/Spanish</td>
<td>159291171X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: 670L  
GRL: N  
2002 Release

---

*Stories from the Hispanic Tradition*

---

**Trumpet Video**

Visits Mem Fox  
Mem Fox describes the inspiration for her stories, reads one, and lends some advice on how to write one. A Trumpet Video release.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC/SUBTITLED DVD</td>
<td>DVD90</td>
<td>159290181X</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Action, 18 mins</td>
<td>NG90</td>
<td>1592911813</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: n/a  
2006 Release

---

**Two Friends: Susan B. Anthony and Frederick Douglass**

by Dean Robbins, ill. by Sean Qualls & Selina Alko (Orchard)  
**STARRING REVIEW - KIRKUS REVIEWS**  
**STARRING REVIEW - BOOKLIST**

Two friends, Susan B. Anthony and Frederick Douglass, get together for tea and conversation. They recount their similar stories fighting to win rights for women and African Americans.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD*</td>
<td>DVD2929</td>
<td>159290191X</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILINGUAL DVD, Spanish</td>
<td>DVD2929B</td>
<td>159291191X</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE CD, 6 mins</td>
<td>CD2929</td>
<td>1592911912</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDCOVER BOOK/C'D</td>
<td>HCD2929</td>
<td>1592911914</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPERBACK BOOK/C'D</td>
<td>PCD2929</td>
<td>1592911913</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1'C'D, (Sp)</td>
<td>PKG2929</td>
<td>1592911915</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM2929DR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td>159291191X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM2929AUDDR</td>
<td>STREAM AUDIO</td>
<td>1592911919</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM2929</td>
<td>STREAM VIDEO</td>
<td>159291191X</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexile®: 430L  
GRL: L  
2007 Release
The Very First Thanksgiving Day
by Rhonda Gowler Greene
Ages 3-6
The story of the first Thanksgiving celebration, told in cumulative rhyme, introduces young readers to America's most beloved national tradition, which began with a shared feast to rejoice in the bounty of the land, new beginnings and peace between two societies. Exquisite paintings by Susan Gaber transport the reader back to the earliest days of American history with meticulous detail and breathtaking imagery. Narrated by Therese Plummer with music by Ernest Troost.

The Ugly Duckling
by Hans Christian Andersen
Ages 4-9
This classic fairy tale is brought to life with stunning art, with music by Susan Gaber (Athenaum). The story of the transformation thing. But the two-week wait inside his chrysalis feels interminable. His fellow caterpillars all tell him to be patient and let nature take its course, but the waiting is just so hard. Can he do it?? Narrated by Matt Brauer and Sisi Anha Johnson.

A Visit with Rosemary Wells
by Rosemary Wells
All Ages
Rosemary Wells shares her life and inspiration for some of her most beloved characters.

The Village of Round and Square Houses
by Ann Grifalconi (Little, Brown)
Ages 5-9
A young girl from the West African town of Toss moyeving talks how the men came to live in square houses and the women in round ones.

A Very Brave Witch
by Alison McGhee, ill. by Harry Bliss (Simon & Schuster)
Ages 4-8

The Very Impatient Caterpillar
by Rus Barbach (Scholastic Press)
When a group of caterpillars scamper up a tree to metamorphose, one of them is still learning about this whole transformation thing. But the two-week wait inside his chrysalis feels interminable. His fellow caterpillars all tell him to be patient and let nature take its course, but the waiting is just so hard. Can he do it?? Narrated by Matt Brauer and Sisi Anha Johnson.

Virginia Lee Burton: A Sense of Place
Never-before-seen photos and sketches, along with personal interviews, provide a richly textured portrait of this beloved children's author/illustrator. A Red Dory Productions/ Searchlight Films release.

Voyage to the Bunny Planet
by Rosemary Wells (Viking)

Waiting for Wings
by Lois Ehler (Harcourt)

Wallace's Lists
by Barbara Bottner & Gerald Krugh,
ill. by Olaf Lundsrom (HarperCollins)

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
The Water Princess by Susan Verde and George Budel, illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds (Putnam Books)

A WEEKEND WITH WENDELL by Kevin Henkes (Greenwillow)

We Found A Hat by Jon Klassen (Candlewick)

The Wheels on the Bus by Paul O. Zelinsky (Dutton)

What To Do About Alice? by Barbara Kerley, ill. by Edwin Fotheringham (Scholastic)

What’s Under My Bed? by James Stevenson (Greenwillow)

The Water Princess

Ages 5-8

APARENTS CHOICE
GOLD MEDAL (DVD)
GREEN PRIZE FOR SUSTAINABLE LITERATURE AWARD
AL ANOTABLE BOOK
AMAZON BEST BOOK OF SEPTEMBER

Based on supermodel George Badel’s childhood, a young girl dreams of bringing clean drinking water to her African village. As a child in Burkina Faso, George and other girls in her village had to walk for miles each day to collect water. This vibrant, engaging story sheds light on this struggle that continues all over the world today, instilling hope for a future when all children will have access to clean drinking water. Music by Michael Bacon. A co-production with Tablevision and Weston Woods. Read by Yvonne Badala. Includes interview with George Badel.

What To Do About Alice?

Ages 9-12

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
ROBERT F. SIBLEY INFORMATIONAL AWARD HONOR BOOK

Inspired by the many Indigenous-led movements across North America, We Are Water Protectors issues an urgent rallying cry to reestablish the Earth’s water from harm and corruption—a bold and lyrical picture book written by Carole Lindstrom and vibrantly illustrated by Michaela Goade. When a black snake threatens to destroy the Earth and poison her people’s water, one young water protector takes a stand to defend Earth’s most sacred resource. Narrated by the author Carole Lindstrom. Music by Ernest Troost. Includes a bonus interview with author Barbara Kerley.

What’s Under My Bed?

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
STARRDBOOKLIST REVIEW

Grandpa tells his two young houseguests about the time he was afraid of the dark and about other figures of his imagination. Wonderfully humorous and perfect for Halloween. Narrated by Barnard Hughes.

The Water Princess

Ages 3-6

ALANOTABLE VIDEO
GOLD REMI AWARD
WORLDWIDE BEST SHORT
SANTA CLARA INTL. FILM FESTIVAL, BEST ANIMATED SHORT
US INTL FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL, GOLD CAMERA AWARD
USA FILM FESTIVAL, FAMILY AWARD

Three cheers for compromise as quiet-as-a-mouse Sophie learns to assert herself with boyish, big-mouthed Wendell. Directed by Virginia Wilkos. Film narrated by Mary Beth Hurt.

What’s Under My Bed?

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING

‘Slightly Scary Stories for Halloween’

The Wheels on the Bus

Ages 3-6

ALANOTABLE VIDEO
CINE GOLDEN EAGLE
ALANOTABLE RECORDING

The classic children’s ditty comes to glorious life with Paul Zelinsky’s eye-popping art and a lovely musical directed by Gary McGivney with music by The Bacon Brothers.

Where the Wild Things Are

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Max is the hero of this beloved children’s classic in which he makes mischief, sails away, tames the wild things and returns home for supper. DVD features music and narration by Peter Schickele.

Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus?

Ages 7-12

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
COLUMBUS FILM FESTIVAL BRONZE PLAQUE

Jean Fritz’s lively narration provides a colorful portrait of the man who staunchly led his men across the Ocean Sea to “learn the secrets of the world.” And the best-kept secret in all the world turned out to be America!

Where the Wild Things Are

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Max is the hero of this beloved children’s classic in which he makes mischief, sails away, tames the wild things and returns home for supper. DVD features music and narration by Peter Schickele.

Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus?

Ages 7-12

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
COLUMBUS FILM FESTIVAL BRONZE PLAQUE

Jean Fritz’s lively narration provides a colorful portrait of the man who staunchly led his men across the Ocean Sea to “learn the secrets of the world.” And the best-kept secret in all the world turned out to be America!

The Water Princess

Ages 5-8

APARENTS CHOICE
GOLD MEDAL (DVD)
GREEN PRIZE FOR SUSTAINABLE LITERATURE AWARD
AL ANOTABLE BOOK
AMAZON BEST BOOK OF SEPTEMBER

Based on supermodel George Badel’s childhood, a young girl dreams of bringing clean drinking water to her African village. As a child in Burkina Faso, George and the other girls in her village had to walk for miles each day to collect water. This vibrant, engaging story sheds light on this struggle that continues all over the world today, instilling hope for a future when all children will have access to clean drinking water. Music by Michael Bacon. A co-production with Tablevision and Weston Woods. Read by Yvonne Badala. Includes interview with George Badel.

What To Do About Alice?

Ages 9-12

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
ROBERT F. SIBLEY INFORMATIONAL AWARD HONOR BOOK

Inspired by the many Indigenous-led movements across North America, We Are Water Protectors issues an urgent rallying cry to reestablish the Earth’s water from harm and corruption—a bold and lyrical picture book written by Carole Lindstrom and vibrantly illustrated by Michaela Goade. When a black snake threatens to destroy the Earth And poison her people’s water, one young water protector takes a stand to defend Earth’s most sacred resource. Narrated by the author Carole Lindstrom. Music by Ernest Troost. Includes a bonus interview with author Barbara Kerley.

What’s Under My Bed?

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
STARRDBOOKLIST REVIEW

Grandpa tells his two young houseguests about the time he was afraid of the dark and about other figures of his imagination. Wonderfully humorous and perfect for Halloween. Narrated by Barnard Hughes.

The Water Princess

Ages 3-6

ALANOTABLE VIDEO
GOLD REMI AWARD
WORLDWIDE BEST SHORT
SANTA CLARA INTL. FILM FESTIVAL, BEST ANIMATED SHORT
US INTL FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL, GOLD CAMERA AWARD
USA FILM FESTIVAL, FAMILY AWARD

Three cheers for compromise as quiet-as-a-mouse Sophie learns to assert herself with boyish, big-mouthed Wendell. Directed by Virginia Wilkos. Film narrated by Mary Beth Hurt.

What’s Under My Bed?

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING

‘Slightly Scary Stories for Halloween’

The Wheels on the Bus

Ages 3-6

ALANOTABLE VIDEO
CINE GOLDEN EAGLE
ALANOTABLE RECORDING

The classic children’s ditty comes to glorious life with Paul Zelinsky’s eye-popping art and a lovely musical directed by Gary McGivney with music by The Bacon Brothers.

Where the Wild Things Are

Ages 4-8

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOK
CINE GOLDEN EAGLE

Max is the hero of this beloved children’s classic in which he makes mischief, sails away, tames the wild things and returns home for supper. DVD features music and narration by Peter Schickele.

Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus?

Ages 7-12

ALANOTABLE RECORDING
COLUMBUS FILM FESTIVAL BRONZE PLAQUE

Jean Fritz’s lively narration provides a colorful portrait of the man who staunchly led his men across the Ocean Sea to “learn the secrets of the world.” And the best-kept secret in all the world turned out to be America!
Wings: A Tale of Two Chickens

by James Marshall (Viking)

When Winnie, who never reads, lifts off with a foxy stranger, sensible Harriet must use every ounce of energy and brain power to rescue her.

DVD482
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Animated, 8 of 27 minutes
- CD346RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins $12.95
- PCD346 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG346CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM346A DDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM346DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: R-Tell.
GRL: M 1991 Release

*Favorite Animal Stories, Vol. 1

Wishes

Written by Muyun Thi Văn, Illustrated by Victo Ngai (Orchard)

Wishes tells the powerful, honest story about one Vietnamese family’s search for a new home on the other side of the world, and the long-lasting and powerful impact that makes on one of the youngest members of the family. Inspired by actual events in the author’s life, this is a narrative that is both timely and timeless. Told through the eyes of a young girl, the story chronicles a family’s difficult and powerful journey to pack up what they can carry and to leave their world behind, traveling to a new and unknown place in a crowded boat. With sparse, poetic, and lyrical text from acclaimed author Muyun Thi Văn, thoughtful back matter about the author’s connection to the story, and luminous, stunning illustrations from Forbes 30 Under 30 honoree Victo Ngai, Wishes tells the powerful and timeless story of a way for young children and their families. Narrated by TBD.

Music by TBD.

DVD4019 CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- Iconographic, Approx. XX minutes
- CD4019RA SINGLE CD, Approx. XX min $12.95
- HDC4019 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- STRM4019A DDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM4019R DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: TBD
GRL: TBD 2021 Release

The Wizard

by Jack Kent (Weston Woods Press)

A discontented mouse visits a wizard with magical powers, hoping that the wizard will be able to turn him into something else.

DVD58
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Animated, 8 of 52 minutes
- CD300RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins $12.95
- PC300 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95
- PKG300CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM300A DDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM300DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: n/a
GRL: M 1985 Release

*Magical Stories

Wolffe the Bunny

by Ame Dyckman ill. by Zachariay O’Hora (Little, Brown)

★ SLJ BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
★ PARENTS’ MAGAZINE BEST FICTIONAL PICTURE BOOK 2015
★ NYPL 100 TITLES FOR READING AND SHARING
★ THE HUFFINGTON POST BEST PICTURE BOOKS 2015
★ STARRED REVIEW - BOOKLIST

The bunny family has adopted a wolf son, and daughter Dot is the only one who realizes Wolfe can—and might—eat them all up! Dot tries to get through to her parents, but they are too smitten to listen. A new brother takes getting used to, and sensible Harriet must use every ounce of energy and brain power to rescue her.

DVD5282
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- Animated, 6 minutes
- CD2928RA SINGLE CD, 6 mins $12.95
- HDC2928 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD2928 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG2928CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM2928A DDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM2928DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD460L
GRL: K 2017 Release

“Highly recommended.” — ★★★½, Video Librarian

The Word Collector

by Peter H. Reynolds (Orchard)

In this extraordinary tale from Peter H. Reynolds, Jerome discovers the magic of the words all around him—short and sweet words, two-syllable treats, and multisyllable words that sound like little songs. Words that connect, transform, and empower. From the creator of The Dot and Happy Dreamer comes a celebration of finding your own words—and the impact you can have when you share them with the world. Narrated by Guy Lockard.

Music by Sarah Hart.

Animated, 9 minutes

DVD3045
CC/SUBTITLED DVD $59.95
- Animated, 9 minutes
- CD3045RA SINGLE CD, 9 mins $12.95
- HDC3045 HARDCOVER BOOK/CD $29.95
- PCD3045 PAPERBACK BOOK/CD $18.95

PAPERBACK VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS ONLY
- PKG3045CD 5 PAPERBACK BOOKS/1CD $38.75
- STRM3045A DDR STREAM AUDIO
- STRM3045DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: 490
GRL: n/a
September 2019 Release

Yo! Yes?

by Chris Raschka (Orchard)

Two lonely boys who don’t know each other meet on a city street. They don’t speak to each other, but they see each other standing next to you. Narrated by Christopher Weyant and Michael Crouch with Emily Eidon. Music by Lucas Elliot Eberl. Illustrated by Virginia Wilkos. Includes a bonus interview with Anna Kang and Christopher Weyant.

You Are (Not) Small

by Anna Kang, illustrated by Christopher Weyant (Two Lions)

★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★ WINNER OF THE 2015 THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Two fuzzy creatures can’t agree on who is small and who is big, until a couple of surprise guests show up, settling it once and for all! An original and very funny story about size—it all depends on who’s standing next to you. Narrated by Christopher Weyant and Michael Crouch with Emily Eidon. Music by Lucas Elliot Eberl. Illustrated by Virginia Wilkos.

Wynken, Blynken and Nod

by Eugene Field, ill. by Barbara Cooney (Hastings House)

Sailing off in a wooden shoe, Wynken, Blynken and Nod find sleepy time adventure under a luminous night sky. Narrated by Deborah Stromberg.

Youthful spirits are everywhere in this delightful picture-book version of the classic nursery rhyme, a poem that celebrates imagination and the power of music to express feelings. The story suggests that it is the music that makes it possible for the friends to travel to的地方: "It’s the music, Wynken, Blynken, and Nod."

DVD825
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Iconographic, 4 of 12 minutes
- STRM825 DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD950L
GRL: N 1999 Release

*Stories That Rhyme

Yankee Doodle

by Edward Bangs, ill. by Steven Kellogg (Simon & Schuster)

Set to the tune of the same name, a colorfully illustrated picture book captures Yankee Doodle riding through the Revolutionary War spying on the Redcoats and cheering George Washington’s troops on to victory.

DVD836
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Iconographic, 11 of 28 minutes
- STRM836 DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: NP
GRL: N 1999 Release

*Music Comes Alive!

Yo! Yes?

by Chris Raschka (Orchard)

★ CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING AND BOOK

Alone, trombone playing solo is joined by various instruments, one by one, to create a joyous musical performance. Music by Marvin Hamlisch.

DVD631
MULTI-TITLE COLLECTION DVD* $59.95
- Iconographic, 9 of 27 minutes
- STRM631 DR STREAM VIDEO

Lexile®: AD950L
GRL: N 1999 Release

You Are (Not) Small

by Anna Kang, illustrated by Christopher Weyant (Two Lions)

★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★ WINNER OF THE 2015 THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Two fuzzy creatures can’t agree on who is small and who is big, until a couple of surprise guests show up, settling it once and for all! An original and very funny story about size—it all depends on who’s standing next to you. Narrated by Christopher Weyant and Michael Crouch with Emily Eidon. Music by Lucas Elliot Eberl. Illustrated by Virginia Wilkos. Includes a bonus interview with Anna Kang and Christopher Weyant.

You Are (Not) Small

by Anna Kang, illustrated by Christopher Weyant (Two Lions)

★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★ WINNER OF THE 2015 THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Two fuzzy creatures can’t agree on who is small and who is big, until a couple of surprise guests show up, settling it once and for all! An original and very funny story about size—it all depends on who’s standing next to you. Narrated by Christopher Weyant and Michael Crouch with Emily Eidon. Music by Lucas Elliot Eberl. Illustrated by Virginia Wilkos. Includes a bonus interview with Anna Kang and Christopher Weyant.

You Are (Not) Small

by Anna Kang, illustrated by Christopher Weyant (Two Lions)

★ BRONZE REMI AWARD, WORLDFEST HOUSTON
★ WINNER OF THE 2015 THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL AWARD
★ ALA NOTABLE RECORDING

Two fuzzy creatures can’t agree on who is small and who is big, until a couple of surprise guests show up, settling it once and for all! An original and very funny story about size—it all depends on who’s standing next to you. Narrated by Christopher Weyant and Michael Crouch with Emily Eidon. Music by Lucas Elliot Eberl. Illustrated by Virginia Wilkos. Includes a bonus interview with Anna Kang and Christopher Weyant.
Automation Kits and Processing Free on All Orders Over $200.

Full library processing is available for all Weston Woods titles in this catalog. Complete cataloging and processing are based on Dewey Classification System unless otherwise noted by the customer (i.e. Sears Subject Headings and AACR2 and USMARC Bibliographic Standards). Automation lots (MARC records, barcode labels and spine labels) and stand-alone MARC records are available for all Weston Woods titles, with a minimum charge of $15.00 per physical product order, and $28.00 per digital product order. Please contact your sales representative or customer service for a Custom Processing Form. MARC records can be sent via Email or CD. Printed labels and barcodes will be mailed separately. Depending on your specific requirements for additional processing, please allow an additional three weeks for fulfillment.

When ordering automation kits and/or MARC records solely, the Cataloging Order Form in this catalog must be attached to your order before your order can be processed.

Common Core State Standards Correlations

All our titles have been correlated to Common Core and State Standards. Visit our website to access our searchable link or call customer service for a custom report on the titles that interest you.

Descriptive Video — Our new releases now include a descriptive video audio track, with contains additional descriptive narration to make our titles more accessible to the blind and visually impaired.

Expanded Purchasing Options Available!

- Extra paperback books - $6.50 ea
- Extra Hardcover Books - $17.95 ea

Federal Tax ID

Weston Woods Federal Tax ID#: 06-0716595

Free Lifetime Replacement Policy

Weston Woods offers a free lifetime replacement for any worn or damaged Weston Woods DVD or CD produced by and purchased directly from Weston Woods. Proof-of-purchase or return of damaged or worn product may be required to qualify.

Preview Policy — Clips of our products are available on our website (www.scholastic.com/westonwoods). Should it be required that you preview a product prior to your purchase, please contact Weston Woods Customer Service at 1-800-243-5020 or westonwoodsquestions@scholastic.com.

Pricing and Availability — All products and prices in this catalog are subject to availability and may change without notice.

Read-Along — This feature allows children to follow each word as it is simultaneously narrated and highlighted on the screen, strengthening vocabulary, comprehension and fluency. All new DVDs now offer three viewing options: Read-Along, closed-captioned subtitles or no text at all.

Remittance — To pay by credit card please call Accounts Receivable at 1-800-225-1761. Payments, including checks made payable to WESTON WOODS, should be mailed to:

Scholastic Inc. Trade
PO BOX 639851
Cincinnati, OH 45263-9851

Return Policy — All returns must include a Return Authorization (RMA) number. Contact customer service at westonwoodsquestions@scholastic.com or call 800-243-5020 to obtain your RMA number. This number must be displayed on the outside of the package. Packages received without an RMA number will be refused. Returns accepted for any reason within 30 days. Product will only be accepted for return if in mint condition. Do not alter the product in any way or place labels on the packaging before viewing for classroom or library acceptability. Send all returns via UPS or other form of insured mail to: Weston Woods, 3030 Robinson Road, Jefferson City, MO 65101. Return Authorization #WWRMA[__________]. Note: This address remains the same.

Television & Reproduction Rights — Video

Purchase of Weston Woods’ videos does not include broadcast use. They must be cleared and covered by written agreement prior to broadcast or closed-circuit transmission. Materials in this catalog are protected by international copyright and may not be reproduced in any form or by any means, including use on television or in information retrieval systems, without prior written permission. Please call your sales rep or Customer Service at westonwoodsquestions@scholastic.com or call 800-243-5020 for more information.

Ordering Information —

Invoicing may be available to public schools and public libraries. Your order may be charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover. You may pay by check or money order. Checks and money orders should be made payable to WESTON WOODS.

Collation of Book/CD packages – Elements (Book/CD) are shipped uncollated. If you prefer to receive your packages collated or with the poly bags free of charge, please check the appropriate box on the order form.

Shipping Charges - FREE SHIPPING on all orders over $100. 9% for orders under $100 with a MINIMUM OF $6.00. Domestic orders only. Items shipped FOB origin.

Express Shipping - Overnight delivery may be available by UPS, DHL and Express Mail at prevailing rates. Please call Customer Service for details at 800-243-5020.

International Orders - Please specify method of shipment, current rates will apply. Customs duties and taxes are additional. All orders to APO/FPO addresses and U.S. Territories will be sent via USPS Priority Mail. International orders must be prepaid.

Order Online at: www.scholastic.com/westonwoods, Fax: 877-242-5865, Call: 800-387-1437
For any further information regarding products and/or orders – please contact your sales representative:

**Internal Sales Reps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rep Name</th>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Lee</td>
<td>KY, MA, MO, PA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alee@scholastic.com">alee@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Chadwell</td>
<td>KS, IL, MN, UT, VA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cchadwell@scholastic.com">cchadwell@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Burns</td>
<td>CO, MS, MT, ND, SD, TX, WY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cburns@scholastic.com">cburns@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Warren</td>
<td>AL, FL, IN, LA, NM</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cowarren@scholastic.com">cowarren@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirea Lopez</td>
<td>DE, MD, NY, TN</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dlopes@scholastic.com">dlopes@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga Safris</td>
<td>GA, MI, NJ, NC, SC</td>
<td><a href="mailto:oasfris@scholastic.com">oasfris@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Herbik</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sherbis@scholastic.com">sherbis@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Yabut</td>
<td>AK, AR, AZ, CA, HI, ID, NV, OK, OR, VT, WA, WV</td>
<td><a href="mailto:syabut@scholastic.com">syabut@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Roller</td>
<td>CT, IA, ME, NE, NH, RI, WI</td>
<td><a href="mailto:troller1@scholastic.com">troller1@scholastic.com</a></td>
<td>800-387-1437 x6354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field Reps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rep Name/Group Name</th>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Brain Resources</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td><a href="mailto:john@bigbrainresources.com">john@bigbrainresources.com</a></td>
<td>732-768-7011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Fish</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bradfishforlibraries@gmail.com">bradfishforlibraries@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>412-531-2402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbie J Thorpe, LLC</td>
<td>AL, FL, LA, MS, TX (1-6,13,20)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:herbiethorpe@gmail.com">herbiethorpe@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>985-807-7545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kubitz Educational Services</td>
<td>IA, MN, ND, NE, SD, WI</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jack@kubitzbooks.com">jack@kubitzbooks.com</a></td>
<td>320-224-2485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Davis &amp; Associates</td>
<td>CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pauldavisway@aol.com">pauldavisway@aol.com</a></td>
<td>978-443-1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Book Group</td>
<td>DC, DE, MD</td>
<td><a href="mailto:TaylorBookGroup@aol.com">TaylorBookGroup@aol.com</a></td>
<td>410-893-0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JZMedia/John Zick</td>
<td>CA, UT, WA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:JRZick@MSN.com">JRZick@MSN.com</a></td>
<td>951-316-9628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or contact Weston Woods Customer Service at **1-800-243-5020**
For order information: **westonwoodsorders@scholastic.com**
For general product info: **westonwoodsquestions@scholastic.com**
Weston Woods’ Timeless Tradition...

For over 65 years, Weston Woods has produced many classic stories for each new generation of children.

Here are just a few that have stood the test of time...

* For formats and descriptions of these titles please see their listings in the catalog.